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ABSTRACT

An Alliance of Ladies: Power, Public Affairs, and Class Construction in Early National New
York City
by
Alisa Wade

Advisor: Dr. Kathleen McCarthy
The dissertation studies elite women’s political consciousness in New York City between 1783
and 1815, contextualizing women’s position within the city’s social strata and the rise of market
capitalism in the post-Revolutionary era. In a period of deferential politics, women within the
leadership class played a unique role in remodeling the structure of republican government and
determining who belonged within it. Building on the foundation of learned femininity, they
constructed the etiquette that undergirded men’s political careers and oversaw the marriage
market. They mediated divisions between new merchant capital and more established landed
wealth, reinforcing dynastic stability. Moreover, they were essential actors in the city’s
marketplace as consumers, property owners, and investors. These women shaped a new cadre of
republican political leaders, and oversaw the city’s hospitality when it served as the federal
capital. When partisan divisions threatened to tear elites apart in the 1790s, they leveraged their
economic resources and social capital to maintain harmony, negotiating partisanship through
their entertaining. However, as the 1790s wore on, women found their economic stability and
political activism increasingly restricted. By placing the growth of the city’s commercial
marketplace into dialogue with shifting patterns of elite women’s inheritance, estate
administration, and partisanship, “An Alliance of Ladies” links the maturation of market
capitalism to increasing gender constraints. Particularly after the election of 1800, the move
from a Federalist toward a Democratic-Republican regime narrowed women’s opportunities.
Nonetheless, New York offered unique opportunities to its wealthy female inhabitants because of
its shifting class structure, flourishing economic marketplace, and political significance. One
cannot understand the trajectory of New York’s development without considering the key role
women played in sustaining an urban leadership class.
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INTRODUCTION

“What have I to do with politicks?” queried Sarah Livingston Jay in a letter to her two
sisters in 1780, as the protracted war between the United States and Great Britain waged on
around her. “Am I not myself a woman, & writing to Ladies?”1 Three years later, Jay’s
correspondence to Kitty and Susan Livingston belied her disinterest in the subject. Writing
about the July 4th festivities in 1783, Jay described her inability to “suppress the tears that [were]
ready to flow.” She added, “My Country & my friends possess so entirely my thoughts that you
must not wonder if my pen runs beyond the dictates of prudence when engaged by those
subjects.”2 Despite a marked lack of definition regarding women’s civic roles in the years after
the American Revolution, elite female residents of New York City wrote about and engaged with
politics. It seems absurd to assume that women possessing such influential social connections—
Jay married prominent statesman John Jay and was the daughter of New Jersey Governor
William Livingston—stayed aloof from public affairs.
Jay was part of a much larger network of upper-class women engaged in reconstituting
the city’s post-Revolutionary leadership class. In the years after 1783, the city found itself
uniquely situated. Home to the Confederation Congress, it became the national capital between
the years of 1788 and 1790. New York, a city in social and economic flux, nearly tripled in size
in the twenty years following 1790.3 Its urban center drew together businessmen and politicians

1

Sarah Livingston Jay to Catherine Livingston Ridley and Susan Livingston Symmes, March 4, 1780, quoted in
John Jay et al., Selected Letters of John Jay and Sarah Livingston Jay: Correspondence by or to the First Chief
Justice of the United States and His Wife (Jefferson, N.C.: McFarland & Co., 2004), 74.
2
Ibid., 136-37.
3
Ira Rosenwaike, Population History of New York City (Syracuse, N.Y.: Syracuse University Press, 1972), 16.
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alike, and integrated newly prosperous merchants with individuals of longstanding ancestry.4
This sense of social uncertainty—combined with the increasingly visible presence of poverty—
was further perpetuated by widespread sentiment that the political institutions of the new
American nation might be fleeting and indeterminate.5 The flight of wealthy loyalists from the
city tasked New York patriots with rebuilding the upper class amid the destruction of British
occupation.6 As the port city grew in size and continued its shaky transition to market capitalism,
its inhabitants grappled with solutions for regulating the government and economy.
Simultaneously, the backlash against aristocratic practices placed landed elites in an unfamiliar

4

For further analysis of what it meant to obtain elite status in the period of the early republic and a framework by
which to investigate “class and class differences in the early years of America’s nationhood,” see Andrew M.
Shocket, “Thinking about Elites in the Early Republic,” Journal of the Early Republic, 25 (Winter 2005): 547.
5
For discussion of the permeation of instability within American political institutions, see Joanne B. Freeman,
Affairs of Honor: National Politics in the New Republic (New Haven, CT, 2001); and James P. Horn, Jan Lewis, and
Peter S. Onuf, eds., The Revolution of 1800: Democracy, Race, and the New Republic (Charlottesville, VA, 2002).
For further discussion of the growth of poverty in early national New York City and its effects on social institutions,
see Raymond A. Mohl, Poverty in New York, 1783-1825 (New York: Oxford University Press, 1971) and Christine
Stansell, City of Women: Sex and Class in New York, 1789-1860, Illini Books ed. (Urbana: University of Illinois
Press, 1987), 3.
6
Several studies exist on New York City both prior to and during the American Revolution, analyzing the region
through the lens of class, politics, race, and the economy. For more, see Edwin G. Burrows and Mike Wallace,
Gotham: A History of New York City to 1898 (New York: Oxford University Press, 1999); Ruma Chopra,
Unnatural Rebellion: Loyalists in New York City During the Revolution (Charlottesville: University of Virginia
Press, 2011); Edward Countryman, A People in Revolution; Anthony Gronowicz, Race and Class Politics in New
York City before the Civil War (Boston: Northeastern University Press, 1998); Cynthia A. Kierner, Traders and
Gentlefolk: The Livingstons of New York, 1675-1790 (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1992); George J. Lankevich,
American Metropolis: A History of New York City (New York: New York University Press, 1998); Simon
Middleton, From Privileges to Rights: Work and Politics in Colonial New York City (Philadelphia: University of
Pennsylvania Press, 2006); Mohl, Poverty in New York; Stephen L. Schechter and Wendell Edward Tripp, World of
the Founders: New York Communities in the Federal Period (Albany, N.Y.: New York State Commission on the
Bicentennial of the United States Constitution, 1990); Stansell, City of Women; Judith L. Van Buskirk, Generous
Enemies: Patriots and Loyalists in Revolutionary New York, Early American Studies (Philadelphia: University of
Pennsylvania Press, 2002); Shane White, Somewhat More Independent: The End of Slavery in New York City, 17701810 (Athens: University of Georgia Press, 1991); Sean Wilentz, Chants Democratic: New York City and the Rise
of the American Working Class, 1788-1850, 20th anniversary ed. (London, UK; New York: Oxford University Press,
2004); Alfred Fabian Young, The Democratic Republicans of New York; the Origins, 1763-1797 (Chapel Hill:
Published for the Institute of Early American History and Culture, Williamsburg, Va., 1967); Serena R. Zabin,
Dangerous Economies: Status and Commerce in Imperial New York (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press,
2009).
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position: seeking to reconcile their patriotic duty toward a fledgling America with maintaining
the privileges of their exclusive status.7
In a period of deferential politics, the stability of the government itself depended on the
successful reconstruction of the city’s elite. Following the Revolution, this leadership class
played a unique role in remodeling the structure of republican government and determining who
belonged within it. Women like Jay played a crucial part in constructing the etiquette that
undergirded men’s political careers and oversaw the marriage market. They also mediated
divisions between new merchant capital and more established landed wealth. Through courtship
and marriage, women forged connections between the two social groups and fostered the
transfers of wealth that reinforced dynastic stability. Moreover, they were essential actors in the
city’s marketplace as consumers, property owners, and investors. These women shaped a new
cadre of republican political leaders, and oversaw the city’s hospitality when it served as the
federal capital. When partisan divisions threatened to tear elites apart in the 1790s, they
leveraged their economic resources and social capital to maintain harmony, negotiating
partisanship through their entertaining. New York offered unique opportunities to its wealthy
female inhabitants because of its shifting class structure, flourishing economic marketplace, and
political significance. The period of public fluctuation between 1783 and 1815, this dissertation
argues, enabled elite women to hold a uniquely valuable position in New York’s social and
political milieu as a source of class stabilization.
However, as the 1790s wore on, these women found their economic stability and political
activism increasingly restricted. Many saw their inheritances and access to real property limited

Mary Kelley argues that such “signifiers of privilege” were a vital part of the elite struggle “to preserve the
legitimacy of a rank-ordered society in the face of political democratization.” Mary Kelley, Learning to Stand &
Speak: Women, Education, and Public Life in America's Republic (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press,
2006), 69.
7
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in ways that coincided with capitalism’s entrenchment, as the transferability of land and liquid
currency became increasingly necessary to solidifying the security of male political leaders. Nor
did landowning women gain the same access to political rights as male property owners. By
placing the growth of the city’s commercial marketplace into dialogue with shifting patterns of
elite women’s inheritance, estate administration, and partisanship, “An Alliance of Ladies” links
the maturation of market capitalism to increasing gender constraints. Particularly after the
election of 1800, the move from a Federalist toward a Democratic-Republican regime and
dynastic consolidation narrowed women’s opportunities. Although Jay’s peers remained the
guardians of class relations, they shifted from influential political and economic actors to passive
consumers, mired in the language of subjecthood amid the more active definition of citizenship
applied to American men. They faced considerable difficulty in widowhood, and were in many
instances forced to rely on each other for survival. Yet, this project also exhibits the means by
which women circumvented such restrictions to contribute to politics, the economy, and familial
security.
Sarah Livingston Jay was joined by numerous others, many of whom were married to
statesmen and possessed a great deal of social prominence. All of those included in this study
were literate and left behind a written record of some kind, through correspondence, memoirs,
diaries, probate materials, and even business accounts.8 Daughter of wealthy businessman and

8

In some cases, the record is scant and has been meticulously reconstructed from materials left behind by husbands,
fathers, friends, and other family members. In order to assess these materials, this dissertation draws on the history
of the book and the methodologies it offers for bringing to light women’s practices of reading and writing. In
particular, Roger Chartier and Bianca F.C. Calabresi offer alternative ways of measuring sites of female literacy. By
concentrating on letter writing as a form of female authorship, this dissertation illustrates the means by which
correspondence, just like diaries and memoirs, provided a space for self-reflection and personal identity formation.
Furthermore, the analysis of paratextual material directly links women’s reading and learning practices with access
to wealth. Bianca F.C. Calabresi, “‘You Sow, Ile Read’: Letters and Literacies in Early Modern Samplers.” In
Reading Women: Literacy, Authorship, and Culture in the Atlantic World, 1500-1800, Material Texts, ed. Heidi
Brayman Hackel and Catherine E. Kelly (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2008); Roger Chartier,
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Senator Philip Schuyler, Elizabeth Schuyler Hamilton married Alexander Hamilton in 1780,
linking together families of the economic and political elite; her sister, Angelica Schuyler Church,
was equally a part of high society.9 Catherine Alexander Duer was born to William Alexander,
known as Lord Stirling, in 1755. She married William Duer, stockbroker and businessman,
following the Revolution.10 Jane Keteltas Beekman solidified her social standing with her
marriage to James Beekman, a member of an affluent Dutch merchant family. Another example
of the influx of a new social upper class was Mary Alsop King, born in 1769; the daughter of a
highly successful New York City merchant, she married Senator Rufus King in 1786. Each of
these women—and many more who lived within the expansive city—took part in solidifying
boundaries, albeit often unconsciously, of propriety and class.
Female members of New York City’s upper crust were drawn from throughout the city’s
urban borders.11 Tracking them through city directories, property documents, and
correspondence reveals interesting patterns. The majority resided in lower Manhattan, in the
city’s fashionable district. Many, like Jay, split their time between Broadway and homes
upstate.12 Maria Livingston Duane, for instance, lived with husband James Duane on Gramercy

Inscription and Erasure: Literature and Written Culture from the Eleventh to the Eighteenth Century (Philadelphia:
University of Pennsylvania Press, 2007).
9
Paul M. Zall, Founding Mothers: Profiles of Ten Wives of America's Founding Fathers (Washington, DC
Bowie, MD: National Center for Study of the Founders; Heritage Books, 1991), 157.
10
E. F. Ellet, The Women of the American Revolution, 2d ed. (New York: Baker and Scribner, 1848), 121.
11
The thirty-five women of this study resided in regions as far apart as Bedford, New York, West Farms (now an
area of the Bronx), and Harlem Heights, though many lived on or were frequent visitors to the city’s most
fashionable street, Broadway, in lower Manhattan.
12
These included Mary Beekman Bayard, Cornelia Van Cortlandt Beekman, Jane Keteltas Beekman, Maria
Franklin Clinton, Elizabeth Schuyler Hamilton, Mary Alsop King, Margaret Beekman Livingston, and Mary Stevens
Livingston. William Duncan, The New-York Directory, and Register, for the Year 1791: Illustrated with a New and
Accurate Plan of the City, and Part of Long-Island, Exactly Laid Down, Agreeable to the Latest Survey. (New-York:
T. and J. Swords, no. 27, William-Street, 1791); David Longsworth, American Almanack, New-York Register, and
City Directory, for the Twenty-First Year of American Independence, Containing Most Things Useful in a Work of
the Kind and Embellishments with an Accurate Map of the City, and a Perspective of the Tontine City Tavern
(New-York: T. & J. Swords, No. 99 Pearl Street, 1796).
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Park, just below Wall Street, during the social season; summers were spent in Duanesburg.13
Others, particularly those from landed families of Dutch ancestry, grew up outside of the city in
areas stretching from Red Hook and Poughkeepsie to Albany, and found themselves woven into
the city’s web through social and marital connections.14 All married at some point in their lives,
although some—like Susan Livingston Symmes—did so in late adulthood. Most, but not all, had
children, and were brought together by the biological realities of womanhood and the socioeconomic realities of class.15
This manuscript emphasizes the intersection of class and gender construction. It reveals
one model for elite women’s role in public life in the 1780s, 1790s, and beyond. Through the
lens of deferential politics, New York’s female leadership class used social, economic, and
cultural capital to enhance their status and define their civic responsibilities. These women
understood themselves not just as upper-class residents of the city, but as American citizens
more broadly; this was a process reinforced by learning and reading, social networking,
oversight of the marriage market, investment and inheritance, and partisanship. Reinserting
women into the historical narrative of New York City makes that clear. Ultimately, this project
argues that New York’s political context as the country’s temporary capital and its mercantile
power as a dynamic port city bolstered a period of opportunity for upper-class women. The
city’s history in the early national period cannot be understood without incorporating women’s
roles in sustaining its leadership.

13

The 1791 City Directory lists them at 17 Nassau Street. Duncan, The New-York Directory, and Register, for the
Year 1791: Illustrated with a New and Accurate Plan of the City, and Part of Long-Island, Exactly Laid Down,
Agreeable to the Latest Survey.
14
Examples include Dutchess County resident Alida Livingston Armstrong, Catherine Van Schaick Gansevoort,
Maria Van Rensselaer Gansevoort, Catherine Crannel Livingston, and Catherine Van Cortlandt Van Wyck.
15
Susan Livingston chose to marry John Cleve Symmes following the death of her father, New Jersey Governor
William Livingston, in 1794; she was forty-six.

6

The study of women in the early American republic has blossomed since the publication
of feminist histories in the 1970s. Though some works existed prior to the social history turn, it
was often descriptive rather than analytic and celebrated women as wives and mothers of the
founders rather than on the basis of their own accomplishments.16 The earliest scholarship by
professional women’s historians, including Carroll Smith-Rosenberg’s path-breaking “The
Female World of Love and Ritual: Relations between Women in Nineteenth-Century America”
and Nancy Cott’s The Bonds of Womanhood: “Woman’s Sphere in New England, 1780-1835,
depicted female identities defined by a gender-wide concept of sisterhood rather than one crosscut by class, race, region, or other categories.17
Two groundbreaking works in 1980 shifted the terrain of early national women’s history:
Linda Kerber’s Women of the Republic: Intellect and Ideology in Revolutionary America and
Mary Beth Norton’s Liberty’s Daughters: The Revolutionary Experience of American Women,
1750-1800. These approach the study of women’s roles in the Revolutionary era from differing
perspectives—whereas Kerber’s intellectual history engages a broader literature on the radical
implications of the American Revolution, Norton’s offers a description of the patterns of
women’s daily lives. Yet, each allows the experiences of elite, literate women in New England
to stand in for all women, and draws on an assumption that the categories bolstering female
experiences—Republican Motherhood, for instance—emerged in an exceptionalist vacuum
devoid of European origins and influences.18

Two examples of this type of study are E.F. Ellet’s 1845 The Women of the American Revolution, and Alice
Morse Earle’s Home Life in Colonial Days (New York: The Macmillan Company, 1898).
17
Caroll Smith-Rosenberg, “The Female World of Love and Ritual: Relations between Women in NineteenthCentury America,” Signs, 1 (Autumn 1975): pp. 1-29; Nancy Cott, The Bonds of Womanhood: “Women’s Sphere”
in New England, 1780-1835 (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1977).
18
Many of these works do not integrate the transatlantic ideology that shaped women’s experiences in the American
colonies and, after the Revolution, early republic. Linda K. Kerber, Women of the Republic: Intellect and Ideology
in Revolutionary America (Chapel Hill: Published for the Institute of Early American History and Culture by the
16

7

More recent works have moved beyond the structural framework of separate spheres in
order to highlight women’s public activities in the early national period. Mary Kelley’s
Learning to Stand and Speak: Women, Education, and Public Life in America’s Republic (2006)
assesses the links between women’s education and female associational activity in the early
republic and antebellum periods in order to show the confidence women acquired through
oratory training; Lucia McMahon’s Mere Equals: The Paradox of Educated Women in the Early
American Republic reveals the tenuous balance women navigated in their intellectual
development. In her Revolutionary Conceptions: Women, Fertility, and Family Limitation in
America, 1760-1820, Susan E. Klepp demonstrates the effects of republican rhetoric on shifting
patterns of childbirth, showing that declining numbers of children allowed women to pursue
more of their own interests. Kathleen D. McCarthy’s American Creed: Philanthropy and the
Rise of Civil Society, 1700-1865 links republicanism and women’s early philanthropic ventures
as a means by which to exercise political authority. In their regional assessments of Washington
City and Philadelphia, Catherine Allgor’s Parlor Politics: In Which the Ladies of Washington
Help Build a City and a Government and Susan Branson’s These Fiery Frenchified Dames:
Women and Political Culture in Early National Philadelphia emphasize women’s public
activities in cities of similar political significance. Rosemarie Zagarri’s Revolutionary Backlash:
Women and Politics in the Early American Republic, published in 2009, incorporates
transatlantic Enlightenment ideologies in order to demonstrate the effect the institutionalization
of political parties had on women’s civic role in the new nation. Nonetheless, Revolutionary
Backlash proffers a declension narrative premised on the understanding that women’s political

University of North Carolina Press, 1980); Mary Beth Norton, Liberty's Daughters: The Revolutionary Experience
of American Women, 1750-1800, 1st ed. (Boston: Little, Brown, 1980).
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contributions declined in the early nineteenth century, an assertion largely refuted by women’s
historians of the antebellum period.19
This project also connects women’s history to the new political history. For example,
David Waldstreicher’s 1997 study In the Midst of Perpetual Fetes: The Making of American
Nationalism, 1776-1820 highlights civic participation through festive nationalism. In her 2001
monograph Affairs of Honor: National Politics in the New Republic, Joanne Freeman details the
role of honor culture—and the tools used to enforce it—to aid in defining elite male political
activity; however, women are not central actors in Freeman’s narrative. This dissertation builds
on Freeman’s interpretation of male political culture by according women a central role in the
development of the city’s political etiquette. Founding Friendships: Friendships between Men
and Women in the Early Republic, written by Cassandra Good, shifts the terrain by discussing
the debate over the republican context of heterosociability. Carolyn Eastman’s A Nation of
Speechifiers: Making an American Public after the Revolution, published in 2010, traces the
shaping of a national public sphere incorporating both men and women. Each of these works
reveals the possible visible space women could inhabit in the years after 1783.20

19

Catherine Allgor, Parlor Politics: In Which the Ladies of Washington Help Build a City and a Government
(Charlottesville: University Press of Virginia, 2000); Susan Branson, These Fiery Frenchified Dames: Women and
Political Culture in Early National Philadelphia (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2001); Mary
Kelley, Learning to Stand & Speak; Susan E. Klepp, Revolutionary Conceptions: Women, Fertility, and Family
Limitation in America, 1760-1820 (Williamsburg; Published for the Omohundro Institute of Early American History
and Culture, 2009); Kathleen McCarthy, American Creed: Philanthropy and the Rise of Civil Society, 1700-1865
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2003); Lucia McMahon, Mere Equals: The Paradox of Educated Women in
the Early American Republic (Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell University Press, 2012); Rosemarie Zagarri, Revolutionary
Backlash: Women and Politics in the Early American Republic (Philadelphia; University of Pennsylvania Press,
2007). Works that demonstrate the shifting, yet unquestionably equally significant, nature of women’s public roles
in the antebellum period include Mary Ryan, Women in Public: Between Banners and Ballots, 1825-1880
(Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1990); Lori D. Ginzberg, Women and the Work of Benevolence:
Morality, Politics, and Class in the Nineteenth-Century United States (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1990);
Michael D. Pierson, Free Hearts and Free Homes: Gender and American Antislavery Politics (Chapel Hill:
University of North Carolina Press, 2003); and Elizabeth R. Varon, We Mean to Be Counted: White Women &
Politics in Antebellum Virginia (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1998), among many others.
20
Edward Countryman posits that while “the consciousness of white women” was starting to change as a result of
the radical language of the American Revolution, it by no means came to fruition during the period of the early
republic. Edward Countryman, "To Secure the Blessings of Liberty: Language, the Revolution, and American

9

Lastly, this manuscript engages with the recent wave of scholarship on the history of
capitalism in early America. Historians have shown the threads of the transition to market
capitalism as emerging decades prior to the so-called “market revolution” of the early nineteenth
century, and have integrated analysis of “informal” economies as buttressing this process.21 No
work, however, has postulated an applicable model for female-led politics that incorporates
capitalism’s effects on women’s activities. This project expands on Ellen Hartigan-O’Connor’s
and Woody Holton’s interpretations of women’s financial contributions by bringing female
wealth management into conversation with women’s functions as consumers and partisans.22

Capitalism," in Beyond the American Revolution: Explorations in the History of American Radicalism, ed. Alfred
Fabian Young (DeKalb, Ill.: Northern Illinois University Press, 1993), 133. David Waldstreicher, In the Midst of
Perpetual Fetes: The Making of American Nationalism, 1776-1820 (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina
Press, 1997); Carolyn Eastman, A Nation of Speechifiers: Making an American Public after the Revolution
(Chicago; London: The University of Chicago Press, 2010); Freeman, Affairs of Honor; Cassandra A. Good,
Founding Friendships: Friendships between Men and Women in the Early American Republic (New York, New
York: Oxford University Press, 2014); Jeffrey L. Pasley, Andrew W. Robertson, and David Waldstreicher, Beyond
the Founders: New Approaches to the Political History of the Early American Republic (Chapel Hill: University of
North Carolina Press, 2004).
21
Several recent publications push back against the temporal boundaries of Charles Sellers’ The Market Revolution:
Jacksonian America, 1815-1846. See T. H. Breen, The Marketplace of Revolution: How Consumer Politics Shaped
American Independence (New York: Oxford University Press, 2004); Martin Bruegel, Farm, Shop, Landing: The
Rise of a Market Society in the Hudson Valley, 1780-1860 (Durham, NC: Duke University Press, 2002); John
Lauritz Larson, The Market Revolution in America: Liberty, Ambition, and the Eclipse of the Common Good
(Cambridge; New York: Cambridge University Press, 2010); Scott C. Martin, Cultural Change and the Market
Revolution in America, 1789-1860 (Lanham: Rowman & Littlefield, 2005); Joyce Oldham Appleby, Capitalism and
a New Social Order: The Republican Vision of the 1790s (New York: New York University Press, 1984); Paul A.
Gilje, Wages of Independence: Capitalism in the Early American Republic, 1st ed. (Madison: Madison House, 1997);
"The Rise of Capitalism in the Early Republic," Journal of the Early Republic 16, no. 2 (Summer 1996); Cathy D.
Matson, The Economy of Early America: Historical Perspectives & New Directions (University Park, PA.: The
Pennsylvania State University Press, 2006); Zabin, Dangerous Economies; Michael Zakim and Gary John Kornblith,
Capitalism Takes Command: The Social Transformation of Nineteenth-Century America (Chicago; London: The
University of Chicago Press, 2012); Daniel Walker Howe, What Hath God Wrought: The Transformation of
America, 1815-1848 (New York: Oxford University Press, 2007).
22
Woody Holton, Abigail Adams: A Life (Waterville, Me.: Thorndike Press, 2010); Ellen Hartigan-O'Connor, The
Ties That Buy: Women and Commerce in Revolutionary America (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press,
2009). For other examples of this literature, see Nancy Beadie, Education and the Creation of Capital in the Early
American Republic (Cambridge; New York: Cambridge University Press, 2010); Elizabeth Blackmar, "Inheriting
Property and Debt: From Family Security to Corporate Accumulation," in Capitalism Takes Command: The Social
Transformation of Nineteenth-Century America, ed. Michael Zakim and Gary John Kornblith; Jeanne Boydston,
Home and Work: Housework, Wages, and the Ideology of Labor in the Early Republic (New York: Oxford
University Press, 1990); "The Woman Who Wasn’t There: Women’s Market Labor and the Transition to Capitalism
in the United States," in Wages of Independence: Capitalism in the Early American Republic, ed. Paul A. Gilje
(Madison: Madison House, 1997); Bettina Bradbury, Wife to Widow: Lives, Laws, and Politics in NineteenthCentury Montreal (Vancouver: UBC Press, 2011); Linzy A. Brekke, "The "Scourge of Fashion": Political Economy
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This manuscript builds on the existing literature by analyzing early national New York
City as a case study. Yet, it also differs markedly from these previous works in its approach. It
traces one generational cohort of thirty-five women through their lives, from 1783 to the end of
the War of 1812 in 1815.23 Earlier works on women’s political culture centered primarily on the
accounts and papers of the most prominent—and, typically, prolific—women and men. Allgor’s
study, for instance, relies heavily on the papers of Margaret Bayard Smith; Branson focuses
primarily on newspapers, periodicals, and the published collections of women like Abigail
Adams, Elizabeth Drinker, and Judith Sargent Murray. This dissertation employs an alternative
means to get at the experiences of lesser known female members of the upper class in addition to
those more familiar, uniting approximately one hundred collections of family papers—including
letters, diaries, memoirs, social invitations, and other ephemera—with quantifiable data drawn
from probate material, property deeds, census information, court records, and other New York
City official documentation. Like more traditional political histories, it incorporates institutional
documents, newspaper articles, and letters from New York founding fathers; yet, it reads these
sources differently by combining them with elite women’s personal accounts and opinions.

and the Politics of Consumption in the Early Republic," Early American Studies: An Interdisciplinary Journal 3, no.
1 (2005); Vivian Bruce Conger, The Widows' Might: Widowhood and Gender in Early British America (New York:
New York University Press, 2009); Joan R. Gundersen, "Women and Inheritance in America: Virginia and New
York as a Case Study, 1700-1860," in Inheritance and Wealth in America, ed. Robert K. Miller and Stephen J.
McNamee (New York: Plenum Press, 1998); Jane Kamensky, The Exchange Artist: A Tale of High-Flying
Speculation and America's First Banking Collapse (New York: Viking, 2008); Bruce H. Mann, Republic of Debtors:
Bankruptcy in the Age of American Independence (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 2002); Stephen
Mihm, A Nation of Counterfeiters: Capitalists, Con Men, and the Making of the United States (Cambridge, MA.:
Harvard University Press, 2007); Brian Phillips Murphy, Building the Empire State: Political Economy in the Early
Republic (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2015); Kirsten E. Wood, Masterful Women: Slaveholding
Widows from the American Revolution through the Civil War (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press,
2004); Karin A. Wulf, Not All Wives: Women of Colonial Philadephia (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania
Press, 2005); Zabin.
23
The women of this study were largely born in the 1760s and 1770s and lived into the early to mid nineteenth
century. For a model of this generational examination, see Joyce Oldam Appleby, Inheriting the Revolution: The
First Generation of Americans (Cambridge, Mass: Belknap Press, 2000).
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Because women’s primary records are often incomplete, “An Alliance of Ladies” relies
on several theoretical models to fill in the gaps. Though often times the term “gender” is used to
stand in for women’s history, that is not the case in this project. Rather, it considers the
implications of gendered identity formation: how women comported themselves and constructed
their behavior in relation to each other, and how such constructions differed from—and, in some
cases, antagonized—elite men.24 It utilizes the concept of civil society as one way of
understanding women’s public activity and political culture, relying on the use of the term by
historians like Mary Kelley, Kathleen McCarthy, and Johann Neem as encompassing “any and
all publics except those dedicated to the organized politics constituted in political parties and
elections to local, state, and national office.”25 Beyond this, however, it considers the role played
by the home as a political space, incorporating analysis of levees, parlor meetings, and
discussions at the tea table. It engages with Pierre Bourdieu’s theory of distinction: how classbased aesthetic elements are instilled and reinforced, and the effects they have on distinguishing
between individuals of different socioeconomic ranks.26

Mark Kann argues that the male founders established a “grammar of manhood” to “promote public quiescence,
encourage popular consent, justify leadership, and stabilize political authority,” that sat at the core of the earliest
permutation of American liberalism. Mark E. Kann, A Republic of Men: The American Founders, Gendered
Language, and Patriarchal Politics (New York: New York University Press, 1998), 3. This wave of theoreticallybased scholarship took off following the publication of Joan Scott’s influential article in The American Historical
Review and Gerda Lerner’s work on the politics of patriarchy. See Joan Wallach Scott, "Gender: A Useful Category
of Historical Analysis," The American Historical Review 91, no. 5 (Dec. 1986): 1053-1075; Kathleen Canning,
Gender History in Practice: Historical Perspectives on Bodies, Class & Citizenship (Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell
University Press, 2006); Gerda Lerner, The Creation of Patriarchy (New York: Oxford University Press, 1986).
Ruth H. Bloch, Gender and Morality in Anglo-American Culture, 1650-1800 (Berkeley: University of California
Press, 2003).
25
As Hegel has theorized, “Civil society is the [stage of] difference which intervenes between the family and the
state.” G.F.W Hegel, Elements of the Philosophy of Right, edited by Allen W. Wood (Cambridge University Press,
1991), 182; Kelley, 5; McCarthy, American Creed; and Johann Neem, Creating a Nation of Joiners: Democracy
and Civil Society in Early National Massachusetts (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 2008).Robert K.
Fullinwider, Civil Society, Democracy, and Civic Renewal (Lanham, MD: Rowman & Littlefield Publishers, 1999).
26
Pierre Bourdieu, Distinction: A Social Critique of the Judgement of Taste (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University
Press, 1984).
24
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It also considers transatlantic theories regarding women’s intellectual development and
politicization that have not yet fully been incorporated into studies of American women’s history.
These theories include Sarah Gwyneth Ross’s concept of the household salon as a proto-feminist
site of education, literary discussion, and upper-class taste making; frameworks by Kate
Haulman, Jennifer Jones, and Caroline Weber regarding the central role of fashion in
constructing gendered—and, importantly, political—identities; and Joan B. Landes’ analysis of
the inherent conflict between visual representations of women and actual female participants in
political events as they played out in Revolutionary France.27 Such studies allow one to see how
women’s education, dress, and political culture—broadly speaking, how categories of taste,
refinement, aesthetics, and sensibility—were shaped by contemporary transnational
movements.28 Furthermore, it demonstrates the trans-Atlantic proliferation of products and ideas
and the ways they were appropriated by female New Yorkers. Moving beyond Zagarri’s

27

Kate Haulman, The Politics of Fashion in Eighteenth-Century America, Gender and American Culture (Chapel
Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2011); Jennifer Jones, Sexing La Mode: Gender, Fashion, and Commercial
Culture in Old Regime France (Oxford: Berg, 2004); Joan B. Landes, Visualizing the Nation: Gender,
Representation, and Revolution in Eighteenth-Century France (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 2001); Sarah
Gwyneth Ross, The Birth of Feminism: Woman as Intellect in Renaissance Italy and England (Cambridge, Mass:
Harvard University Press, 2009); Caroline Weber, The Queen of Fashion: What Marie Antoinette Wore to the
Revolution (New York: H. Holt, 2006). Susan Branson has also done work with fashion, using dress and other
fashionable ornaments as evidence of female political demonstration; however, for Branson, the appropriation of
such objects by women serves only to confirm the fact that women publicly expressed partisan affiliations. As
Branson has shown, fashion could hold political significance as a way by which wealthy women “demonstrated their
political support” for the French Revolution or, in later years, for the Federalist party. Branson, These Fiery
Frenchified Dames, 68, 83.
28
Several recent works engage with taste-making, sensibility, and rank. See Peter De Bolla, Nigel Leask, and David
Simpson, Land, Nation and Culture, 1740-1840: Thinking the Republic of Taste (Houndmills, Basingstoke,
Hampshire; New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2004); Catherine E. Kelly, Republic of Taste: Art, Politics, and
Everyday Life in Early America (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2016); David S. Shields, Civil
Tongues & Polite Letters in British America (Chapel Hill, NC: Published for the Institute of Early American
History and Culture, Williamsburg, Virginia by University of North Carolina Press, 1997); John Styles and Amanda
Vickery, Gender, Taste, and Material Culture in Britain and North America, 1700-1830 (New Haven, CT: Yale
University Press, 2006); Richard L. Bushman, The Refinement of America: Persons, Houses, Cities (New York:
Knopf: Distributed by Random House, 1992); Marion Rust, Prodigal Daughters: Susanna Rowson's Early American
Women (Chapel Hill: Published for the Omohundro Institute of Early American History and Culture, Williamsburg,
Virginia, by the University of North Carolina Press, Chapel Hill, 2008); Markman Ellis, The Politics of Sensibility:
Race, Gender, and Commerce in the Sentimental Novel (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1996); Martha
Tomhave Blauvelt, The Work of the Heart: Young Women and Emotion, 1780-1830 (Charlottesville: University of
Virginia Press, 2007).
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analysis in Revolutionary Backlash of the circulation of transatlantic Enlightenment ideologies
and their effect on women’s civic identity, this dissertation also recognizes the significance of
cosmopolitanism in a culture highly interested in—and simultaneously, seeking to distance itself
from—European emulation.29
“An Alliance of Ladies” situates its subjects within the social and political context that
shaped their daily lives. Each chapter is anchored by a political event women responded to and
were an inextricable part of. The concept of “power” itself serves as a centralizing theme; as this
dissertation will demonstrate, contestations over gender relations, public affairs and class control
all centered around one’s access to and use of power, defined as the ability to control others’
behavior.30 To buttress this analysis, it takes into consideration the ways in which access to
financial stability bolstered political power as those in the city grappled with the increasing
commercialization of the marketplace.
29

Linzy Brekke argues, for instance, that "Promanufacturing merchant capitalists like Alexander Hamilton, Tench
Coxe, and Mathew Carey proposed a more balanced system of selective trade restrictions and government support of
domestic manufacturing initiatives in order to compete in a ‘hostile world’ of competitive global trade and support a
stylish, civilized republic.” Brekke, "The "Scourge of Fashion": Political Economy and the Politics of Consumption
in the Early Republic," 121. Kariann Akemi Yokota, Unbecoming British: How Revolutionary America Became a
Postcolonial Nation (Oxford; New York: Oxford University Press, 2011). For more information on theories
surrounding the use of material objects as evidence, see Jules David Prown’s “Mind in Matter: An Introduction to
Material Culture Theory and Method.” Winterthur Portfolio 17, no. 1 (Spring, 1982): 1-19; Henry Glassie’s
Material Culture (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1999); and Thomas Schlereth’s Material Culture Studies
in America (Walnut Creek, CA: AltaMira Press, 1999). Examples of material culture theory in action include Dena
Goodman and Kathryn Norberg’s edited volume, Furnishing the Eighteenth Century: What Furniture Can Tell Us
About the European and American Past (New York: Routledge, 2007); Jules David Prown and Kenneth Haltman,
American Artifacts: Essays in Material Culture (East Lansing: Michigan State University Press, 2000); and Robert
Blair St. George, Material Life in America, 1600-1860 (Boston: Northeastern University Press, 1988).
30
This project considers the definition of power as the ability to have control over the behavior of others, through
force, coercion, or, most pertinent for the purposes of this dissertation, influence and cultural authority. It takes into
account a recent body of literature bringing together gender and conceptions of power in American history; these
works include Sharon Block's Rape and Sexual Power in Early America (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina
Press, 2006); Susan Branson's Dangerous to Know: Women, Crime, and Notoriety in the Early Republic.
(Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2008), Kathleen Brown's Good Wives, Nasty Wenches, and Anxious
Patriarchs: Gender, Race, and Power in Colonial Virginia (Chapel Hill: Published for the Institute of Early
American History and Culture by the University of North Carolina Press, 1996); Kirsten Fischer's Suspect Relations:
Sex, Race, and Resistance in Colonial North Carolina (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 2002); Clare Lyon's Sex
among the Rabble: An Intimate History of Gender & Power in the Age of Revolution, Philadelphia, 1730-1830
(Chapel Hill: Published for the Omohundro Institute of Early American History and Culture, Williamsburg, Virginia,
by the University of North Carolina Press, 2006); and Pauline E. Schloesser's The Fair Sex: White Women and
Racial Patriarchy in the Early American Republic (New York: New York University Press, 2002).
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Chapter One, “Learned Femininity,” traces the rise of a new type of elite female identity
in the years after 1783. Beginning with Jane Bayard’s memoir of the Revolution, this chapter
details the groundwork “learned femininity” laid for constructing the models of and language
defining female citizenship. This concept reconciled education in genteel female
accomplishments—lessons in music, art, languages, or comportment—with the intellectual
development typically affiliated with male-oriented curriculums and widespread reading. It
argues that learned femininity was foundational in shaping elite women’s participation in New
York’s marriage market, class consolidation and heterosociability. Woven throughout is the idea
of value: both the material cost of education and reading that made them markers of elite status,
and the clear personal value allotted to reading and learning that was then passed down to the
next generation.
In 1786, John Adams wrote to Rufus King of the many weddings taking place in the city,
remarking that it would “be unnatural if federal Purposes are not answered by all these
Intermarriages.”31 Debate over the precariousness of the new nation brought the importance of a
solid leadership class to the forefront; yet, it also raised questions about the dubious distinctions
between an inherited aristocracy and a political elite. Controversy over Constitutional
ratification in New York in early 1788 further emphasized the importance of marital alliances in
shaping local and national stability. As Chapter Two, “The ‘Indissoluble Knot’ of Matrimony,”
argues, inter-familial marriages in the city had important implications for class consolidation. Or,
in the case of New York governor’s daughter, Cornelia Tappen Clinton’s marriage to the
controversial Citizen Genêt in 1794, they could threaten to tear elites apart. This chapter
recreates the connections forged by marriages among elite families. As it demonstrates, female
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Charles King, Ed., The Life and Correspondence of Rufus King: Comprising His Letters, Private and Official, His
Public Documents, and His Speeches, Volume 1 (New York: G.P. Putnam’s Sons, 1894), 184.
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members of New York City’s upper class took an active role in fostering familial intermarriages,
offering advice and instruction on selecting a partner—and chastising those who strayed. The
city’s marriage market also played a critical role in promoting the circulation of wealth that
united mercantile and landed elites.
Chapter Three, “Investing in Social Networking,” situates George Washington’s
inaugural ball as a microcosm within a much larger universe of entertaining in New York. The
ball, held in Federal Hall on May 7th, 1789, was, as Elizabeth Schuyler Hamilton described it, the
social affair of the season. Social obligations were a central part of privileged women’s roles
and served an important function in the solidification of a political upper class. This chapter
traces the patterns of entertaining that comprised the New York social calendar—including visits
to private parlors and public events—in order to show the impact they had on women’s civic
consciousness. Privileged women invested time and money in class stabilization through social
networking, initiating husbands and children into the mysteries of etiquette and instilling in them
the elite subtexts that defined proper behavior, thus perpetuating the upper class for generations
to follow. It builds on Joanne Freeman’s analysis of male honor culture as a stabilizing force
among political elites in the new nation, explicitly considering the role women played in
bringing together New York City elites through “the business of family,” and in shaping the
city’s future leadership class through marital connections, childbirth, and virtuous childrearing.32
Beyond the economic capital that determined status, these women used social and cultural capital
to secure their own positions, and their families’.

For Freeman, political power was inextricably linked to social position; thus, honor, or “reputation with a moral
and an elite cast,” determined political success in a period without longstanding civic institutions. This code of
honor, Freeman adds, was “entirely other-directed, determined before the eyes of the world; it did not exist unless
bestowed by others.” For more information, see Freeman, xvi.
32
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Chapter Four, “Gender and Partisanship,” begins with a discussion of the partisan battles
sparked by New York State’s debate over Constitutional ratification. Centering on the election
controversy over state gubernatorial candidates John Jay and George Clinton, the Genêt Affair,
and Citizen Genêt’s subsequent marriage to Clinton’s daughter, this chapter traces the
antagonism between the city’s predominant Federalist contingent and its growing number of
Republicans. Upper-class women were an active part of these public, political debates and
helped to construct and disseminate the behavioral etiquette of those in positions of leadership.
This chapter, then, assesses women’s political culture in New York City, delving in particular
into the activities they undertook as public members of the city’s upper class, and the ways in
which heterosociability broke down in the 1790s. Running through the “Revolution of 1800,” it
delineates the ways in which transformations of political power at the national level affected
elites in New York City—and, more specifically, how such transformations shaped the political
consciousness of upper-class women.
Women’s involvement in the growing capitalist economy of New York City is the subject
of Chapter Five, “Women’s Wealth.”33 Buttressed by the creation of the New York Stock
Exchange in 1791 and amplifying around the debate over Alexander Hamilton’s National Bank,
New York’s capitalist economy bolstered the growth of the city and its upper class in the early
republic. This chapter places the growth of merchant capitalism and changes in property rights
33

This portion of the dissertation considers the definition of female business activity as conceived by Ellen
Hartigan-O’Connor in her important The Ties That Buy. In port cities, Hartigan-O’Connor demonstrates, women’s
lives were wholly bound up in commercial enterprise; “Women were quintessential market participants in this
context,” she writes, “with fluid occupational identities, a firm investment in cash and commercial goods for power
and meaning, and cross-class social and economic ties.” Hartigan-O'Connor, 2. Though elite women’s business
activities were often—though not always—different from men’s, they were certainly no less significant. In fact, if
one takes into consideration the novelty of many organizations centrally tied to New York’s market economy,
including the banking system and insurance companies, one sees the pivotal role played by members of the upper
class, regardless of gender, in maintaining the networks undergirding trust and fiscal exchange. Thus, when New
York resident Joanna Livingston referred to her close friend as a “commencing woman of business,” it is not out of
the question to conclude that she was referencing the connection between social activity and female enterprise.
Joanna Livingston to Ann Schaeffe, October 19, 1780, Erving-King Family Papers, Manuscript Collections, NewYork Historical Society, New York, NY.
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into conversation, bringing to light the convergence between the city’s commercial growth and
restrictions on women’s commercial roles. As patrons, consumers, informants, networkers, and
intermediaries, women played a crucial role in the exchange of material goods and services
undergirding New York’s economy, using their existing social and familial networks to stabilize
not only the market but the upper class more broadly. This chapter uses “property” as a
consolidating theme. Considering property in its multiple meanings—one’s estate, real or
personal, and the properties ascribed to women’s identities or civic duty—reveals the tensions
between coverture and upper-class female constructions of power and status. 34 By tracing
women’s activity in New York’s marketplace and the mechanisms by which they owned and
administered property, this chapter also addresses the way the transition to merchant capitalism
restructured customary practices of elite inheritance, and how elite women developed a currency
of protection to support themselves and those around them in times of economic volatility.35
The dissertation ends with an Epilogue centering on women’s inheritance patterns viewed
through a lens of consumption. As widows, many of those in this study faced considerable

34

Under the system of coverture imported under English colonial rule and maintained after the American
Revolution, a woman’s legal status was subsumed by that of her husband’s at marriage, as she transitioned from
feme sole to feme covert. Elizabeth Tappen and Martha Codd Bradstreet both evidence the centrality of their
property holdings in terms of their daily lives and activities, mentioning their land repeatedly in letters and, in the
case of Bradstreet, engaging in a decades-long battle to win back a plot of land unrightfully sold out from under her.
Elizabeth Tappen to Cornelia Clinton Tappen Genêt, April 7th, 1792, Genêt Family Papers, NYHS; Martha
Bradstreet Papers, Boxes 1 and 2, NYHS.
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This chapter also addresses the means by which women obtained protections for property, both real and personal;
in some instances, pre-nuptial or ante-nuptial trusts were used, though these were quite rare in New York City. For
more information regarding the central role of equity trusts in counterbalancing common law, see Suzanne
Lebsock’s discussion of “Loopholes: Separate Estates” in her influential The Free Women of Petersburg: Status and
Culture in a Southern Town, 1784-1860 (New York: Norton, 1984), 54-86. Hartigan-O’Connor also provides an
important foundation to build on in terms of women’s economic role; rather than focus on traditionally studied
forms of wealth like property and inheritance, Hartigan-O’Connor assesses “how ideas about exchange, value, and
subjectivity shaped economic practices,” placing at the center of her narrative the intersection of power relationships
between male and female, enslaved and free, and upper and lower class inhabitants of Newport and Charleston.
Hartigan-O'Connor, 11. Additionally, Toby Ditz’s Property and Kinship: Inheritance in Early Connecticut, 17501820 offers an analysis of patterns of probate and inheritance in early national New England, arguing that regional
practices often reinforced republican ideals of property ownership and bolstered subsistence for family units. Toby
Ditz, Property and Kinship: Inheritance in Early Connecticut, 1750-1820 (Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University
Press, 1986).
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financial instability after the turn of the century. Some, like Elizabeth Tappen, successfully
administered their estates—although not without a degree of anxiety at the process. Others, like
Elizabeth Schuyler Hamilton, struggled to maintain control of their property, offering insight into
the relationship between individual power and economic necessity. Delineating generational
shifts within New York City’s elite female class, it assesses the experiences of those still living
in the years between 1800 and 1815, when an increasing emphasis on material consumption
following the election of 1800 complicated women’s position. On one hand, the purchase,
display, and bequest of high-end, lavish items indicated one’s level of taste and denoted broader
class distinctions; thus, access to economic and cultural capital enabled elite women to reinforce
class boundaries in the 1790s and the early nineteenth century. Yet, it also altered the balance of
power, as women were repositioned from direct political activists into purchasers and supporters
of the American economy. This epilogue juxtaposes this shift with women’s status in
widowhood, arguing that the need for dynastic stability increasingly trumped the protection of
female estates in the years leading up to the War of 1812.
Elite women such as Sarah Livingston Jay grappled with their civic, economic, and
learned identities in the decades after the American Revolution. Jay herself added a tongue-incheek addendum to her discussion of national affairs with her two sisters: “Come then, ye
fashions to my assistance.”36 Women’s dress was an acceptable topic of conversation; politics,
perhaps, was less so. Yet Jay clearly placed value on her personal education. Tutored in the
household alongside her sisters, she periodically worked as a secretary for her father, William
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Sarah Livingston Jay to Catherine Livingston Ridley and Susan Livingston Symmes, March 4, 1780, quoted in
John Jay et al., Selected Letters of John Jay and Sarah Livingston Jay: Correspondence by or to the First Chief
Justice of the United States and His Wife (Jefferson, N.C.: McFarland & Co., 2004), 74.
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Livingston.37 In the 1780s and 1790s, women like Jay mitigated the debates that pitted luxury
against republicanism by uniting ornamental accomplishments with intellectual attainment. And
by coupling learned femininity with the authority bestowed by their marriages, social networking,
and economic and political participation, they became indispensible players in the history of
early national New York.
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John A. Garraty, Mark C. Carnes, and American Council of Learned Societies., American National Biography, 24
vols. (New York: Oxford University Press, 1999), no. 1: 64.
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CHAPTER ONE:
LEARNED FEMININITY

In her unfinished memoir, the eldest daughter of a prominent New York family
reminisced about her experiences as a young woman during the American Revolution and her
personal brush with British occupation during the war. With only short notice of the army’s
approach, Jane Bayard wrote, her mother collected a few personal items from the family’s manor
and fled to safety with the children. Bayard described the soldiers’ careless treatment of her
home, mentioning the destruction of the paintings that had decorated the walls of the house and
the wanton depletion of the wine stores from in the cellar. Of notable interest, however, was
Bayard’s decision to highlight one loss in particular: her family’s library. It “was a thing which
could do them no good,” she recalled. “They made a pile of [the books] and amused themselves
in shooting at them in all directions, the fragments and some few volumes remaining scattered
over the court-yard.” The central focus accorded to the loss of the family library offers insights
into Jane Bayard’s relationship with reading. Clearly familiar with her family’s library, she
mentioned that many of the volumes were religious in nature and particularly lamented “the fate
of the unfortunate books” as valued possessions.1
After the signing of the Treaty of Paris in 1783, Bayard split her time between
Philadelphia, where her family lived, and New York City. In 1789, Bayard’s father relocated the
family to New Brunswick, where Bayard met and married young lawyer Andrew Kirkpatrick in
1792, considered by her to be “the best match in New Jersey,” and gave birth to seven children.2

1

New York Genealogical and Biographical Society, The New York Genealogical and Biographical Record, vol.
XVI (New York: New York Genealogical and Biographical Society, 1870), 60.
2
Two of those seven children did not survive infancy. James Grant Wilson, Memorials of Andrew Kirkpatrick, and
His Wife Jane Bayard (New York: Priv. print, 1870), 69. This account of Jane Bayard is drawn from her
unpublished memoir, the original manuscript of which has unfortunately not been located.
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Her later journals offer little indication of the breadth or depth of her reading habits, and, unlike
her Washington City sister, Margaret Bayard Smith, she did not draw public literary acclaim.3
Nonetheless, her memorial—and the unpublished memoir it is based on—emphasized the
centrality of reading and learning. In fact, Bayard’s recollection of her childhood education
centered on the “privilege” of receiving private instruction; “It was a great matter in those days
of desolation to have such a resource,” she added.4 Bayard’s careful attention to grammar and
style in her later writings corroborate the weight she placed on her learned abilities.5
Following the end of the American Revolution, men and women engaged in a series of
debates regarding the importance of a well-educated citizenry in the new nation. Republicanism
required more from its active citizens than the passive subjecthood of the British Empire.6
Educated Americans, republican ideology asserted, would choose the public good over private
interests, thereby stabilizing the inherently fragile infant nation.7 This emphasis on communal
virtue was complicated, though, by the market forces driving the economy of the early republic,
as the growth of capitalism in many ways promoted individual wealth accumulation over the
For information on Margaret Bayard Smith, see Catherine Allgor, Parlor Politics; "Margaret Bayard Smith’s 1809
Journey to Monticello and Montpelier: The Politics of Performance in the Early Republic," Early American Studies:
An Interdisciplinary Journal (Winter 2012): 30-68.
4
Wilson, Memorials of Andrew Kirkpatrick, and His Wife Jane Bayard, 63-64.
5
Bayard’s two younger sisters would be educated in the Moravian Seminary for Young Ladies in Bethlehem,
Pennsylvania, in 1790; by this point, however, Bayard was too old to attend. For more information regarding Jane
Bayard’s childhood and education, see Lucia McMahon’s recent treatment. For McMahon, Bayard’s willingness to
embrace motherhood and benevolence rather than her intellectual qualities positions her as emblematic of the
transition toward nineteenth-century domestic womanhood. McMahon, Mere Equals, 9.
6
For analysis of the theoretical difference between citizen and subject, see Alan Taylor, The Civil War of 1812:
American Citizens, British Subjects, Irish Rebels, and Indian Allies (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 2010).
7
Historians have long debated the transition from republicanism to liberal individualism in the American republic.
Neo-Whigs like Gordon Wood and Bernard Bailyn have asserted the centrality of republican ideology in the
foundation of the American nation; others, like Joyce Appleby and Jack P. Greene, have instead posited that liberal
ideology and the growth of market forces instead shaped the direction of American government. For more, see
Bernard Bailyn, The Ideological Origins of the American Revolution (Cambridge: Belknap Press of Harvard
University Press, 1967); Gordon S. Wood, The Radicalism of the American Revolution (New York: A.A. Knopf,
1992); Joyce Oldham Appleby, "Liberalism and the American Revolution," The New England Quarterly 49 (March
1976): 3-26; "Republicanism and Ideology," American Quarterly 37 (Fall 1985): 461-73; Capitalism and a New
Social Order: The Republican Vision of the 1790s; Jack P. Greene, Pursuits of Happiness: The Social Development
of Early Modern British Colonies and the Formation of an American Culture (Chapel Hill: University of North
Carolina Press, 1988).
3
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needs of the community. As Nancy Beadie has argued, education and capitalism were
inextricably linked, and “Schools were a driving force in the formation of social, political, and
financial capital during the market revolution and capitalist transition of the early republican
era.”8
This debate over the relationship between education and citizenship also extended to
women. Lucia McMahon has shown that female education was viewed as a stabilizing force for
the fledgling nation. She argues, “A well-ordered, harmonious society depended on an
enlightened, well-educated citizenry, and educators made every effort to diffuse knowledge
throughout the republic.”9 The years immediately following the American Revolution offered
budding promise for women’s educational, intellectual, and civic development in the new
nation.10 A transatlantic tradition stretching back to the “querelle des femmes” of fifteenth-
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Beadie, Education and the Creation of Capital in the Early American Republic, 12.
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century France buttressed, in the early American republic, an understanding of their learning that
linked supposed mental deficiencies between men and women to disparities in access to
education, rather than to female weakness.11 Historian Mary Kelley, for instance, discusses the
important role played by reading as an exercise of female agency in the early national era.
“Employed to achieve a variety of interlinked objectives,” Kelley asserts, “reading could be a
vehicle for education, a source for identification with learned women, and a basis for an
apprenticeship as a woman of letters.”12 Reading, she argues, enabled literate women to
participate in the shaping and formation of public opinion.13

on Hannah Adams’ career as indicative of “the ethical problems created by the confluence of the emergent
publishing industry and the rise of professional women authors.” “The Courtesies of Authorship: Hannah Adams
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South (Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell University Press, 2006).
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This body of literature on American women’s education links female learning and
reading to women’s immersion in “civil society” in the early republic.14 Yet, it simultaneously
reveals the complex—and often incongruous—ideological underpinnings of female education in
the early national era. Lucia McMahon exposes the gendered contradictions of women’s
education in the period, as one necessarily sought to balance what she delineates as frivolotry or
coquetry, two “symptoms of undereducation,” and the overeducation of a female pedant.15
Marion Rust, in her Prodigal Daughters: Susanna Rowson's Early American Women,
complicates the picture even further by inserting the stigmatization of luxury in the 1790s into
discussion of perceptions of womanhood; Rust sees an “inverse ratio between material
opportunity and ideological imposition” that required women to emphasize their powerlessness
in order to “attain a status that allowed one material comfort, the respect of one's peers, and a
measure of public influence.”16 Women in New York had to navigate this disputed space by
proving themselves worthy of attaining the markers of status through performative education,
while not falling prey to the dangers of luxury and pedantry.
Jane Bayard was not alone in her emphasis on the importance of education and reading
after 1783. Other female elites in the city—women like Sarah Livingston Jay, Angelica
Schuyler Church, and Cornelia Clinton Genêt—underscored the value placed on literacy and
intellectual development in their personal writings and correspondence; and others engaged in
learning, reading, and book collecting, but neglected to—or perhaps explicitly chose not to—

This use of the term “civil society” to define the female public is further discussed by historian Mary Kelley, who
defines its meaning as encompassing “any and all publics except those dedicated to the organized politics
constituted in political parties and elections to local, state, and national office.” Kelley, Learning to Stand & Speak,
5. For other interpretations of civil society in the early republic and its theoretical basis, see McCarthy; Neem,
Creating a Nation of Joiners.
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write about their experiences.17 In fact, by taking into consideration the dual meaning of the
word “value”—both the high cost of education and reading that made the activity a marker of
elite status, and the clear personal value allotted to reading and learning—we can begin to
reconstruct the intersection of class, gender, and academic pursuit in the early republic.
Following the American Revolution, women fostered educational and intellectual development
among each other as a means by which to strengthen New York’s leadership class.18 Privileged
women valued personal education and access to books as one of many markers of their social
position, and imbued that value in the next generation of young female elites. Analysis of
collections of family papers—including letters, diaries, memoirs, commonplace books, social
invitations, purchase registers, and probate records—reveals their extensive material and
ideological consumption of books, reflection on their meaning, and the circulation of principles
promoting educational and literary value among these women.19
Elite women fashioned new kinds of female identities after the American Revolution.
These identities hinged on the concept of “learned femininity,” an emerging construction of elite
womanhood that bridged the gap between an emphasis on one’s genteel, performative education
and the intellectual attainment often associated with a male-oriented curriculum. Learned
femininity allowed women to publicly affirm educational or reading-based pursuits without fear
of transgressing boundaries of social propriety. Of equal significance, it served to reinforce
one’s status as a member of the city’s upper crust; only those with access to financial resources
17

This chapter utilizes probate records, estate lists, and correspondence to reconstruct the performative value
appended to identity formation vis-à-vis the objects purchased, owned and displayed by New York City female
elites.
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Certainly, this process did not simply begin in 1783 with the signing of the Treaty of Paris; however, as this
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in the republican experiment.
19
Unfortunately, commonplace books for elite women in this early period of the American republic (prior to 1815)
are few and far between. Only one explicitly created in New York City seems to exist, written by Louise Pintard
Servoss, and its contents revolve more around the interests of her father than her; it is possible that she was in fact
dictating information relayed by John Pintard.
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and cultural capital possessed the means by which participate in the material self-fashioning of
learned femininity. Thus, public displays of mutual refinement and intelligence affirmed one’s
position within the highest social tier of New York City. By using symbols of learning in lieu of
more ostentatious class markers, learned women could remain within the confines of republican
ideology. This was foundational in buttressing class consolidation after the revolution; learned
femininity undergirded entrée to the public sphere by shaping the language and comportment of
women in heterosocial spaces, partisan politics, and the marketplace.
Because reading was as much a social activity as it was a personal one, elite female
identities became infused with the desire for personal learning, the promotion of literacy and
intellect for female friends, family members, and children, and the encouragement of
participation with others in intellectual debate.20 Linking a desire for material and behavioral
refinement with women’s educational development further encouraged the expansion of elite
women’s domestic and social responsibilities.21 Beyond allowing women to “craft subjectivities”
and better themselves academically, learned femininity built a foundation for reinterpreting
women’s civic and class status in a period of political uncertainty.

Scholars have argued that women’s reading and writing must be contextualized within its public and sociable
framework. Hackel and Kelly write of women’s reading, “Women read aloud, and they not only talked about their
reading; they talked in ways that revealed their immersion in a world of elevated print.” Brayman Hackel and Kelly,
Reading Women, 75.
21
Historian Joyce Appleby has argued that entertaining also served to increase women’s intellectual status. Appleby
notes that desires for refinement in the late eighteenth century had an enormous effect on American society,
encouraging women to move beyond the home. She writes, “The goal of being refined also created an incentive for
both sexes to acquire the knowledge and taste that made for lively and agreeable exchanges between them. Subtly
the range of acceptable feminine qualities expanded, pushing as it did against entrenched misogynist views of
women’s capacity.” Joyce Oldam Appleby, Inheriting the Revolution, 154.
20
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Distinguishing Learned Femininity
On November 25, 1783, British troops evacuated Manhattan Island. As New Yorkers
celebrated the arrival of George Washington and the Continental Army at the Battery by flooding
the streets and wearing a “Union cockade,” they also set into motion a process of rebuilding and
reconstruction that would take years to complete. Wartime occupation disrupted New York’s
economy and destabilized its government, a process compounded by Loyalist evacuation. Two
fires had turned lower Manhattan to rubble, and many returned to find their homes in shambles.22
Trade with England, so central to New York’s mercantile economy, was disrupted.23 Concerned
that the remaining Tories would attempt to cast votes and re-entrench themselves, the Council of
Appointment selected James Duane as mayor in 1784, and the city began passing a wave of antiloyalist legislation.24 Simultaneously, radical groups within the city began to push for a more
popular base of government, questioning who belonged within the polity, who deserved the right
to vote, and what the markers of leadership were.25 They also engaged in a process of what
Joyce Appleby has referred to as “life-fashioning”: the self-conscious way that the first
generation of Americans “crystalized the social forms, political strategies, and economic
possibilities that had been one potential of their parents’ legacy.”26
For young women, education was a foundational element in this process of selffashioning, enscribing both socioeconomic status and citizenship. Jane Bayard studied under
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several of the city’s private tutors. Her memorial notes that she “received the best education the
country afforded at that early day,” though it does not explicitly state the implied addendum: the
best schooling available for a woman. Bayard’s instruction incorporated a clearly gendered
component; these elements—including her “study of the languages and music”—were designed
to shape her into the prescribed model of elite womanhood. Yet simultaneously, her experiences
reveal something beyond constructions of feminine gentility. A reminiscence of Bayard’s
tutoring written by her grandson simultaneously emphasized her intellectual ability beyond that
of the performative. He recalled, “She was an apt scholar, possessing unusual powers of mind, a
quick perception, fine imagination, and a very retentive memory.”27
Bayard was far from unique. James Duane, future mayor of the city, emphasized a similar
blend of behavioral propriety and intellectual development in a letter to wife Maria Livingston
Duane. Choosing to bring his daughter with him on a trip to Philadelphia, Duane delineated the
important role played by her exposure to cosmopolitan high society:
I have now the pleasure to include our daughter in my Letters. And I assure you it is a
very great pleasure, as I flatter myself she acquires Esteem as well as Improvement. She
wanted this opportunity of polite Company to give her the Accomplishments which tho'
inferior to those of the mind are essential to her Rank.28
In Duane’s estimation, this exposure was by no means an adequate exchange for intellectual
development; yet, he recognized the necessity of both parts of learned femininity in constructing
womanhood and imbuing young ladies with social capital. Though not always conscious of it,
both men and women of the leadership class valued education as a marker of status and
distinction.29
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Following the American Revolution, elite New York women were overwhelmingly
literate. Demonstrative of the value placed on education by this cohort of women, their reading
and writing abilities far outpaced that of the national average, estimated at fifty percent of the
female population in 1800.30 Access to wealth and other resources enabled these women to
attain an educational level often out of reach for women of the lower and middling classes.
Many, like Bayard, were educated in the home, either by expensive private tutors or, more
informally, by family members. Sarah Livingston Jay, wife of statesman John Jay and daughter
of New Jersey Governor William Livingston, was taught by family in the household, as were her
sisters, Catherine Livingston Ridley and Susan Livingston Symmes.31 Likewise, sisters Angelica
Schuyler Church and Elizabeth Schuyler Hamilton were educated at home by their mother.32
Maria Van Rensselaer, who married into the equally established Gansevoort family, received her
education in Boston in the early 1780s.33 The three sisters of Philip Van Cortlandt—Catherine
Van Wyck, Cornelia Beekman, and Ann Van Rensselaer—were all taught by a “Common
Schoolmaster” in a schoolhouse “built on this farm about a half a mile from the house,” along
with their brother Pierre and a few neighbor children.34 For others, like Catherine Alexander
Duer, Joanna Livingston, Maria Sears, and Cornelia Clinton Genêt, we can deduce that their
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articulate and deliberate writing style espouse a similar value placed on personal learning,
although they were most likely educated in the home.
Learning centered on the cultivation of proper female conduct and genteel behavior.35
Cornelia Tappen wrote to cousin Cornelia Clinton Genêt that she hoped her daughter Sally’s
education would “make her a Lady before she comes back” and “Learn her to sit up strait,”
demonstrative of education first and foremost as espousing prescribed female behavior.36 Others
highlighted the importance of musical education as a desirable skill. Maria Bayard regularly
received music lessons from Peter Erben, for instance; renting the instrument alone cost nearly 3
pounds per quarter.37 Maria Gansevoort, too, was given lessons on the pianoforte, as were Sarah
Schuyler and Susannah Reid.38
Women also took lessons in other languages as part of their training. Many New Yorkers
studied French; for example, Cornelia Clinton, who would marry Frenchman Edmond-Charles
Genêt in 1794, was fluent; Alida Livingston began to take lessons in the language in 1783.39
This was an astute choice within the broader milieu of Atlantic world politics. As the common
language of educated elites and the language of diplomacy in the eighteenth century, learning
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French both created, and rested on the possession of, cultural capital.40 For those women
married to diplomats, French language skills were indispensable. This was true for Sarah
Livingston Jay, whose linguistic proficiency buttressed her knowledge of the Paris court, Hannah
Nicholson Gallatin, Angelica Schuyler Church, and others.
Yet simultaneously, this performative emphasis offers insight into the role played by
learned femininity in shaping dynastic stability. Such education emphasized the centrality of
producing courteous and well-rounded ladies in order to prepare them for their ultimate vocation:
marriage. In the case of Susanna Reid Robertson, the reflection of others on her musical skills
and intellectual accomplishment centered on her eligibility as a good marital match, rather than
on personal achievements or fulfillment.41 Such skills—manners, musical knowledge, or even
artistic talent—were desirable traits on the marriage market, with clear implications for class
stability.42 Beyond that, these subjects reinforced certain visible qualities—pleasing manners,
musical talent, and other elements of ornamental and decorative education—as markers of
privilege for female members of the upper class.43
Women were likewise taught grammar and writing style as qualifications of elite
womanhood.44 Material manifestations of learning—letterbooks, transcriptions, and journals, for
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instance—reveal the copying of excerpts of poetry and literature as a way to improve writing
skills.45 Instruction in etiquette of formal correspondence provided initiation into the behavioral
traditions of polite society. In the case of one female New Yorker, such education to “write and
speak, with ease and correctness,” extended beyond the English language to incorporate Dutch
and French; a later account recalled that she engaged in all three languages with her “numerous
correspondents at a later period of her life.”46 Of equal importance, then, such educational
practices, though often decidedly feminized, could bring together male and female elites in
epistolary and social settings.47
Not all elements of women’s education in the city, however, cultivated gentility and
femininity. Examples abound of those participating in a curriculum that incorporated
mathematics, natural philosophy, and rhetoric. In some cases, this learning took place in direct
conjunction with male siblings and neighbors; of course, female siblings in elite families
remained home long after their male counterparts left to study at prestigious academies across
the eastern seaboard.48 Catherine Van Wyck, Cornelia Beekman, and Ann Van Rensselaer, who
studied with their brother at a small neighborhood school, were taught reading, writing, and
“something of arithmatick.”49 A letterbook of Sarah Livingston Jay’s kept between 1780 and
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1781 contained practice mathematical equations in addition to drafts of the letters she was
writing. Sarah Tatum, too, left behind an arithmetic exercise book in which she worked through
mathematic problems.50
Ultimately, these two types of education—one centering on female accomplishments, the
other associated more closely with a traditionally male-oriented curriculum—were not
diametrically opposed to each other. Rather, they were two inextricably linked pieces of the
same process. Jane Bayard’s shared emphasis on behavioral cultivation and her “powers of mind”
during and after the American Revolution exemplifies a broader, class-driven transition toward
new female identities.51 So does the example of Blandina Elmendorf Bruyn. Bruyn, educated in
the Revolutionary era first by her Dutch mother, was placed under the care of celebrated
educator Blanche Beyeau at a New York City boarding school in her adolescence. While under
Miss Beyeu’s care, Bruyn was taught the usual range of “mere accomplishments”; yet, her
education did not stop there. Bruyn’s additional focus on “the more substantial and useful
acquirements” prompted her nineteenth-century biographer to posit that “These attainments must
have caused her to be regarded as a learned lady at a time when even the privilege of a common
country school was enjoyed by few, and so many of the daughters of the wealthy gained their
only instruction from books at home.”52 In both of these instances—and, for many others within
New York City’s urban upper tier—patterns of education reveal the first stages of the creation of
learned femininity, a conception of elite womanhood that united intellectual development with
genteel behavior. This process allowed women in the first decades of the new nation to embody
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their class position through outward displays of genteel affability, while simultaneously
harnessing momentum in favor of women’s intellectual and civic growth.
In addition to ensuring their own intellectual development, elite women also promoted
the education of others. Indicative of the personal value they placed on learning, some donated
money to the educational institutions they had attended themselves as a way to foster learning. 53
Others urged friends and family members to persist in their learning long into adulthood, as
Angelica Schuyler Church did when she pushed her sister to learn French, something that
Elizabeth Schuyler Hamilton soon began to do.54 Promoting an educated upper class
undergirded a collective understanding of women’s identities as articulate and well-rounded.
Importantly, it was access to wealth that allowed these practices to take place; one could not
donate money to promote education if they did not have money to give.
Women’s education also possessed generational significance. Those of the older
cohort—born prior to the American Revolution—fostered the importance of learning in the lives
of their daughters. This served as a stabilizing force for the city’s elite strata, seeking to
maintain control in the face of increasing American democratization.55 Several examples
Joanna Livingston wrote referred to Van Rensselaer as a “patroness” of her school in Boston. Joanna Livingston
to Ann Schaeffe, N.D.1783, Erving-King Family Papers, Box 8, Folder E50, NYHS.
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demonstrate this; Catherine Livingston, for instance, wrote in a letter to her husband in 1803 of
her young daughters, “I keep them pretty close to their books.”56 Angelica Schuyler Church
likewise emphasized to her sister the importance of teaching her daughter by “giving her a lesson
every day.”57 Through correspondence, Sarah Livingston Jay prompted her young daughters to
practice their writing, urging them to pay “attention to the manner of writing & spelling which
you have discovered.”58 For Livingston, Church, and Jay, teaching their children inhabited a
valued position within the daily domestic routine.59
Importantly, many of the daughters of this original cohort of women were given costlier
and more formal instruction than their mothers received. Women like Jay labored to increase
access to educational resources for their daughters, seeking to stabilize the next generation by
instilling in them the value of intellectual development and personal choice. Probate records
corroborate the weight placed on educating one’s daughters and granddaughters in the early
national period. Wealthy widow Elizabeth Carpenter’s will probated in 1786, for instance,
mandated that 500 pounds be “put up at interest” for the “education and maintenance of Anna
McIlworth until she arrive to twenty-one years of age or marry.”60 Likewise, widow Margaret
Philadelphia.” Nash, referring to Kerber’s theoretical formulation as a “trope,” argued that implementation of the
thesis of republican motherhood “suddenly heightened the visibility of women in the revolutionary generation” but
did not take into account the fact that reformers pushed for equal opportunity education for both genders as early as
1750, thereby far preceding the Revolution. Margaret A. Nash, "Rethinking Republican Motherhood: Benjamin
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Willet set aside five hundred pounds to put “towards the education and maintenance of Anna
McIlworth until she arrive to twenty-one years of age or marry, provided, she shall be under the
direction and government of the said Lewis Graham and his sister Arrabella, or such other person
as they shall think proper.”61 John Livingston’s 1786 will explicitly stipulated that one-fourth of
his estate be designated to “the support and education” of his son Philip’s sons and daughters
until they came of age.62
Correspondence and purchase registers corroborate this emphasis on learning. Maria
Clinton, daughter of Sarah and George Clinton, was sent to school in Washington City in 1800,
when she was around fifteen years old.63 Catherine Van Schaack’s expense account book lists
the cost of “One Quarter’s Schooling” with Oliver Bliss in 1802 as two dollars; this amount,
however, did not include the additional room and board paid for her education.64 Maria Van
Rensselaer’s per-quarter tuition at her boarding school in Albany was even higher, at eight
dollars.65 Others, like sisters Mary and Catherine Rutherfurd, were given access to expensive
tutors with a carefully regulated curriculum that included geography, history, grammar, and
arithmetic.66 Daughters also attended Litchfield Academy and the Bethlehem Moravian
Seminary, both formal young ladies’ academies in the early republic, although one attendee
articulated her fear that, at her next visit home, she would fail to live up to familial expectations.
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“I think you will be disappointed in thinking to see me accomplish’d,” wrote Catherine Cocks
from Bethlehem to sister Margaretta Akerly. “However, I shall do all I can to please.”67
In certain cases, those of the younger generation sought to choose their educational path
for themselves—supported strongly, of course, by their mothers. Mary Rutherfurd wrote of an
educational institution which, “of all Schools, I believe I shall like the best,” implying familiarity
with more than one location. This venue, she added, possessed “a great many fine Scholars, and
besides learning our Lesson, which is only Play, we divert ourselves charmingly.”68 Under the
direction of educator Charles DeSelhorst, Rutherfurd’s choice of school allowed her to flourish;
in fact, DeSelhorst wrote to Rutherfurd’s father of his satisfaction with her progress, noting that
he “must not with-hold the just tribute due to Ms. Mary on account of her superior talents, and
application to her Studies.”69
This is not the only example of such behavior. Sarah Livingston Jay’s daughter Maria
also pushed to attend a specific school. In a letter to her husband John Jay, Sarah Livingston Jay
informed him that “Maria has a long time had a great inclination to go to Bethlehem & has
solicited me to write for admission for her.” Maria “wished to make a greater proficiency in her
studies than in her present situation,” Jay added. Although the school was at capacity, Jay
leveraged her connections with her brother-in-law, Judge John Cleve Symmes, in order to secure
a spot for her daughter at the regimented, girls-only boarding academy.70 There, Maria would
take lessons in subjects ranging from arithmetic—as a cipher book from a young woman
attending Bethlehem boarding academy at the same time as Maria reveals, study in math
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included skills of accounting and conversion—to art under the direction of Moravian sisters.71
Sarah Jay herself insisted Maria take the time to engage with her education, instructing her to
“read as much history as you conveniently can, & let me know what it relates to.” Jay added,
“Without geography history will be but a blind study.”72
Simultaneously, such emphasis on improving access to education indicates that the
financial resources and familial position of many of these women had measurably increased by
the closing years of the eighteenth century. They now possessed the funds necessary to make
their daughters’ instruction a priority, whether as widows or married women in secondary control
of their financial resources.73 As Sarah Livingston Jay’s example denotes, they also had the time,
energy, and connections required to devote to the cause of securing admittance into costly—in
the case of Bethlehem, approximately ten dollars a quarter—and regimented educational
facilities.74
Not all members of the elite were in support of learned femininity’s more ornamental
emphasis, however. Elizabeth Clinton Tallmadge’s niece Clarissa Ann Gano found herself in a
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precarious position. Gano had attended Litchfield Academy, but was sent to visit her aunt
Tallmadge in New York City in 1809 for her introduction to high society during the winter social
season. A letter from her father, Stephen Gano, revealed his concern; while “I hope your
vacation will be spent pleasantly & profitably,” he urged her to prepared to “return to your
studies with alacrity & delight.” He continued:
Oh my dear, did you know how much the happiness & virtue of all my children
lays near my heart, I am sure you would strive to excel in solid education, I say
‘solid’ because I despise the too common frippery of female education, which fits
them only to glitter like butterflies in a ballroom, without the mind being
embellished with those useful ornaments, which are calculated to shine in
domestic life, & are daily passing in review before the world & their immediate
connections.75
This focus on providing sufficient, quality education for daughters was manifested in growing
concern over the age of educators, who parents feared might strike up relationships with the
students if under thirty years of age.76 Such behavior clearly identified access to boarding
schools or expensive, hand-selected tutors with membership within the upper classes, thereby
linking such learning with affluence.
Formal education, particularly within the young ladies’ academies and seminaries gaining
prominence in the years after the American Revolution, also offered something else to their
attendees: admission into a space of upper-class homosociability. Academies like Susanna
Rowson’s in Boston, as Marion Rust has argued, served as a locus for the growth of an imagined
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female community and helped promote the fashioning of “America’s first female public.”77
These and other similar facilities also possessed a class-based component by offering a source of
initiation for female adolescents into the behavioral practices and subtexts of elite womanhood.
This, in turn, buttressed class identification and served as a foundation on which dynastic
stability rested. But beyond this, however, the growth of learned femininity among young
women in the post-Revolutionary era promoted socially-accepted markers of status. Amid
increasing contestation over luxury, the distinction of scholarly and ornamental education
provided a safe way to perform class and thus distinguish the city’s leadership. After all, who
would question intellectual development when the survival of the American republic depended
on an educated public?

Libraries and Subjectivities
Women’s practices of reading, much like patterns of education, reflect the transitioning
nature of elite female identities in the late eighteenth century. This shift toward learned
femininity helped to bolster women’s social—and, ultimately, civic—position in the new nation.
Certainly, in Jane Bayard’s early example, her sadness over the burning of the family library
indicated the importance she assigned to books. The personal and collective value placed on
literary knowledge was reinforced by its economic expense. Historians have argued that book
ownership and collecting had significance for members of the upper class as an outward marker
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of genteel behavior.78 Books were costly for consumers, both male and female. Despite
progress in printing technologies in the early nineteenth century, retail prices often continued to
increase until the 1840s. In addition to the high cost of paper, binding was an expensive
investment for readers who sought to display the material value of their book purchases.79
Historian John L. Brooke notes that, for those avid readers who chose to subscribe to imprints
produced in the area of the Upper Hudson in the late eighteenth century, “Fully half of the
subscribers were in the wealthiest decile of the county valuation, and almost 70 percent were in
the top two deciles.”80
Such patterns were certainly true for the elite women of New York, who treasured books
and other objects of learning as physical representations of intellect, wealth, and status. As
David Jaffee’s recent study elucidates, the early nineteenth century saw an enormous increase in
the development of a consumer culture that transcended urban and rural areas. Access to material
goods, Jaffee posits, aided in the development of a new cultural hierarchy “marked by an
emerging structure of social classes and characterized by a cultural separation between
groups.”81 For elite female New Yorkers, tools used for reading exhibited significance through
their mention within probate records, letters, and memoirs. Of equal importance, they enscribed
female elite identities as possessing access to such materials because one’s selection of domestic
goods was a display of socioeconomic status and good taste.82 While one cannot measure the
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extent of their use, the inclusion of objects related to reading in both legal and informal
documentation indicates their material and cost value, positioning them as markers of status.
Furthermore, as Dena Goodman has shown, physical objects of reading and writing—like the
increasingly popularized secrétaire desk—could be “the materialization of the owner’s self”;
owning such a piece of furniture “showed that a woman was both literate and leisured enough to
engage in correspondence without, however, suggesting that she was crossing gender
boundaries.”83
Many women of this study possessed items used for reading and writing within their
homes. For Maria Van Schaick, these important objects included “A mahogany book case, a
mahogany writing desk, and a reading glass.”84 Likewise, an inventory of Catherine
Livingston’s personal estate in 1792 revealed her possession of a mahogany desk, a mahogany
case for books, and spectacles, all items linked intimately to practices of reading and writing. 85
Such items would be on display in the home, reinforcing their centrality and promoting their
female owners’ intellectual capabilities to male and female visitors. The relationship between
ownership and personal identity functioned in a way that promoted the possession of such goods
as a central part of upper-class female development.
Furthermore, women in New York also participated in the material and ideological
consumption of books themselves. For many, books inhabited a key position among domestic
possessions. Probate records reaffirm that the material ownership of books held value in the
same way that other tools for reading—like desks and bookcases—did. In the case of Susanna
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Reid Robertson, the importance of her books as physical objects becomes clear. Robertson, a
resident of New York until she chose to retire in Paris after the death of her husband, brought
only a small portion of her possessions with her when she relocated in 1808.86 Her 1815 will
allocated these items—household furniture, linen, china, and, most significantly, her books—to
her nephew. Robertson’s will does not, unfortunately, list the titles of the manuscripts within her
collection, choosing instead to name them only as “books”; however, the fact that Robertson
chose to include her books within her will at all is extraordinary. For Robertson, her personal
library was important enough that she chose to transport it across the Atlantic with the rest of her
most valued—and, as one can hypothesize, well-used—belongings, symbolizing their worth.87
Other women likewise revealed the books that they owned. While it would be conjecture
to assert that women read the works they possessed, it is nonetheless clear that those of this study
purchased, collected, treasured, and passed down volumes to later generations. Although
sometimes unnamed, books occupied a central place among women’s property. George Clinton,
for example, passed on to granddaughter Maria Louise Genêt “one Book” in conjunction with a
backgammon board and Bonaparte battle pictures; similarly, the estate list of Frances Nicholson
contained the particularly vague entry of “2 or 3 other books.”88 Catherine Van Schaack spent
three dollars on a “linen Book” in 1804.89 Appearing even more frequently within probate
records, though, were entries dedicated to “sundry books” or “lot[s] of sundry books,” indicating
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that it was common enough for upper-class female New Yorkers to pass down or receive
assortments of books as part of their estates that the individual titles were inconsequential.90
Women’s reading and collecting habits simultaneously reveal the socioeconomic basis on
which such activity was developed. Many of the volumes represented in these personal libraries
were expensive to purchase, reinforcing the notion that female book accumulation was reserved
for women of the upper classes. Estate lists and records of purchases reveal, for example, the
ownership of a Quarto Encyclopedia in Twenty-One Volumes and the subscription to a book
series known as the Christian Visitant at the cost of over three dollars.91 Perhaps the most lucid
example of the financial value of such books exists in the case of Catherine Livingston. In the
will of her husband, Gilbert Livingston, the personal books of his estate—including his
encyclopedia, “Lord McCartney’s embassy, Universal History, Scott's bible” and his “bell letter
library”—were to remain in Catherine’s possession until her death, when they would be passed
on to grandson Gilbert Livingston Thompson.92 Significantly, the document gave Livingston the
power to dispose of—or, of course, read—the books as she saw fit during her lifetime, indicating
that she could choose to sell them and reap the return if Livingston should ever need money.
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Equally indicative of their material worth was the physical exchange of books as gifts
among friends and family members of the urban upper class. Pierre Van Cortlandt, for instance,
gave his niece Maria Louise Genêt—daughter of Cornelia Clinton Tappen Genêt—a “beautifull
Book” as a present. Recounting Genêt’s excitement at receiving it, her guardian, Maria Clinton,
described her reaction: “Marie Louise was all amazement when I gave her the great bundle and
Letter,” querying, “Did my Uncle Pierre send it to me Aunty did he Aunty[?]” A letter sent by
Genêt herself to Van Cortlandt soon after underscored the value she placed on her gift. Genêt
wrote to her uncle, “I want to thank you for the pretty Book that you sent me as well as the good
advice in your kind Letter which I will try to follow.”93 For Genêt, this book—notably, with title
unmentioned—was received with sincere, absolute enthusiasm: but in this case, not for its
intellectual value. Rather, Genêt prized the gift as a costly material object, choosing to highlight
its attractive binding rather than the words contained within.
Not all books exchanged as gifts were valued for outward beauty alone, of course. A
poem enclosed within a letter to Sophia Langdon referenced her request to a friend that she
receive books “instead of Feathers, ribbon’d roll” as a gift; the sender, a Mr. Cutting, spent a
great deal of time choosing the most “fit books to send,” indicating a selection based not on
appearance but rather on content.94 Similarly, a letter sent to Cornelia Clinton from a female
acquaintance requested a particular—again, unfortunately unnamed—book. The correspondent,
referred to only as “Justine,” added, “I promise myself great pleasure in the perusal of it.”95 In
both of these instances, books became gifts of both material and intellectual worth.96 Such
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exchange also knit members of the urban upper class together, as the practice of gift giving was
by its very nature underscored by the need to give in return. Gifted books could, in fact, sit on a
woman’s bookshelf as a physical reminder to reciprocate.
Of course, elite women’s practices of intellectual development went beyond the material
possession and exchange of reading material. Though unearthing patterns of readership can be
difficult, probate records and estate lists did, in certain instances, incorporate titles by name.
One can also determine reading practices through women’s mention of the topic in letters to
close friends and family members. Equally effective are the charging ledgers for the New York
Society Library, an institution frequented by certain women—Joanna Livingston and Maria Jay,
for example—of New York City.97 By piecing together all of these elements, one can begin to
unearth the books women read and the motivations behind why they chose to read them. While
some books were strictly functional by nature, including Frances Nicholson’s possession of an
“Almanack” and the cookbooks of Mary Livingston Duane, patterns of readership incorporated
volumes drawn from a myriad of genres.98
Particularly pervasive in women’s libraries were those of a religious classification.
Upper-class women alluded to reading, in addition to buying, spiritual texts; these included
Catechisms, religious periodicals, and, of course, Bibles.99 In 1797, for example, Catherine
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Sands wrote to her sister of reading her Bible, mentioning going “through the Sacred pages.”100
Catherine Sackey reminded her sister Sarah Schuyler, wife of Philip Schuyler, to read her Bible
often, adding “let us endeavor my fellow travellor daily to renew our scriptural strength.”101
Elizabeth DeHart Bleecker’s meticulous diary included an entry on February 1, 1799, stating that
she “began to read the Bible through, for the third time.”102 Notably, the large family Bibles so
common in estate records served two important purposes for their female readers. First, they
were a prevalent site for women’s reading and reflection, and a symbol of their individual
spirituality. But equally important was their symbolic value as representations of family status,
as such Bibles often bore a family’s genealogical record and were passed down from generation
to generation.
Likewise, women chose to own and read educational works. Some made mention of
owning and buying schoolbooks, for instance, as part of an educational curriculum.103 Others,
like Catherine Rutherfurd, were prompted by tutors to read for their classes; in her example,
Rutherfurd was assigned to read “some of those moral and entertaining publications which are so
well calculated to draw the attention of young minds.”104 Though it is unclear what titles in
specific she had perused, their broader instructive purpose remains clear. Sarah Livingston Jay,
always concerned with the education of her children, wrote in 1783 of her decision to subscribe
to monthly installments of Berquin’s L'Ami des Enfans. Her letter reveals the extent to which
she devoured each volume of family stories; “I think they merit the title the author has chosen for
them,” Jay inscribed, “as in those little volumes the excellence of virtue & the depravity of vice
is contrasted by the examples of children of amiable & unamiable characters in so natural & easy
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a manner as cannot fail to impress the tender & uncorrupted minds of children.”105 One can
imagine these books were read not only by Jay as a source for parenting advice, but by her
children as well. The reading of such texts also served to promote self-cultivation for women as
a pivotal part of their identity, and prompted them to impart this desire for intellectual fulfillment
on their offspring. Beyond this, however, they offered the potential to inculcate future
generations in republican ideology by emphasizing the necessity of republican virtue. Mothers
were responsible for emphasizing the importance of the public good in the “uncorrupted” minds
of their children.
By far the most common books chosen by women were those designed to entertain.
Among these, of course, were the novels so prevalent within the charging ledgers of the New
York Society Library. As many historians have pointed out, prescriptive literature of the lateeighteenth and early-nineteenth century “warned of dangers women risked if they persisted in
what was said to be their taste for frivolous and romantic fiction.”106 A poem sent to a female
reader in New York further emphasized this fact, describing a man’s search for books to send as
a gift; the author emphasized that, rather than novels, “classic lore of sweetest scent Alone is fair
for Thee.”107 Yet, such warnings did not deter these women from reading fictional and romantic
works. In fact, charging ledgers demonstrate that many novels were checked out by women—
and men—of New York City. Take, for example, Frances Burney’s 1782 work entitled Cecilia,
or Memoirs of an Heiress; beginning in 1789, when the Society Library’s register first recorded
the title, Cecilia was checked out by seven female patrons—and undoubtedly read by others who
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had the book released under the account of their husbands.108 Ann Radcliff’s The Mysteries of
Udolpho, a widely popular, three-volume gothic romance published in 1794, was checked out by
five female patrons including Catharine Livingston, who read all three volumes in 1801.109
Additional works checked out by upper-class women included Camilla, The Monk, and Selina, to
name a few. Importantly, such patterns of readership highlight another aspect of the material
framework on which New York women’s reading habits rested; that they had access to leisure
time that enabled them to read and enjoy fictional works as a part of their daily routine.
Not all elite female New Yorkers, however, preferred novels over other types of books.
Some instead read and purchased works of philosophy and politics. Authors mentioned in
probate records included Thomas Jefferson, Benjamin Franklin, and Thomas Paine, all
individuals whose writing had profound implications on the formation of an American nation.110
For Henrietta Marie Colden, her reading interests ranged from a ten volume set of Rousseau’s
works to Adam Smith’s Smith's Theory of Moral Sentiments and William Paley’s Principles of
Moral and Political Philosophy.111 Others, like Catherine Hill and Elizabeth DePeyster, read
Benjamin Franklin’s Political, Miscellaneous, and Philosophical Pieces.112 Catherine
Livingston Ridley acquired and read “the greatest of all possible Historians,” Catherine
Macaulay.113 Elite women checked out books on American history—including David Ramsay’s
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History of the Revolution of South-Carolina: from a British Province to an Independent State—
and geography.
Reading was not only as a platform for entertainment and personal reflection, but also
allowed women to strengthen themselves as American citizens. For notable New York City
philanthropist and merchant John Pintard, this correlation was exceedingly clear. Pintard, who
corresponded at length with his wife Elizabeth Brasher Pintard while (unfortunately) held captive
in debtor’s prison, urged her to read the excerpts of Mary Wollstonecraft he had compiled “for
my dear Mrs. P’s perusal.” His beloved wife, he added, had the ability to achieve far more than
gender conventions seemed to stipulate; his letter to her went on the question what she might
have achieved “had she been blest with the advantages of education, possessing natural abilities
to qualify her for any profession.”114 Pintard clearly drew a connection between reading and
intellectual capacity; and though we do not know for certain, it is quite likely that his literate
wife did, in fact, read through the enclosed passages of Mary Wollstonecraft in order to
formulate her own opinion on women’s legal status in the early republic.
This was a sentiment inculcated by parents in young daughters. Take, for example, the
case of Susannah Margaret Middleton. In her father’s 1781 will, Middleton was designated to
receive an “iron chest to preserve papers” accompanied by “Whatever Books of History or
Entertainment my executors may think proper are to be selected for my daughter.”115 For
Middleton’s father, a prominent New York City physician, ensuring the reading habits of his
daughter was crucial enough to explicitly stipulate at the time of his death. This was a uniquely
specific request, to be certain; but it nonetheless evidences the weight designated to intellectual
growth. Reading works on government, philosophy, and history—and in some cases, perhaps
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even suitable works designed for amusement—could aid in the shaping of women’s identities as
civically-minded and knowledgeable regarding America’s past and current trajectory.

The Spatial Context of Women’s Intellect
In addition to reading privately, New York women also shared in the circulation and
promotion of public literary discussion. Women’s focus on education and the value of reading,
as previously evidenced, served as a foundation on which learned femininity was based. As
Mary Kelley has demonstrated, scholastic attainment fostered women’s confidence in their
intellectual abilities, in intimate settings—in correspondence, for example—and in public. In
fact, Kelley posits that the practices of reading and formal education “intersected, supplementing
and reinforcing each other” and played a central role in “preparing students for lives as makers of
public opinion.”116 For the women of this study, self-assurance prompted them to openly discuss
reading. In turn, they were united in a web of literary exchange that reinforced intellectual
development as an element of female civic responsibility.
One site of such discussion took place within women’s intimate writing. The social
space of correspondence provided an alternate mode of connection among female urban elites.
The emergence of what has been termed the “familiar letter” in the second half of the eighteenth
century facilitated intimate female networking through communication.117 Letter writing, once a
male-dominated domain of the “republic of letters,” was now broadly disseminated to men and
women of the middle and upper classes.118 In fact, Theresa Strouth Gaul and Sharon M. Harris
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note that letters facilitated communication with friends and family, allowing the writer to
artistically express oneself within “the world that surrounds them,” and to “explore and construct
their relation to that world.”119 Literate women co-opted the practice of letter writing—an arena
controlled by men in the earlier eighteenth century—as a private mechanism through which to
shape and solidify distinctions of class amid this backdrop of public fluctuation. These women,
like prolific writer Sarah Livingston Jay, played a critical role in stabilizing the elite strata, using
correspondence as one networking apparatus.120 Female letter writers reached beyond familial
ties to strengthen the social bonds that held together both men and women of the privileged
urban classes.121
Within personal letters, upper-class female New Yorkers could promote the virtues of
learning; and, importantly, by writing it down personally, could solidify its individual
significance as well. For Sarah Livingston Jay, epistolary exchange provided one means by
which to promote the importance of reading to those around her, as she did when writing to her
sister. In a letter sent to Susannah French Livingston, Jay wrote, “I therefore suffer no
engagements either business or pleasure to prevent my reading,” demonstrating that reading
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served as a central part of her daily activity.122 Others, like Catherine Schuyler, infused subtle
references to reading material within letters, denoting that both sender and receiver possessed
enough familiarity with each others’ reading habits to understand such messages.123
Even those who failed to mention specific book titles in their letters to others nonetheless
extolled the value they placed on intellectual discussion. Correspondent Juliana Scott, for
instance, wrote that such discussions within letters “have furnished employment for my
thoughts.”124 Simultaneously, Scott alluded to the material basis of such exchange as letters
provided—or, in her terms, “furnished”—physical representations of women’s intellectual
development in addition to serving as a form of personal entertainment. Furthermore, the fact
that women repeatedly appended printed material—newspapers and small pamphlets, for
example—to letters they sent provides evidence reinforcing correspondence as a valuable space
for the circulation and discussion of written information. These economies of taste allowed
correspondents to engage in a reciprocal, private conversation regarding their reading habits; or,
just as importantly, offered access to new information they would not have possessed before, as
did Alida Livingston and Ann Schaeffe, who on several occasions mailed newspaper clippings to
each other for further discussion.125
The library itself provided another venue in which the circulation of the discussion of
reading and intellectual development took place. Pillaged and nearly destroyed by the British
during the occupation of New York City during the American Revolution, the New York Society
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Library reopened five years later and began to rebuild its collections. By 1793, membership
swelled to eight hundred and ninety-two; of those, fifty-three were women. Though it was a
public library, meaning any resident in the city could join, the cost of membership—a ten dollar
a year fee paid equally by men and women, as evidenced by the 1794 membership register—was
unquestionably prohibitive.126 Therefore, access to this space of learning typically, though not
always, necessitated access to wealth as a precursor.
Situated at the axis of private reading and social interaction, the New York Society
Library provided an important space where women could meet to converse about whatever
subjects they deemed most important. Although one cannot know for sure what they talked
about, it is a safe assumption that women did use the library for social purposes. In fact, a close
study of library records reveals that women accessed the library in groups—particularly during
the summers. On August 8, 1805, for instance, seven women visited the library; this does not
take into account those who may have visited without checking out a book.127 Furthermore, the
fact that women often returned works to be immediately checked out by their friends indicates
that a conversation regarding the merits of any given work took place within the walls of the
Society Library as women recommended titles to others.128
Through the example of Elizabeth DeHart Bleecker, a visible member of New York’s
upper crust, the links between elite socializing and library attendance become even more
apparent. Bleecker painstakingly kept a diary for the years between 1799 and 1806. Her journal,
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in between its careful tracking of parlor visits and public appearances, made repeated mention of
library attendance. These were social trips. On July 8th of 1799, Bleecker wrote, “I went to the
Library & up in John Street to buy some Bon Bons”; her entry a couple of weeks later, on July
17th, states “I went to Mrs. Neilson’s, & to the library.” The description of August 21st is much
the same, detailing that “after dinner I went to the library.”129 In all instances, trips to the New
York Society Library—interestingly, more common in the summer, directly in line with patterns
revealed by the library’s charging ledgers—are listed along with all of her other social
engagements: shopping, taking tea at Mrs. Neilson’s home, or joining others for dinner.
Furthermore, on two occasions during 1799, Bleecker made mention of jointly subscribing to
“Mr. Sommersville’s library” with her sister Mary and a close female friend.130 Such trips to the
library highlight the value, both social and personal, she ascribed to reading and library
attendance; the fact that they ranked high enough to textually incorporate within her New York
City social calendar illustrates the importance she allotted to such activities.
Discussion of reading, both in letters and in the library, served as a buttressing force to
conversation in openly public spaces. Social sites of debate could become infused with and
foster a dialogue on literature and politics. Places like the tea table, as historian David S. Shields
has shown, became an eighteenth-century “cultural force” and “the center for an assertion of a
feminine interest.”131 Indeed, such discursive sites allowed women to build on a language of
reading they developed through their education.132 As correspondent Sally Sears wrote to Ann
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Schaeffe, such exchange was highly valued; Sears reminisced of their shared time during “tea
hours,” noting that she cherished the “pleasing ideas” of their conversation when she seated
“herself at the tea table.”133 A letter from Miss Justine to Cornelia Tappen Clinton Genêt points
to such exchange. “You see my Friend that I have not forgot your promise of Wednesday
Evening,” wrote Justine, “if you have the Book for me.” Requesting that Genêt send the book to
her for her personal use, Justine still sought to keep her query as polite as possible: “for what
ever pleasure I might have in the perusal of it should not equal the pain I should feel at putting
you to the least inconvenience.”134 Though again the book title in unknown, it is more than clear
that women did discuss their reading habits in social spaces.
In fact, for Catherine Schuyler, such conversation was an amusement that was both
“rational and pleasant”—meaning that engaging in a discourse regarding reading practices could
serve a higher purpose even beyond that of entertainment. Though literary discussion was a
form of amusement on the surface, it also aided in the promotion of an upper-class
heterosociability. Elite women’s reading and learning provided a subject around which men and
women could coalesce in social settings. Schuyler noted that her time was spent between “study,
reading, sewing,” and spending time with those “Ladies and Gentlemen” who often “take tea
with us”; she added, the “Society here is very literary,” indicative of the fact that many of the
heterosocial conversations she referenced at the tea table centered around discussion of the books
they were reading.135 Such interaction encouraged and increased confidence in the feminine
upper-class role as tied to intellectual, literary prowess. As historian Richard D. Brown has
argued, it also facilitated the exchange of information women may not have previously had
periodical based out of Philadelphia in the early national era, which she chose to title Intellectual Regale, or Ladies
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access to. Brown posits, “For the direction of social change was to increase women’s
participation in the information networks beyond the domestic circle and reduce the dependence
of daughters, wives, and mothers on husband and family for information beyond their immediate
observation.”136
Additionally, focus on the virtues of reading, writing ability, and intellectual
accomplishment provided a more tangible way to measure women’s civic development in the
new nation. Reading’s lessons—from fiction, religious works, or even philosophical pieces—
and education gave those of this study a language through which they could express their
responsibilities as both American citizens and educated women. These lessons also promoted
the development of a New York City female literary culture that linked together intellectual
development, femininity, and genteel behavior. Examples abound referencing this
simultaneously well-read and well-mannered identity. Maria Strangford, writing to Sarah
Livingston Jay, expressed her desire that her daughters grow up to possess Jay’s more
intellectual qualities; she hoped her two girls would “make as good wives as my fair
Countrywoman,” she wrote, but added that both of whom were “as good and handsome as I
could wish.”137 Strangford sought to foster her daughters’ intellect, refinement, and beauty as
non-mutually exclusive categories. In fact, Jay’s own daughters were treated to the same
emphasis. In a letter to Maria and Nancy Jay in 1792, John Jay offered instruction:

The more Progress you make in acquiring useful accomplishments, and amiable
Manners, the more you will do Honor to yourself & to your Parents.... Now is the
Time for you to lay the Foundations of your future characters. Virtue and religion
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must be the corner Stones; & if with these you connect useful Knowledge,
mildness of Temper, & Prudence and good Manners.138

Here, again, exists the deliberately linked relationship between “Knowledge, mildness of Temper,
& Prudence and good Manners” as Jay sought to promote in his daughters the merits of
education, self-reflection, and propriety as interrelated components of female behavior.
Other women celebrated their female friends’ academic attributes, using language shaped
by their personal access to education and prescriptive literature. Maria Sears, for instance,
emphasized Ann Schaeffe as “bless'd with an inexhaustible fund of refined Sentiments,” alluding
to Schaeffe’s long-term honing of her intellectual capabilities and writing style.139 Similarly, an
unknown woman described Catherine Livingston as “so magnanimous a Lady, graced with so
great a sufficiency of Virtue, fidelity, and Literature,” and “endowed with all the
Accomplishments that can be possibly perceptible.”140 Upper-class women, therefore, valued
mental prowess in their friends and social connections, promoting among each other the
importance of reading and education as a priceless element within feminine identities.

*

*

*

Following her tragically young death at the age of thirty-five in 1810, Cornelia Clinton
Tappen Genêt was memorialized by those who knew and loved her. The same type of printed
medium she had spent her life reading and discussing now offered a textual representation of her
life for others to read and reflect on. Throughout her marriage and adult life, Genêt was
“embellished, during sixteen years, by all the charms of a lively, enlightened and cultivated
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mind.”141 Genêt’s obituary highlights that, by the early nineteenth century, upper class New
Yorkers had embraced a new understanding of womanhood linked inextricably to their
intellectual capacity.
For upper class women in New York City, several elements laid the foundation for the
development and understanding of learned femininity. Wealth, social connections, and other
resources enabled increased access to education, often in formal institutions or through private
tutors. Such education promoted a combination of genteel skills—music, languages, and polite
writing—in addition to a curriculum of mathematics, science, and literature. The personal value
of self improvement garnered from schooling was endorsed homosocially between close female
friends and relatives, and transmitted to future generations from mothers to daughters.
Furthermore, financial stability enabled women’s access to material implements of
reading and learning, and to the books themselves. Ownership of these objects allowed women
to openly display their economic success and encourage the value of reading to others. Women
treasured books among their personal possessions, exchanging them as gifts and linking the
urban upper class together in a web of physical trade. Patterns of reading and intellectual
circulation likewise fostered an understanding of elite womanhood as possessing both refined
manners and refined mental capacity. Women read and reflected on books that highlighted
access to leisure time—fictional works like novels, for instance—in addition to those that
fostered civic development. Written and public conversation regarding reading habits cultivated
interpersonal friendships, broadened female access to information, and emphasized a learned
rhetoric by which to define their public role. Such discussion also provided a topic around which
women and men could coalesce in social spaces, a practice that stabilized New York City elites
more broadly.
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The solidification of a learned, upper-class female identity was promoted as a method by
which to maintain status in the face of shifting definitions of social class in the new American
nation. A contemporary biographer’s description of Elizabeth Schuyler Hamilton becomes clear
within this context: Hamilton was remembered for her “vivacity, intelligence, and amiability,”
all elements that “rendered her a universal favorite in the polished circles of Albany.”142 As
Hamilton’s example—and the many others in this study—emphasizes, practices of reading and
learning were highly valued. It was elite female intellectual development, then, that laid the
foundation for the consolidation of privileged New Yorkers through the social and civic
connections it cultivated. As the city prepared to take on new importance as the capital of the
Confederation in 1785, these skills would also serve women well on the marriage market.
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CHAPTER TWO
THE “INDISSOLUBLE KNOT” OF MATRIMONY

Sixteen-year-old Mary Alsop began a courtship with Massachusetts’ Confederation
Congress delegate Rufus King in 1786. King, who relocated a year previously to New York City
from Newburyport, moved into John Alsop’s home on Maiden Lane as a temporary boarder,
where he met and quickly developed an interest in Alsop’s only daughter. Though in December
of 1785 King proclaimed to close friend Daniel Kilham that “Not even the Ladies of this city,
agreeable as many of them are, shall with all their Frailties detain me,” by early March of 1786
rumors were swirling that he and the beautiful Mary Alsop were engaged.1
The wedding took place on March 30, 1786, announced by an invitation sent by John
Alsop to “see Mr. King take his daughter by the hand and to pass the Evening.”2 The event,
which most likely took place at the Alsop home, was presided over by Reverend Samuel
Provoost of St. Paul’s Chapel. Because Congress was in session, many members—including
James Monroe and Elbridge Gerry—were in attendance. Six bridesmaids accompanied Mary
Alsop down the aisle, and one guest later described the day’s festivities as “very splendid.” A
feast followed the ceremony, and was complemented by bottles of wine specifically purchased
and set aside at Alsop’s birth for her future wedding by her father.3 The next day, Alsop and her
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new husband, accompanied by their bridesmaids and groomsmen, enjoyed a three-day
“excursion” to Jamaica, New York, before returning to the city to commence married life.4 The
nuptials were announced on their return, circulating on April 3, 1786.5
Mary Alsop’s very public marriage to future statesman Rufus King provides a window
into the added weight placed on marital networks in the period immediately following the
American Revolution, and the role played by those networks in reconstituting the meaning of
class in New York City in the early republic. The social upheaval wrought by British occupation
during the war and the mass exodus of wealthy loyalists from the city’s urban borders at its end
left behind a power vacuum, and when the Confederation Congress arrived in January of 1785,
the city had not fully recovered from its losses in both population and business.6
Furthermore, the uptick in new forms of prosperity—particularly mercantile wealth—in
the years immediately prior to and during the Revolutionary War began to reshape the city’s
class structure as those without the landed wealth of previous generations began to demand
entrance into New York’s social and political upper tier. As the city recovered from wartime
devastation and quickly grew in population and size in the 1780s and 1790s, questions emerged
regarding the boundaries and behavioral expectations of the city’s leadership class. These
elements all generated an intense need for class solidification in a period of marked social
uncertainty.7
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Rufus King and Mary Alsop’s marriage in 1786 can be contextualized within the broader
framework of class in early national New York City. It also offers insights into the ways in
which such romantic connections were situated at a nexus of status and politics. First, their
union engendered clear social and economic benefits. As observers noted, Mary Alsop was a
desirable match among New York City’s pool of young, unmarried, female elites; “The youth,
beauty and fortune of the bride had made her a great belle,” one of her bridesmaids wrote, “and
her marriage was a serious disappointment to many aspirants.”8 Alsop’s father, in his merchant
days, had amassed a “very handsome fortune” that would have undoubtedly appealed to those
seeking a bride with a larger dower.9 In fact, some hypothesized that Alsop herself was worth
approximately fifty thousand pounds, quite a considerable sum.10 Rufus King, then, stood to
benefit financially from the union by gaining access to a pool of liquid capital made available via
his new wife. Furthermore, the union was made even more valuable due to the mercantile
contacts formed as a result of King’s developing relationship with John Alsop. As James
Monroe uneasily wrote to James Madison, Rufus King “married a woman of fortune in New
York so that if he secures a market for fish and turns the commerce of the Western country down
this river he obtains his object.”11
Beyond financial benefits, however, the union served a broader purpose within the
political structure of New York City. The political allies Alsop brought with her to the marriage
provided her husband with an introduction into New York high society and broadened Rufus
subject from the perspective of the New York City working class; these works include Wilentz, Chants Democratic:
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King’s economic and political interests. As a Congressional delegate, the social connections
King and his wife developed and maintained had implications beyond entertainment; after their
marriage, both socialized in a circle that included the Livingston, Duer, Jay, and Temple
families.12 As a result, King possessed the potential to improve himself as a politician by
diversifying his congressional interests. In fact, a biographer of King notes that his “acceptance
by the controlling families of the city made him a more effective delegate to Congress.” “At
ease among lawyers and merchants,” Robert Ernst adds, “he found support for his defense of
mercantile interests.”13 Rufus King’s initiation into Alsop’s socio-economic network, then, had
profound effects for King; but it had implications for Alsop as well, linking her ever more
intimately to the world of early national New York City politics.
Historians of gender and family history have addressed the topic of marriage in the early
republic from a variety of perspectives. Several have focused on the transitional period at the
end of the American Revolution as beginning to give rise to new understandings of
companionate marriage and sentimentality, something that Anya Jabour’s study of Elizabeth and
William Wirt has revealed “both concealed and exacerbated men’s and women’s inequality in
the new American nation.”14 Others have analyzed the legal changes affecting marital
relationships in the early republic, including increased—though, of course, still limited—access
to divorce and shifting inheritance patterns.15 A popular, albeit recently problematized, lens for
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the study of women’s marital roles is that of republican motherhood and wifehood. Infusing a
political dimension into domestic activities like marriage, procreation, and childrearing, feminist
historians beginning in the 1970s emphasized the concept of republican motherhood as
undergirding women’s civic status and intellectual development.16
This project, by contrast, considers the empowering role learned femininity played in
women’s selectivity in terms of the marriage market, and the economic, political, and social
effects of the marital networks such connections engendered. Debates over the precarious nature
of the new American nation raised questions over the dubious distinctions between an inherited
aristocracy and a political elite. Controversy over Constitutional ratification in New York in
early 1788 further emphasized the necessity of marital alliances in shaping local and national
stability. This chapter, then, recreates the connections forged by marriages among elite families.
As it demonstrates, female members of New York City’s upper class took an active role in
fostering familial intermarriages, offering each other advice and instruction on selecting a
partner—and chastising those who strayed. As cultural transmitters and class gatekeepers, New
York’s female elites took ownership of the marital process, participating in a shared ritual that
stabilized class more broadly through the forging of political alliances, transference of wealth,
and creation of social networks. In the process, these women not only bolstered their own
position but also constructed new definitions of self, status, and civic identity.
Dayton, Women before the Bar: Gender, Law, and Society in Connecticut, 1639-1789 (Chapel Hill: University of
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Femininity and the Marriage Market
As the newly selected capital city under the Articles of Confederation, New York in 1785
underwent a marked transformation in its social geography, emphasizing the importance of a
secure and united leadership class.17 As the first meeting of the Confederation Congress drew
near, numerous young politicians arrived in Manhattan, eager to participate in the city’s vibrant
social and political scene. The arrival of the legislative body was accompanied by a series of
eloquent speeches, a widely attended banquet, and a thirteen-gun salute at the Battery in lower
Manhattan.18 Throughout 1785 and 1786, Congress was situated at the epicenter of the
community, as young politicians and their wives attended a series of elaborate private parties,
concerts, and plays at the theater, seeking entrée into the most selective of New York’s upper tier.
At a variety of events, young and eligible bachelors mingled with unmarried female New
Yorkers, many of whom sought to pursue a match that would both bring them happiness and
secure their status and financial stability. Elite New Yorker John Rutherfurd, for instance,
pointed out in a letter to his wife Helena that her close friend Miss Leigh is “here for a husband,
goes everywhere and laughs at everything”; the potential visibility that accompanied New York’s
political events offered a prime opportunity to those women seeking suitable husbands.19 And.
as Rufus King expressed in a letter to congressman Elbridge Gerry, the social scene and the
“most beautiful women in this city” were quite a draw for out-of-state politicians as well.20
The city’s new political significance created a wealth of opportunities for heterosocial
interaction. While the Confederation Congress was in session, elite young women found
17
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themselves actively involved in the lively social events surrounding the legislative body. The
unmarried Catherine Livingston, second daughter of New Jersey governor William Livingston
and sister to Sarah Livingston Jay, for instance, eagerly attended the parties in New York City
linked Congress’s active sessions, something her father was less than receptive to. 21 Catherine
Livingston was undeniably involved in a critical process within New York City more broadly:
one of stabilization through social and marital connections. Yet, simultaneously, Livingston
grappled with the concept of marriage itself. Fearing her time spent in what she referred to as
the “matrimonial noose,” Livingston expressed concerns that she would end up with the wrong
partner:
Opposite characters are frequently unfortunately linked and the pleasures in
sporting with the little happiness that falls to the Set of either, accommodating
tempers are requisite for expecting pleasure in the common transactions between
acquaintances, but in closer connection the first part to be queried is that of
learning how to be mutually inclined to give up, and the putting the best
contraction on intentions even tho they shouldn’t fail.22
Perhaps the most shocking element of Livingston’s letter regarding marital attitudes was the
recipient itself: her close friend and future husband, Matthew Ridley, who she would marry two
years later following the death of his wife Nancy in childbirth.
In the spring of 1787, Livingston courted and married Ridley, a diplomat for the
Continental Congress and an agent for the state of Maryland in the 1780s. Livingston’s sister
Sarah Livingston Jay acknowledged the quality of the match, writing that Ridley “is much like
yourself in many Respects” and that he should treasure the “fair Embellishment lately introduced
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into his scene.”23 Likewise, Matthew Ridley’s close friend, Mark Pringle, also commented on
the union: “The Gentleman is possessing of great wisdom, & it is said, a very susceptible heart,
which, we may suppose will plead powerfully in his favor with a strong Lady of equal
accomplishments, and subdue every obstacle.”24 Kitty Livingston would soon give birth to two
daughters prior to her husband’s prolonged illness and tragic death in 1789 at the age of forty.25
Livingston’s father may not have fully comprehended the necessity of the city’s lively social
scene, but its ultimate effect remained; through the social activities accompanying New York’s
political events, young women and men were able to interact heterosocially in order to promote
courtship, marriage, and the familial networks that resulted.
As those of New York City began the process of rebuilding and adaption to political
change that occurred at the end of the American Revolution, urban female elites likewise began a
process of reconstruction regarding rituals of courtship and marriage in the new nation. Upperclass women like Mary Alsop King—known for both her stunning features and substantial
fortune—constructed an etiquette of nuptial behavior drawn from both pre-Revolutionary custom
and new practices among the city’s leadership class.26 In particular, changing practices
regarding female education in the years after 1783 were critical in defining a shift in the way
female elites constructed identities within the urban space around them.27 Increasing literacy and
both formal and informal learning, as the previous chapter has shown, prompted many to
reconsider their role within the context of social class and to harness for themselves a new
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conceptualization of femininity that embraced both one’s genteel and intellectual qualities as
equally valid and necessary.
The concept of learned femininity, then, was critical to the process of rethinking
courtship practices in the late eighteenth century. Its emphasis on uniting one’s knowledge with
genteel accomplishments undergirded the behavioral structures of women on the marriage
market. Reinforcing models of “heteronormativity,” learned femininity in practice shaped elite
women into desirable marital matches who capably conversed with men about topics of interest,
while simultaneously conforming to gendered expectations of public display. The majority of
New York upper-class women educated in the years during or immediately following the
American Revolution found the emphasis of their learning centering on this amalgamation of
gentility and intellectual capability, all undertaken with the goal of attracting the most suitable
life partner.
This, of course, coexisted with other, often less-accepted, models of gendered behavior in
early America. Rachel Hope Cleve’s recent case study of a same-sex relationship, for example,
reveals the possibility, though often unrealized, for gender and marital fluidity in the postRevolutionary era.28 As Cleves reveals through her subjects, “Charity and Sylvia were among a
pioneer generation of women at the beginning of the century who sought to shape independent
lives as neither wives nor mothers.”29 Likewise, Karin Wulf’s study of unmarried women in
eighteenth-century Philadelphia reveals the simultaneous power and ambiguous status possessed
by the feme-covert as an alternative to marriage. “Their bodies made them female, which in the
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contemporary model of femininity connoted weakness and passivity,” she writes, “but their
actions automatically challenged these characterizations.”30 Wulf argues that there was a “much
less coherent culture of gender” in the mid-Atlantic; though, for those of the upper class in New
York, such variability in constructions of gender identity proved far less accessible.31
Learned femininity’s emphasis on female comportment and performance undergirded the
development of outward markers of gentility, as the previous chapter has demonstrated. Elite
women’s training in preparation for adulthood thus incorporated performative elements
necessary for entrance into high society. Take, for instance, the aforementioned daughter of
Maria Livingston Duane and James Duane, who was educated by her parents to possess the skills
necessary to succeed in social settings; her father purposefully integrated her into fashionable
society with the intention of providing a learning experience for adulthood.32 Though James
Duane prioritized his daughter’s intellectual qualities over genteel accomplishments, he
recognized the importance of introducing her into the city’s highest social circles, thus giving
“her some opportunity of being polished” prior to her initiation into the courtship process.33
Furthermore, the social engagement of elite men and women at public events fostered
heterosociality. By initiating young women into the realm of polite society, the ideals of learned
femininity cultivated a hands-on approach to social activities; this, in turn, would have
implications for the courtship process as it enabled elite female New Yorkers to meet and
interact with a wide swath of eligible bachelors in order to prepare them for their future marital
match. In the case of Maria Duane’s daughter, this education kept her perpetually busy; as her
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father noted, in addition to the “Balls & concerts” she often attended, she “has so many other
Invitations and Engagements that her Time is fully employed.”34
For Mary Alsop King, like many other female members of New York’s upper class, the
ability to harness learned femininity was celebrated by those around them as they transitioned
into adulthood as married women. “Few women were more admired than Mrs. Rufus King,”
noted one observer. Describing both her behavioral displays and education, he added, “Her
movements were at once graceful and gracious, and her voice musical. She had been carefully
educated, and her quick faculties seized advantage from every opportunity of cultivation.”35 In
fact, John Jay emphasized her eligibility, referring to her as “a Lady of Merit.”36 New York City
female elites could replicate expectations regarding social behaviors—polite conversation, in
public settings and within private correspondence—while simultaneously displaying the suitable
skills of comportment and performance in music and dance.37
Examples abound of the city’s young women being instructed in respect to their future
roles as romantic partners. Friend Maria Whesson, for instance, queried an as-of-yet unmarried
Cornelia Tappen Clinton about her education in 1794, adding that she hoped “her lessons in
French may be the most agreeable of all Lessons except those of Love.”38 The explicit
connection made between genteel skills—in this case, lessons in French—and affection
highlights the central position preparation for marriage held in women’s learning in early
34
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national New York City. For Whesson, it was assumed that the search for love and, by extension,
for marriage, would offer her friend the most pleasurable experience. Simultaneously, the
example of Whesson and Clinton reveals that even practices of courtship were constructed
according to intellectual models. Those around them, whether parents, teachers, or female
friends, instructed elite young women in romantic expectations as they shifted over time. Love
and marriage were learned categories in flux, shaped and defined by the teaching of “lessons” in
romance. Emblematic of this instruction—and, in particular, of the role played by mothers in the
process—was the example of Grace Williams Walton and her daughters, who she raised on her
own following the premature death of husband Abraham Walton in 1796. As an observer
pointed out about Walton, “We much regret the loss this worthy has sustained, but what a
blessing to leave such a good head, no fear but her example will bring good matches to her well
bred daughters.”39 As an exemplary model, Walton ensured—by virtue of procreation or
breeding, and through the necessary behavioral training—her daughters would find marital
partners deserving of their status and upbringing.
Other young, upper-class New York women emphasized the centrality of heterosocial
relationships within their childhood education. Mary Rutherford, writing to her father John,
made note of her educational accomplishments as they related to her personal and social
amusement. Mentioning both reading and writing as common activities, Rutherford made note
of her lessons in dancing as her favorite. At her dancing school, Rutherford added, were “a great
many fine Scholars, and besides learning our Lesson, which is only Play, we divert ourselves
charmingly.”40 In addition to finding her dancing lessons to be a form of amusement, Rutherford
was also instructed in proper heterosocial behavior as she learned to interact “charmingly” with
39
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the young men likewise taking dancing lessons. This, in turn, would have implications for her
adulthood by crafting her into a marital match not only able to capably dance at events, but also
able to intimately engage with men in public, social settings.
In addition to serving as a justification for women’s intellectual abilities, learned
femininity buttressed confidence and selectivity within the courtship process for New York City
female elites. As historians have noted, the years after the end of the American Revolution saw a
lessening of parental control in the courtship process.41 Upper-class New Yorkers acted
selectively in choosing a match, looking for a partner who both displayed outward gentility and
possessed the markers of a refined education. The courtship of Mary Alsop and Rufus King
provides one example of this. Though Rufus King made note of his disinterest in courting in
early 1785, telling a friend that “at present I think it improper to bow to beauty, or to bend to
fortune,” he found himself unavoidably drawn to Alsop during his stay in her father’s home. By
early spring of 1786, John Jay had informed Catherine Livingston that Alsop would “soon be
married to one whose talents and manners did credit to her judgment.”42 For Alsop and King,
then, the possession of “talents and manners” was a necessary component in the selection of a
romantic interest, and had the potential to sway a previously uninterested suitor into an
engagement.
41
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In the case of Susanna Reid, the weight designated to learned femininity—and the
problems it wrought when it broke down—becomes clear. Reid, the only daughter of New York
widower General John Reid, was at odds with her father over potential suitors in the late 1780s.
General Reid worked to secure a match with a Colonel Smith in New York City, confident in his
daughter’s eligibility as a woman of pristine manners and breeding. Her musical talent alone, he
noted, was “worth a fortune.” However, Susanna Reid, as genteel as she was assertively
independent, elected instead to marry John Stark Robertson in 1792 and settle with him in Bath,
England. Her father lamented what he deemed a subpar arrangement, noting that “if she would
have had but a little patience her Music and other Accomplishments” would have undoubtedly
secured her additional offers of marriage.43 As Susanna Reid’s case displays, learned femininity
could be a double-edged sword. In certain capacities, it objectified women as ornamental
displays deserving of male affection; yet, simultaneously, its educational emphasis promoted
personal choice and individuality, allowing upper-class female elites to take ownership of their
romantic prospects.
Significantly, such behavioral patterns served to circumscribe women’s role in passing on
distinctions of class. As cultural disseminators, upper-class female New Yorkers adhered to and
circulated constructions of elite identity, not only to female friends and family members but also
to their children. In this capacity, selecting the most eligible marital partner was essential. The
connection forged was the foundation for sustaining and replicating status; this was
accomplished through both the broadening of elite family networks and through the process of
reproduction. Thus, learned femininity also prepared New York women for initiation into a new
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role and for the shift in power and sexual behavior that came with it.44 Without question, the
decision of when to wed and to whom was a heavy one, wrought with emotional complications
and social expectations.

An Economy of Partner Choice
How did New York City elite women decide who and how to marry, with so many
options in front of them and the high potential for risk? Certainly, the confidence allotted to
them as a result of their education and examples derived from reading, as previously evidenced,
buttressed the decision-making process. Learned femininity, too, broadened women’s access to
the pool of available New York young men by placing them in heterosocial settings and
preparing them to converse with those around them. But, perhaps most critical to the process of
forging marital networks was the intimate discussion—both through correspondence and
conversation—that took place between elite women. Those of this cohort provided instruction
on selecting a partner, thus stabilizing the upper class more broadly through the process of
mutual exchange. Members of the privileged strata sought to demystify the courtship process for
younger female members of the elite, promoting a relationship model that united economic
concerns with romantic ones and allowed women to maintain rationality and control over a
situation that might otherwise seem overwhelming.
Through intimate correspondence, elite female New Yorkers discussed and offered
advice on the process of courtship and marriage. Letters served as an outlet to talk about a
As Richard Godbeer points out, didactic literature in the early republic often emphasized the risks of women’s
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myriad of personal subjects they could not address with their husbands; shared backgrounds and
a mutually cultivated sense of understanding among women allowed female friends to analyze
and write about intimate issues that concerned them without breaking the boundaries of proper
elite gentility. By reaching out to each other through epistolary exchange, elite women used
letters as a privileged space to openly share opinions and value each other’s responses. As a
result, letter writing solidified the foundations of the upper class by formulating a female sense
of class-consciousness based on open, honest discussion and trust. Close friends often shared
with each other a level of candor in some cases surpassing even that of their relationship with
their husbands. Letters between female friends were an ideal means by which to lay bare one’s
most intimate feelings. In fact, it was not uncommon for letters to contain such sensitive
material that women went so far as to insist that a letter be destroyed following its reading; Sarah
Livingston Jay, wife of statesman John Jay, noted in a letter to her sister that “I shall commit this
letter to the flames as I’ve done several before now.”45
Correspondence played a pivotal role in the upper class, urban female experience as an
avenue by which to shape and grapple with social constructions of gender and marital
relationships. By discussing and analyzing behavior they deemed proper and improper, women
fashioned personal ideas about what it meant to be a privileged, visible resident of New York
City. Thus, women of this study offered—and expected to receive in return—advice from their
friends on how to proceed romantically. In soliciting a friend’s approval on relationships,
women denoted clear expectations of elite female friendship. Furthermore, one’s position as
intimate correspondent allowed close friends to discuss transgressions of social decorum. Gossip
within women’s letters served as a constructive way to police female behavior without publicly
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diminishing another woman’s character. Through correspondence, women safely tested the
boundaries of upper-class femininity by musing on the improprieties they witnessed in day-today life. This, in turn, reinforced the role of epistolary exchange in formulating women’s public
identities in the period of the early American republic. Participating in a practice common to
letter writing, for instance, Mrs. Robertson noted in a letter to her cousin Susanna Reid
Robertson that she had enclosed copies of letters she feared had not arrived safely to their
recipient; notably, however, the letters she chose not to copy were deemed insignificant “as they
did not contain advice or monies.”46 The act of offering guidance to a close friend takes on a
pivotal position as a fundamental purpose of upper-class female correspondence. This exchange
of advice between women provides a salient window into the expectations of female friendship.
Patriot rhetoric of freedom, equality, and community during and after the Revolution
fundamentally conflicted with the notions of coverture so visible in the eighteenth century.
Some women experienced great difficulty reconciling the ideals of the American revolt against
tyranny with their own marginalization and repression.47 Historian Ruth H. Bloch has argued
that, by the end of the eighteenth century, new understandings of romantic love and sexuality and
the ways in which both affected the marriage market began to take hold. Bloch observes that
love increasingly found portrayal in binary opposition to “selfish desires for riches,” defining this
shift by the tensions that produced it: “between self-interest and sociability and between
physicality and subjectivity.”48
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Despite changes in marital motivation, however, marriage remained a difficult decision
for women. As marriage was often the first step toward a lifelong domestic vocation, it was
absolutely imperative for a woman to choose the correct husband, particularly as “marriage
bound both man and woman and subjected her to him.”49 Women, Nancy Cott effectively argues,
faced conflicting ideals in that they sought to marry for love; yet, through marriage, they
committed themselves entirely to a man and, within the confines of the system of coverture,
forsook their individual identities. Cott posits that conflicting ideals of romance and economic
practicality appear to have “resulted in an economic reaction or ‘marriage trauma’ in the minds
of some by the 1820s or 1830s.”50 Sarah Livingston Jay emphasized concerns of matrimony;
“If experience does not evince the necessity of caution against strangers,” Jay wrote, “the advise
& admonitions at the heedless manner in which my sex tie themselves for life, were the wish is
so great; men think themselves necessary to our happiness.”51
It comes as no surprise that elite women in New York City sought the help of their close
friends in making the decision to marry. Women relied on each other to provide a framework for
understanding their own relationships, trusting that the instruction provided by those within the
homosocial exchange network would keep both their personal best interests—and, by extension,
those of the female elite class in New York—at heart. Women intervened in the courtship
process through correspondence by providing approval or disapproval on a potential marriage
match. Arguably tied directly to the removal of parental controls over marriage in the latter
portion of the eighteenth century, the desire to obtain the blessing of those within a woman’s
homosocial network was often—though, of course, not always—a centrifugal precursor to
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selecting a husband. Homosocial correspondence networks, therefore, functioned as a unique
way in which privileged women constructed and reinforced personal expectations of courtship,
seeking reassurance that they were making the correct decision in their lifelong mate.
Epistolary exchange allowed courting women to test the waters of a relationship by
placing it under a close friend’s scrutiny. This desire for a friend’s approval appears to be a
central part of the courtship process. The language employed by elite women as they provided
approval for potential suitor demonstrates that this behavior was considered an inexorable part of
female intimate friendship. Alida Livingston’s acknowledgement to her younger friend Ann
Schaeffe that she had “not yet said one word of your friend Major Jackson-my silence no doubt
surprises you” denotes the expectation that married members of the upper class in New York
were to offer instruction on a close friend’s romantic relationship. Notably, Livingston finished
by apologetically stating that she would “immediately tell you my opinion of him and by that
means make him some reparation, for not speaking of him sooner.” Fortunately, her opinion was
an affirmative one: “I think him my dear every way worthy of being your friend.”52
Others corresponded in much the same manner, seeking to familiarize themselves with
and pass final judgment on a friend’s romantic interest. Referring to a serious suitor—and
notably, the future husband—of Ann Schaeffe as “Your Mr Erving,” Livingston delineated in her
letter a desire to get to know Schaeffe’s beau better. Explaining that he did not visit as long as
she would have liked, Livingston wrote that she “wish-ed for a longer acquaintance with the Man
of Nancy’s choice.” Yet, she still conceded that “with the little I have seen I am very well
pleas’d.”53 Those who had not yet met a close female friend’s suitor, too, acknowledged the
situation in their letters, perhaps as an indication that they expected to be soon introduced. Sarah
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Livingston Jay, married for nearly twenty years, noted in a letter to her sister Susan in 1794 of
her betrothal to Judge John Cleve Symmes, that “the gentleman that is to conduct you thither is
(as I’ve heard) a man of sense & of amiable disposition. May my dr. Susan be happy!”54 Upperclass women held a collective stake in the marriage choices of their close friends, particularly as
the formation of marital alliances offered a primary tool for the growth and solidification of the
New York City elite class. As such, women—often those who were already married—sought to
familiarize themselves with potential suitors in order to offer constructive advice on the subject.
Letters provided a privileged space through which elite women could play matchmaker
while still maintaining personal decorum.55 Because letters often served as an initial way of
providing introduction, they became a well-suited forum to acquaint the recipient with a potential
romantic interest; importantly, such behavior fulfilled a primary function of friendship—offering
close, intimate instruction—in addition to circumscribing a stabilized identity of the upper class
through public networking. This epistolary approach also allowed the letter’s recipient to weigh
potential suitors—suitors, of course, drawn from New York City’s elite male population—
without publicly affirming their decision. One letter sent by Joanna Livingston, for instance,
described a suitor displaying interest in her close friend. He hopes to “try to get your hand in the
bargain,” Livingston wrote, expressing to her friend this young man’s interest without forcing a
public confrontation on the matter.56 Within correspondence, an interested party could put her
opinions on a courtship into words, perhaps helping to solidify her level of interest. Upper class
women had the opportunity to articulate their deepest sentiments through the written word,
querying, for example, whether or not to it was fit to introduce a gentleman into the family—or
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the stratification of the elite class at large—without being forced to make an ultimate and
immediate decision.57
In social spaces, both private and public, women debated and offered advice on potential
relationships. Sally Sears, for example, alluded to such a conversation with close friend Nancy
Schaeffe, mentioning a previous interaction in which Schaeffe referenced an eligible bachelor.
Sears wrote that he in fact embodied “every description you were so candid to give of him.” She
later added, “I fancy some of your fair sex has one the heart of this said gentleman.”58 In this
instance, it is clear that female elites discussed—and in some cases, publicized—available men
within their social circles.
Not all members of the upper class in New York City, however, subscribed to the same
patterns of soliciting advice. Alida Livingston noted her displeasure at not being informed of a
friend’s marriage before it took place, chiding that “I am tempted to be angry with you for
keeping a secret from me, which your last letter ought to have informed me of, as by this time it
must be publicly known.” Notably, though, she referred to her fear that the lack of intimacy on
the subject was a sign that their friendship was failing, writing, “I’ve one request to add, which is
that when you lose your name I may not lose my Friend.”59 Maria Tappen wrote to Cornelia
Clinton Tappen in 1795 of a similar situation, noting that Tappen’s surprise marriage to Citizen
Genêt “was undoubtedly unexpected.” Tappen, remaining within the confines of elite
respectability, refused to chastise her too harshly, stating only that Genêt could rectify the
situation by apologizing for “an undersigned neglect.”60 Even when questioning the state of
one’s friendship, upper-class women of New York City often sought to maintain a sense of
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respectability within their correspondence.61 One might find it particularly strange that a friend
would elect not to inform others of her plan to wed. Yet, historian Nicole Eustace sheds light on
the topic. She posits that young women sometimes chose to maintain secrecy on the subject for
fear not just of public mortification, but of “transforming public knowledge of courtship
proceedings into something like official publishment with its attendant expectations of binding
commitment.”62
Despite—or perhaps in reaction to—the potential fear induced by the public nature of
courtship in the early national period, elite women largely maintained an open discourse on the
relationships they witnessed around them. Through the writing of private letters, women of New
York found themselves able to ascribe their expectations of female behavior through a respected
medium. Correspondence and social interaction thus allowed the city’s female elites to police
the boundaries of appropriate heterosocial and marital behavior. The surveillance and regulation
of each other’s relationships—typically enacted via gossip—provided those of this study an
opportunity to actively structure and define appropriate gendered behavior in relation to what
they witnessed around them. Women gossiped both about each other and about men. Those
who debated and wrote about what they deemed to be inappropriate relationships aided in
constructing models of propriety through which they viewed those around them. Relationships
that met with approval were often given glowing reviews, exemplified by one woman’s appraisal
that a courting couple was “so good and so perfectly suited to each other that I almost look on
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happiness as insured them.”63 Amelia Broome wrote of the “indissoluable knot” of a marriage
match, offering to her reader that the couple she was referencing would “do honour to the
matrimonial State.”64 Such social regulation evidences the simultaneously intimate and
communal nature of upper-class marriage in the early national era. In order to “honour” the
“matrimonial State,” elite women were required to select the correct marital partner as stipulated
by the guidance of others within the city’s upper strata. To do so would provide stability to the
privileged class of New Yorkers.
Not all relationships received positive treatment. One woman bluntly stated in a letter of
her friend Betsy’s new beau that “It will be hard to make her serious,” indicating that the match
was not proper enough to warrant a clear endorsement.65 Joanna Livingston also wrote candidly
of a relationship she witnessed in New York, corresponding to her friend that “The account you
give of Miss Deblois surprises me [because] she has too much beauty to be thrown a way.”
Perplexed by Miss Deblois’ behavior, Livingston added that she and the letter’s recipient might
“call her taste in question with out being censured for it.”66 Barbara Vaughan regaled Catherine
Livingston Ridley with the tale of Miss Yates in New York, who
has behaved very foolishly to a Major somebody, intending to marry him then
broke it off; and it commenced & recommenced several times. I have no idea of a
man degrading himself in that way even to woman he adores I think if the lady
designs to marry him, she must respect he will take his turn after she is under his
dominion & I think nothing more unpardonable than a woman in any manner
encouraging a man she cannot marry you I hope are of the same opinion though I
think you condemned me for that opinion once.67
These women explicitly regulated their friends’ conduct through correspondence when they
found it unbecoming to prescribed notions of elite demeanor; yet, simultaneously, they rallied
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around those who were unfairly accused of untoward behavior. Such was the case for a group of
elite women who, when a close friend was reproached for engaging in too flirtatious a courtship
prior to marriage, joined together in “discountenancing the Belief of Reports grounded on
Suspicions and Jealousies.”68 Marital matches that did not live up to female expectations—
perhaps due to a suitor’s unbecoming social origins or inability to adhere to elite standards of
personal character—were not approved.
Such examples of acceptable marital behavior thus offered young female elites a model
on which to base their own interactions. For some, the relationships they witnessed around them
laid a foundation for their own future romantic entanglements. Maria Clinton, sister of Cornelia
Clinton, provides an example of such modeling. Writing to Elizabeth Tallmadge in 1806,
Clinton detailed her impressions of Tallmadge’s capable husband, a lawyer and stable member of
New York City’s upper tier. “The profession as well as the kindness with which the Husband of
my Betsy has always shown to me,” she wrote, “merits my confidence.” Thus, Tallmadge’s
advice on the city’s eligible bachelors was validated through her own superior marital selection.
Tallmadge introduced Clinton to a young senator from New Hampshire, prompting Clinton to
add that “He is a sensible, pleasing man” and “both his public and private are unexceptional.”69
Corresponding and socializing with other members of New York City’s female elite
strata fulfilled several necessary functions in terms of the marriage market. First, it provided a
space through which women could wrestle with the issues surrounding finding a marital partner.
This, in turn, fostered independence and intellectual growth for those who, like Susanna Reid
Robertson, felt emboldened by their decision-making abilities. Likewise, homosocial
interactions allowed New York’s female elites to construct their own identities in relation to
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other women—and to men. And, of equal significance, such exchange shaped an understanding
of the pivotal role marriage played in reconstituting the meaning of class in the years after 1783.
Taken together, each of these pieces demonstrates the central role women played in
preparing for and conceptualizing their romantic connections. In fact, an observer of New York
City in the period immediately following the Revolution noted the active position inhabited by
elite women in forging marital matches. Comparing the city to Philadelphia, Mary Vining
lamented that “The maidens, if they have their favorite swains, frequently decline pleasure, for
the pleasure of making love; for to all appearance it is the ladies, not the gentlemen, who
nowadays show a preference.” New York City female elites were, in Vining’s eyes, too
confident and too forward; she added, “Indeed scandal says that, in the cases of most who have
been married, the first advances came from the lady’s side.”70 Whether these women had taken
their confidence in the courtship process too far is uncertain. Without question, though, learned
femininity and the exchange of correspondence it engendered offered a foundation on which elite
marital networks were built. The question becomes: how did these networks play out in action,
and what purpose did they serve in early national New York City?

The Transference of Wealth
Catherine Livingston and Mary Alsop, unsurprisingly, were far from the only New York
female elites to marry political figures during the city’s tenure as capital of the Confederation
Congress. More than a dozen Congressmen married New York women in the mid to late 1780s:
these included Elbridge Gerry, who married Ann Thompson, the daughter of a very well-off
merchant; Samuel Osgood, who married wealthy widow Maria Franklin Clinton; Georgia
delegate William Houston, engaged to Jane Bayard’s sister Mary Bayard; John Vining of
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Delaware, who married poet and writer Anna Maria Seton; and James Monroe, who wed
Elizabeth Kortright, a woman from a prominent Dutch family.71 Walter Rutherfurd
acknowledged the link between the city’s political relevance and the increasing number of
marriages in the 1780s, writing that “Another Match in Congress is soon expected, Mr. Page to
Miss Lowther, called handsome.”72 In fact, the number of weddings taking place between
politicians and New York City female elites prompted an observer to dub the city “Calypso’s
Island”; “Many more maneuvres are going forwd. among the members of Congress which seems
to portend a conjunction copulative,” he added of the situation.73 Ridley herself made note of the
linkage between marriage and wealth circulation, writing that “Cousins of mine are on the verge
of matrimony with Members of Congress, men of family fortune, & abilities.” She wryly added
of these cousins, however, “with whom I would not change face, shape, nor constitution…. Let
our case be ever so desperate like the drowning we catch at a shore.74”
In some instances, the unmarried daughters of out-of-state politicians elected to marry
New York men, further solidifying the city’s political importance and shaping a web of
connections that extended to states throughout the eastern seaboard. Abigail “Nabby” Adams,
the eldest daughter of John Adams, met and married the wealthy Colonel William Stephens
John Jay noted to John Adams, for instance, that “Our Friend Gerry has retired from Congress with a charming
amiable Lady, whom he married here. I regret his absence, for he discharged the Trust reposed in him with great
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Smith in June of 1786 after a broken engagement with a previous suitor.75 Nabby Adams’
mother gave the match her wild approval in a letter to sister Mary Cranch, writing that “Your
niece is engaged to a gentleman worthy of her, one, whom you will be proud to take by the hand,
and own as a nephew.” Furthermore, she added, he was a man of duty and affection, and “a
gentleman in every thought, word, and action.”76
Yet, in addition to highlighting the character of her daughter’s husband, Abigail Adams
the elder also emphasized Smith’s value as a devoted resident of the fledgling republic. “As a
citizen,” she wrote, “he appears all that a man ought to be, who loves his country, and is willing
to devote his talents to the service of it.”77 There was, undeniably, a political element to
marriage in the early national period.78 As Rufus and Mary Alsop King’s previous example
emphasized, politicians and New York elite families alike benefitted enormously from the
extension of political and familial networks created by marital alliances. It comes as no surprise,
then, that women would take political and civic status into consideration when contemplating
marriage.
Cornelia Clinton provides yet another example of this emphasis on men’s civic virtue in
the early republic. Clinton met and developed a fondness for her soon-to-be suitor, EdmondCharles Genêt, in 1793. Genêt, a rather disliked French exile in New York City, corresponded
with Clinton at length as their courtship progressed. Clinton alluded to her motivations in
seeking a husband who possessed political acumen in addition to other desirable qualities. A
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letter sent to Genêt in December of 1793 referenced those among New York City’s elite who
treated Genêt less than politely. “Their ignorance is to be pitied,” she wrote. “Did they know
my heart they would find that those Democratic principles serve but to endear you to me.”79 For
Clinton, Genêt’s political leanings—in this case, as a Democratic-Republican in a city of
Federalists—made his prospects all the more appealing; and certainly, in the case of Genêt,
marriage to the daughter of New York Governor George Clinton promised respite from
mistreatment and offered a potential political ally.
Simultaneously, Clinton’s case emphasizes the ways in which such courtship was often
intimately linked to the city’s political seasons. Just as the Confederation Congress drew Rufus
King and countless others into New York City in order to meet their future marital partners, the
ebb and flow of Congressional sessions directly impacted Clinton’s courtship with EdmondCharles Genêt. As cousin Maria Clinton acknowledged in a letter, “I suppose as the Legislature
has broke up you are deprived of the happiness of seeing and conversing with a certain young
Gentleman of our acquaintance.” In fact, in certain instances, the cyclical nature of courtship as
it occurred in conjunction with Congress required couples to accelerate their relationship before
they again faced separation. Such appears to be the case for Clinton, who was faced with the
imminent threat of Genêt conducting a long-term—and ill-advised—trip to Europe in the spring.
She was cautioned against moving too quickly in her relationship; “Please continue the charm a
longer time,” pleaded her cousin.80 Maria Clinton’s request fell on deaf ears, however, as
Clinton and Genêt elected to marry later that year in relative secrecy.81
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In addition to its local political relevance, matrimony could, in some cases, serve a
broader purpose. In fact, some male elites even considered marriage’s nationalist agenda, though
they did not explicitly acknowledge women’s contribution to the project. John Jay in May of
1786, for instance, asserted that he was “pleased with these Intermarriages—they tend to
assimilate the States, and to promote one of the first wishes of my Heart vizt to see the People of
America become one Nation in every Respect.” Jay drew comparison between marital networks
and the young country’s far-flung state legislatures, adding, “For as to the separate Legislatures,
I would have them considered with Relation to the States Confederacy, in the same light, in
which Counties stand to the State of which they are parts.”82 As Jay recognized, such marital
alliances stabilized a country of disparate regions and populations by fostering familial ties and
interests between localities. John Adams echoed the sentiment regarding New York’s spate of
congressional marriages, congratulating newlywed Rufus King on his “good Work of the same
king for connecting Massachusetts and New York in the Bands of Love” and adding that it
would “be unnatural if federal Purposes are not answered by all these intermarriages.”83
As debate over Constitutional ratification in New York State grew heated in early 1788,
inter-familial marriages in the city became ever more important in linking together elite families
within the city’s boundaries. Dispute between the Federalist coalition, led by Alexander
Hamilton, John Jay, and Chancellor Robert R. Livingston, and Antifederalist contingents, under
the instruction of Governor George Clinton, John Lansing, and Melancton Smith, at the New
York Convention in Poughkeepsie raised several questions about the solidity of New York City
politics as they related to the new federal Constitution. Such contestations had the potential to
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wreak havoc on the stability of the city and its national political significance; to not ratify could
mean the exclusion of New York from the Union and its possible removal as seat of
government.84 Even successful ratification, though, portended the political divides within the
city’s elite that threatened to diminish the power of New York’s leadership class.
These ongoing internal debates were compounded by external deliberation over the most
acceptable location for capital city under the new federal government. A circulating satirical
piece entitled “Petition of Young Ladies to the Honorable Delegates of the United States, in
Congress Assembled” directly positioned New York’s growing marital web as an unfair national
advantage. Acknowledging first and foremost that the population increase as a result of marriage
was “the true source of national wealth and power,” the unnamed author posited that “delegates
in Congress ought to be all bachelors, and a new election ordered in consequence of marriage—
domestic duty being a good excuse from public service.” However, recognizing the
impracticality of such an assertion, the faux petition continued, it was unfair to allow New York
women “any just preference in the requisite qualities to make the married state happy.” The
suggested solution was a request “annually to remove the seat of federal government into another
state, until, in due rotation, it shall have been in all the states”; this would allow “the number of
foreigners and other fine fellows who keep themselves in the sunshine of preferment” to bring
“their accomplishments and good qualities into their destined use, and of thereby improving as
well as augmenting society.”85 For this anonymous author, New York City received an
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inordinate share of the new nation’s wealth and success because of its position as a political hub
and the marital networks that were created as a result. The only answer, then, was to shift the
power to other cities on an annual basis, so all could benefit equally.
Without question, then, inter-familial marriages in New York in the late 1780s played an
important political role: one that could be observed by outsiders as potentially dangerous. In
Rufus King’s previous example, his new familial connection to Mary Alsop and her elite
merchant father broadened his financial and political interests as a Congressman. Such marital
networks, Rufus King illustrates, also had the potential to achieve something else of political
significance: alleviating fears of aristocracy or inherited power by drawing young, up-andcoming politicians into the social and political circles of the city’s wealthiest tiers.
Beyond political implications, marriage in early national New York City also facilitated
the transfer of wealth among and between members of the city’s elite. The shift in new
definitions of status within the city’s borders—typically those whose affluence came primarily
from merchant capital, rather than longstanding, landed, familial wealth—raised questions about
who belonged within the upper tiers of New York society. Unsurprisingly, many marriages
taking place in the 1780s and 1790s linked together families from both backgrounds, stabilizing
the city’s leadership class through such familial networks. Daughter of wealthy businessman and
Senator Philip Schuyler, Elizabeth Schuyler Hamilton married Alexander Hamilton in 1780,
linking together families of the economic and political elite.86 Catherine Alexander Duer was
born to William Alexander, known as Lord Stirling, in 1755. She married William Duer, a
stockbroker and businessman, following the American Revolution.87 Jane Keteltas Beekman
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solidified her social standing with her marriage to James Beekman, a member of an affluent
Dutch merchant family in New York. In each of these instances—and the many others that took
place within the same time period—matrimony served as a nexus between those of mercantile
and manorial backgrounds.88
Upper-class women—and men—acknowledged the economic stability of potential
marital matches prior to agreeing to marry. In several instances, such information regarding net
worth circulated publicly at social events or privately via correspondence. Intelligence regarding
financial security was taken into consideration when judging the quality of a romantic
partnership. Correspondence between John Rutherfurd and Susanna Reid Robertson hinged on
the marriage of Helen Rutherfurd to widower Peter Gerard Stuyvesant in 1809.89 In addition to
uniting prominent elite families through often-complicated familial ties, the marriage also
emphasizes the important role wealth played in undergirding elite expectations regarding
courtship and matrimony. As John Rutherfurd wrote of Peter Stuyvesant, “His family fortune
and great attention to her ensure her all the happiness she had a right to expect.”90 In order for a
marriage to serve its class-based purpose in early national New York City, it necessitated the
“right to expect” a certain standard of living as part of the contract. A similarly conspicuous
display of courtship can be seen in the example of Colonel Andrew Deveaux, who sought
marriage with Anna Verplanck. Deveaux, originally from South Carolina, moved to Red Hook,
New York, in the mid-1780s. While in New York City, Deveaux competed with a Mr. Cochran
for Anna Verplanck’s affections; an observer noted, though, that ultimately “there is no resisting
88
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the grand style the Col. exhibits.” The two wed in April of 1797, in an apparently public
spectacle that included flouting a rather expensive bed for consummating the marriage.91
The transfer of wealth that accompanied one’s marriage emphasizes the importance of
women in the marital process. As “possessors” of their own fortunes, legacies, or dowries, elite
New York women served as key transmitters and sustainers of class in the early national
period.92 Young New Yorker Mary Leech possessed several desirable characteristics; an
announcement of her marriage to North Carolina delegate Richard D. Spaight in the Columbian
Magazine described Leech as “a young lady whose amiable character and beautiful person,
added to her extensive fortune, promise much felicity to this truly worthy pair.”93 Leech was a
desirable match not only for her personality and beauty, but also for her “extensive fortune.”
Cornelia Beekman Walton went into her marriage with a twelve hundred pound dowry. John
Troup’s wife entered with one hundred pounds, far less. Others brought slave property into their
marriages, as did Mary Delaplaine.94
These qualities taken together—attraction, wealth, and markers of gentility, among
others—buttressed what elite observers considered a successful and fulfilling marriage. In turn,
the husband should, according to Juliana Scott, make sure his wife “is well provided for,” both
financially and emotionally.95 When those needs were met, the ensuing partnership was one that
united romantic and financial motivations and successfully aided in stabilizing New York’s
Walter Rutherfurd adds, “That queer fellow De Veaux is to lead his bride to the temple of hymen to-night, the
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upper class through the fostering of newly forged familial networks. One only has to look as far
as the example of Mary Alsop and Rufus King in order to see this attachment manifest; Rufus
King, writing to Robert Southgate soon after the wedding, makes this clear. “Indeed I cherish
the truest attachment to you all and am deeply interested in any event which affect your
happiness and prosperity,” he writes. “My own—if anything human is certain—are secured by
my late marriage. My wishes never exceeded my present felicity.” For King, his marriage to
Alsop provided him with both happiness and prosperity, revealing of the expectations regarding
the marital relationship in early national New York City.96
However, such an emphasis on the possession of wealth could also cause problems for
women in the face of unscrupulous suitors. Though economic concerns were clearly a primary
motivation for marriage, some men did seek to gain access to and exploit the wealth of single
young women. One male observer, for instance, recalled a conversation in which General
Morris recounted the net worth of a friend’s wife. “He takes great satisfaction in Val’s marriage,”
he noted. “Says the Lady’s fortune is 12,000 and all come-at-able.”97 It seems clear in this
instance that an element of manipulation was at hand within the context of this marital match;
and certainly, elite women needed to exercise caution, particularly as their assets and real
property became that of their husbands’ on marriage.98
Within this context, the homosocial network linking together upper-class female New
Yorkers played a particularly salient role. In addition to offering advice on suitors through
correspondence and at social or private events, certain women—often long-married female elites
96
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from the older generation—went so far as to oversee the marital match prior to approval.

Maria

Tappen, for instance, requested that Cornelia Clinton introduce her suitor to her friends before
making an impetuous marital decision.99 Likewise, young New Yorker Mary Allen, courted by
Harry Walter Livingston in the mid-1790s, faced oversight regarding the financial arrangements
of the marriage before she would accept a proposal. This requirement was seemingly common
enough that it served as a mundane topic of conversation for those discussing the marriage
market within New York. In the case of Mary Allen, an observer noted in 1796 that “the old
lady is expected from Philaa [sic] to investigate the matter and see if Harry's Manor is settled on
him.”100 Susan Symmes read the courtship letters of her niece, Susan Ridley, with a Mr. W
(most likely John Watson, a close family friend). Symmes advised Ridley to give Watson a
second chance. Though “his letter is improper & I think in some parts inconsistent, it convinces
me that the wisest of men can do foolish things,” wrote Symmes. She added, “He avows his
sentiment & intentions respecting you; but it seems he has defeated his own purpose, incurred
your displeasure, & excited your indignation while he wished to endeavor of seeking your favor some of your comments I think are too severe.”101
As a result of such pressure, it is not surprising that some female elites would elect to
marry in secret. Susanna Reid, who agreed to wed Dr. Robertson against her father’s wishes,
eloped in 1790 with plans to quickly relocate to London. A close friend of the family
acknowledged the justification for the “clandestine marriage,” noting that he hoped they would
reconcile with Reid’s father prior to moving; “I very much doubt,” he added, “[though] I heartily
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wish it.”102 Cornelia Tappen Clinton and Citizen Genêt chose to marry “in the Government
House privately in the morning, in the presence of her sister and Dr. Treat only,” though they did
travel to pay their respects to her family members before relocating to Genêt’s farmland on Long
Island.103 Likewise, Juliana Scott’s criticism of friend Nancy McKnight’s surreptitious marriage
centered on the lack of familial approval in the matter; though Scott noted she would “excuse his
want of politeness to me” if McKnight’s new husband provided well for her, she criticized the
secrecy with which the process was conducted. “He has not even thought proper to announce his
marriage to me,” Scott gossiped to another friend. “I have heard nothing previous to your
information, either of, or from the family since I saw them at your House in New York—my
Children were not at all pleased when they heard of the match.”104
With the prospect of such immense quantities of capital changing hands via marriage, it
comes as no surprise that unsanctioned weddings often took place amid scandal. Peggy White’s
marriage to Peter Munro was just such an event. White, who asked her family for permission but
was “peremptorily refused,” stole away on New Year’s morning to marry Peter Munro privately
at the home of Dr. Lynn. The marriage remained a secret for over a week, during which time
White continued to live with her parents as though an unmarried woman. Gossip surrounding
the event acknowledged the potential reason for White’s parents’ refusal to consent to her union:
the fact that she possessed “£6,000 independent at marriage” and, perhaps, Munro had not been
properly vetted.105
Though historians have noted that American youth in the years after the Revolution relied
less and less on parental opinion in selecting a marital match, elite women like Peggy White
102
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quickly discovered that a lack of familial approval could have serious consequences.106
Although White quickly reconciled with her mother following her nuptials, her father refused to
see her even a month later, long after White and her new husband had settled comfortably into
their new marital home on John Street.107 For Cornelia Schuyler, sister of Angelica Schuyler
Church and Elizabeth Schuyler Hamilton, it took several years to regain the trust of her father
after her unsanctioned wedding. Schuyler, who fell in love with young Washington Morton at a
friend’s New Jersey nuptials, sought her father’s permission for marriage in 1797. Rumors
swirled that Washington Morton was refused by General Schuyler because of his youth; “he had
not taken that place which befitted a married man” in status and career, wrote one observer.108
Morton, thus, “forbidden the house,” chose to elope with Schuyler soon after. Fearful of the
consequences of their actions, Schuyler and Morton went into hiding. “They are still in the
country and not reconciled,” noted Walter Rutherfurd of the couple several weeks later.109 In
fact, it was not until Morton’s legal career took off and the couple became fully integrated into
New York high society that their relationship was truly forgiven.
In some instances, unapproved marriages could bring significant ramifications on those
involved. Elite women who elected to marry unapproved partners also risked the loss of their
inheritance. The consequences of such disinheritance were profound: relinquishment of the
family name, financial hardship, and the loss of social capital, among others. For young Susan
Ridley, the choice to marry Theodore Sedgwick against the will of her stepfather John
Livingston—who felt Sedgwick was an improper match and intended Ridley to marry a more
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wealthy and powerful Livingston man—would inevitably lead to just such a situation. Outsiders
questioned whether Sedgwick’s delay in proposing was because “Miss R. would consider
nothing she could find in this connection as counterbalancing the loss of fortune”; yet, to not
marry Ridley, Sedgwick’s father asserted, would lay “a foundation for future lasting regret.”110
In the end, because Ridley had already inherited a small amount of her deceased father’s estate,
the couple elected to go ahead with the wedding regardless of consequences. They married in
November of 1808, though Ridley’s mother and stepfather did not attend. Ridley was promptly
disinherited and banned from entering John Livingston’s home. In fact, a biographer of the
Sedgwick family has pointed out that the implications of Ridley’s disinheritance extended far
beyond her own lifetime. The Livingston family eradicated her from their genealogical memory,
listing her in a published volume in the 1940s as unmarried and, in another, as never even
existing in the first place.111
Concerns over the stability of finances and status likewise extended to a man’s marital
choice, and could affect the acceptance of his partner within familial and social circles. Fears
that a new wife would drain or abuse the accounts of her husband contributed to social ostracism
for female elites like Catherine Keteltas who, according to observers, failed to maintain propriety
in terms of the public display of marital wealth. Keteltas, who married Brockholst Livingston in
the winter of 1784, found herself and her new husband socially marginalized after those around
them did not approve of the marital match. Describing the “undutiful manner in which this affair
has been conducted,” Brockholst Livingston’s friends and family members reacted angrily to
“the lies [and] insulting letters” received. Ultimately, father William Livingston wrote, he “has
not only brought signal disgrace on his family, but in all probability answered his own whim for
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her passions for extravagances, and a total want of all economy.” For William Livingston, it was
Keteltas’ supposed “expectation of honey moon” that would eventually reveal her untoward
economic tendencies.112 In essence, Brockholst Livingston’s decision to marry a woman not
approved by New York’s upper tier—whether as a result of her financial impropriety or inferior
familial status—led to the exclusion of both, to their unfortunate detriment.
Even such social ostracism possessed broader implications within New York City’s
leadership class. To face marginalization as a result of an improper marital match restricted the
offender’s transition into a new and critical role within the urban elite: as a nexus of socializing
within a new home. Those who married undesirable men were often no longer always invited to
the social gatherings and public events that enscribed elite status, and found themselves no
longer entertaining visitors within their own homes. As one elite New Yorker noted in a letter to
his wife Helena Morris, the marriage of a woman to a man undeserving of her wealth or status
had profound effects. “Betsey Coxe is here,” John Rutherfurd wrote, “but alas, she is tied to a
stupid husband and I am afraid they will both be insignificant.”113
Nonetheless, the example of Betsey Coxe reveals a great deal regarding the social
implications of marriage. Marriage was an important transition in a woman’s life, marking the
female transformation from child to adult. Typically following a leisurely pattern in which up to
six weeks could stretch between a woman’s marriage and “going to housekeeping,” the time
when husband and wife moved in together in their own home, patterns of marriage in the lateeighteenth century denoted a lessening of economic calculation in determining one’s spouse in
favor of other considerations; rising romantic expectations amongst women of the period created
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a popular female understanding that one could, contrary to the ideals of their parents’ generation,
marry for companionship, friendship, or love. However, as Laurel Thatcher Ulrich posits,
romantic love still held a secondary position to economic concerns.114
Following marriage, a woman’s necessary dependence shifted from her father to her new
husband, perpetuating protracted standards of economic stability as a central determinant of
marriage despite rising romantic ideals of love and partnership. Nevertheless, the nature of one’s
dependence on her husband was markedly different from her previous reliance on her parents.115
It is not surprising, then, that women commonly acknowledged the transformative properties of
matrimony. Francis Nuoll, for instance, discussed the impending nuptials of her granddaughter
Elizabeth Nuoll to Mr. Riehardt in correspondence, noting that her granddaughter would “change
her situation in a few days into that of marriage.”116 For Nuoll, reflections on marriage revealed
the institution’s tendency to not only alter not only one’s “situation,” but also their entire way of
life. Likewise, Catherine Sackay echoed the sentiment from a personal standpoint, although
simultaneously expressing apprehension at the process; she wrote to friend Sarah Schuyler, “I am
with Mr. Sackay as happy as the married state will allow me to be.”117
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A woman’s decision to marry marked not only her transition into adulthood and a shift in
legal status, but also an initiation of sorts into a new social role within the elite community. At
marriage, a young woman moved out of her childhood familial home and into her marital home,
thus inhabiting a new space for public display and social interaction. As Maria Tappen wrote to
Cornelia Tappen Clinton, her wedding to Edmond-Charles Genêt was “undoubtedly unexpected”;
yet, nonetheless, Tappen added, it provided an “agreeable change in your Situation.”118 For
Clinton, then, this situational change encompassed her geographic move into a cohabitated space
with her new husband, and entry into the social circles of other married female elites in New
York City.
Other female New Yorkers evidence the role played by marriage in undergirding the
city’s social stability. For young bride Catherine Van Schaack Beekman, her marriage to John
Pruyn Beekman provided an extensive opportunity for socializing, perhaps to the detriment of
her correspondence with more geographically distant friends. Beekman would have reciprocated
friend Catherine Wynkoop’s letter sooner, she glibly wrote, “had I not been constantly employed
in entertaining my friends—at my own house.” “Commencing to housekeeping” provided
Beekman with a new social space in which to entertain and forge a new, married network of elite
women; and, in this instance, the mingling that took place immediately following her wedding
was continuous.119 In fact, Beekman’s description of the activity as an employment reveals how
caught up in the constructed gender roles of polite society such behavior was. New marriages in
early national New York were accompanied by a cycle of congratulatory visits and, often in the
evening, dancing.120 This, in turn, further reified the role of marriage in undergirding the social
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networking that helped stabilized New York City’s fluctuating upper class: even if, in some
instances, the couple very quickly longed for the post-marital visits to end so they could begin
married life together.121

*

*

*

In 1798, young Elizabeth DeHart Bleecker received a diary as a gift from her courting
future husband, Alexander McDonald. In it, she meticulously tracked virtually all aspects of her
daily life, from social visits to shopping for products for her new marital home. Though the
diary itself is an invaluable historical record in terms of its detail, its material existence reveals a
great deal regarding the social implications of marital networks for the city’s female elites. The
fact that Bleecker, on the eve of her engagement, was given a journal from her betrothed hints at
the shifting expectations for upper-class women between childhood and maturity; as a young
woman soon to be initiated into married adulthood, Bleecker’s expanding social and marital
connections required careful tracking. This, in turn, allowed her to reciprocate visits at the
appropriate time, acknowledge those women undergoing the process of childbirth, and keep track
of who within her social circle was engaged or recently wed.
Bleecker’s diary offers a window into the behavioral patterns surrounding elite marriage,
including the communal importance and etiquette of the congratulatory visit. “Mrs. Hill,
Bleecker, Mary & I went with Miss Winthrop to see the Bride Mrs. Pearsall,” Bleecker wrote in
April of 1799. However, she added, she was “very much displeas’d at not being ask’d to stay &
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dance.”122 Other entries emphasize the ritualistic practices surrounding the changing of one’s
name after marriage; noting first that “Capt. Waddell married Miss Eliza Dauberry,” Bleecker’s
next reference to her friend and fellow female elite stated that she and Mary went “to see the
Bride Mrs. Waddell.”123 Within Bleecker’s network of contacts, then, her young friend Eliza
Dauberry had officially transitioned into her new role as a woman who received social visits in
her marital home, now familiar with the subtexts of married adult life.
Within New York City’s upper class more broadly, marriage as a nearly universal shared
ritual aided in bringing together female elites in a common experience. The training and
education these women received as young adults prepared them for the marriage market and the
ensuing transformation of their daily lives as married women. Just as importantly, it undergirded
women’s increasing independence in the early national period and promoted their significance as
cultural transmitters, both socially and biologically. This emphasis was bolstered, for many, by
the support and advice provided by maternal figures and close female friends who offered critical
instruction on a subject of paramount importance.
Unsurprisingly, then, parents and other family members often felt a sense of relief when
their daughter’s marital match was a success; in fact, in the case of the aforementioned Mary
Alsop and Rufus King, whose wedding so well epitomized the wave of marriages taking place in
New York in the 1780s and 1790s, familial well-wishers frequently acknowledged the
exceptional quality of Rufus King as a husband. As Mary Alsop Middleton wrote to John Alsop,
Mary Alsop’s father, “I congratulate you on the Marriage of your Daughter with so worthy a
Gentleman. I am informed he sustains a very amiable Character; and hope you will, to the latest
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hour of your Life, have reason to bless the Day on which they were united— you will please to
make my congratulatory Compliments to them.”124 Marriages like Mary Alsop’s played a
pivotal role in stabilizing the fluctuations of New York City’s leadership class in a critical
governmental period by forging political ties between constituents, aiding in the transfer and
solidification of class-based wealth, and creating new social connections with other members of
the city’s married female elite. Once a female member of New York’s upper class participated
in the ritual and began redefining their married identity, their role within the social milieu
became ever more significant; and it was up to these women, as gatekeepers of the city’s elite
strata, to engage in the process of social networking—both within their parlors and at public
events—that continued to broaden cultural influence and civic identity.
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CHAPTER THREE
INVESTING IN SOCIAL NETWORKING

On May 7th, 1789, George Washington’s Inaugural Ball was held at the New York City
Dancing Assembly, on the eastern side of Broadway near Wall Street. Some three hundred
politicians and prominent elites alike attended, including the President, Vice President John
Adams, a collection of Congressmen and foreign ministers, Catherine Duer, Sarah Livingston
Jay, Elizabeth Schuyler Hamilton, Maria Livingston Duane, Jane Keteltas Beekman, and others.
Attendees participated in an array of festivities at the “grand Ball” that included dancing in the
cotillion—in which even the President participated—and minuet.1 At the end of the evening,
female attendees were handed a surprise favor: fans imported from Paris, decorated with “an
extremely well executed medallion portrait of Washington, in profile.”2
The Inaugural Ball demonstrates a great deal about women’s investment in socializing.
Those who attended dressed conspicuously in the most current fashions of the day. As one
observer noted, “The collection of ladies was numerous and brilliant, and they were dressed with
consummate taste and elegance.”3 Membership in the Dancing Assembly, the sponsoring
organization, also came at a price. James Beekman and wife Jane Keteltas Beekman paid two
pounds in addition to the four pounds in yearly dues to attend.4 Though attendee Catherine
Alexander Rutherfurd did not incorporate a direct line item for the ball itself, her accounts for the
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winter of 1789-1790 listed her balance “spent in N. York” at over 233 pounds.5 Being an active
member of the city’s elite required a performance of status, as well as both the leisure and the
money to actively participate.
Social interactions like the Inaugural Ball had broader implications. Following the city’s
selection as the seat of the Confederation Congress, and increasing after Constitutional
ratification, New York inhabited a new position of governmental significance. As the capital
city, New York needed to be vibrant and palatable. The city’s urban space required
domestication in order to ensure its continuation as seat of power. Women like Catherine
Alexander Rutherfurd and others aided in defining the social norms of the city’s ruling elite.
This process had clear implications for local and national stability. In this period of deferential
politics, where outward appearance and behavior bolstered political authority, women played a
critical role in shaping class distinctions. Patterns of socialization likewise took on
characteristics of the city’s broader transition—a notably non-linear trajectory—toward market
capitalism. As reflected in purchase register and accounts, correspondence, and probate records,
women invested their time and resources into class stabilization in the 1780s, 1790s, and beyond.
These activities were not novel to the infant American nation. Americans had to strike a
balance between the hierarchical model of the European court and republican ideology that
conceptualized such activities as monarchical or tainted by luxury, a navigation complicated by
desires to validate the successful outcome of the American Revolution.6 As founders questioned
whether the new country would survive long enough to prove itself, they also debated the nature
5
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of leadership in the early republic.7 American citizens had to work, both consciously and
subconsciously, to create nationalism and patriotism. Kariann Yokota has argued that “The
process of creating a separate society out of a people who so recently thought of themselves as
British in outlook and tradition was fraught with hypocrisy and confusion.”8 Historians like
Joyce Appleby, David Waldstreicher, Jeff Pasley, and Carolyn Eastman, have all approached the
subject of the development of a dynamic American identity and public sphere in the years
following 1783. Each has demonstrated in unique ways the process of construction—and
deconstruction—required: through generational change, festive nationalism, print culture, and
public speaking, among countless other methods.9
Women did not possess gender equality within this system, but nonetheless harnessed
available opportunities to wield power. The formation of a newly expanded system of
governance required social adaptation. In particular, women took the lead on constructing the
behavioral etiquette defining polite society, thus distinguishing elites from those of the lower
classes. As gatekeepers, women invested time, and money into class stability through social
networking. Their work at public events and within the parlor fostered a culturally dynamic city
that demonstrated American prowess and development.

Historians have long debated this transitional process. Joanne Freeman’s assessment of honor culture tied together
political power and social position, for instance. Honor, or “reputation with a moral and an elite cast,” determined
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Performing Social Class
In the 1780s and 1790s, New York City transitioned in its political and economic
significance. Still recovering from the devastation of occupation and infrastructural destruction
during the Revolution, the city in 1785 held a population of 25,000 and stretched an estimated
two miles up the East River. It had blossomed to 60,000 by 1800 and spread north along
Broadway to Worth Street.10 As the city expanded in size and population, the nature of the city’s
urban composition also began to shift.
Gradual Tory reacceptance played a part in the shifting composition of the city in the
early republic. In the mid-1780s, anti-loyalist legislation was incrementally repealed; in 1786,
those not explicitly deported by name were given citizenship status. Banished loyalists were
permitted to return in 1792. In conjunction with this process was a gradual abatement in
redistribution of seized loyalist estates. Between 1783 and 1788, the land of wealthy Tory men
like James Delancey was confiscated and resold; the bulk of his real property went to less than
twenty buyers, including members of the Beekman, Livingston, and Delafield families.
Historians have pointed out that land speculators seized this opportunity to buy and then
subdivide the land for resale, often pushing previous tenants off the property. 11
The papering over of Revolutionary divisions in the mid-1780s was only one part of the
city’s demographic changes. Its selection as seat of power as home to the Confederation
Congress, and as national capital between 1788 and 1790, placed politics at the epicenter of the
local community.12 As the previous chapter asserted, this brought with a wave of young male
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Congressmen from throughout the eastern seaboard. These politicians and their wives—or, as
was more often the case, eligible bachelors and the city’s most desirable “belles”—attended a
series of elaborate private parties, concerts, and plays at the theater, seeking entrée into the most
selective of New York’s upper tier.13 It is perhaps no coincidence in the years of the
Confederation that the start of legislative body’s annual cycle corresponded with the cyclical
opening of New York’s social calendar in November.14 Historians have tracked a change in
housing patterns between Congressional cycles. During the first session, Congressmen tended to
live at boardinghouses. Advertisements abounded in 1786 for these housing opportunities, many
of which were publicized as “Genteel” to appeal to male politicians.15 The second session, by
contrast, saw an increase in the number of those who, along with their wives and children, chose
to rent homes for the season.16 Take Massachusetts Congressman Rufus King, for example. He
spent his first year in New York at the boarding house of Mrs. Mercer, then moved to the home
of merchant John Alsop his second year. After meeting and marrying Alsop’s daughter Mary,
they eventually moved together into their own marital home.17 While the 1791 directory placed
them on Smith Street, the couple had moved to 223 Broadway, in the heart of the fashionable
district, by 1796.18 With this shift came a transition in the city’s social scene that prioritized
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women’s role in choreographing heterosocial stability. Ultimately, residing in a home on
Broadway provided a woman like Mary Alsop King with the space to entertain others, both male
and female, with clear implications for class-based socialization.
The city’s growth also contributed to a changing electorate in the years following
Independence. This, too, was a shift with social implications. Constitutional ratification could
potentially promote the entrenchment of power for the upper class. Following the Revolution,
Americans addressed the nature of leadership in this new republic. The founders built on
rhetoric of natural equality—equality, unfortunately, not fully realized by all sectors of society—
that buttressed the shaping of a new representative frame of government. Resting on this
ideology of republicanism, the new nation saw more citizens become politically activated after
independence. A broadened electorate increasingly demanded access to government, taking
advantage, as Gordon Wood has pointed out, “of the expanded suffrage and the annual elections
to seek membership in the assemblies.”19 This, in turn, prompted a shift in the socioeconomic
composition of the state legislatures as new men from more modest backgrounds replaced
loyalists or entrenched elites from the colonial legislative bodies.20 Yet, as Edmund Morgan has
argued, the changing composition of the elective franchise did not remove entrenched elites from
power on a broad scale. “What Congress did have were the qualities desired for the upper house
of a republican legislature,” Morgan argues. “It had been indirectly elected by the people
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through state legislatures, and its members were generally the type of people who would be
considered natural aristocrats in their respective states.”21
Bridging this gap—and integrating the growing cadre of freshly-wealthy merchants—
required a process of navigation. As Alexander Hamilton pointed out, these new mercantile
elites epitomized this transition in representative politics. By having a closer relationship to the
working classes via their own mercantile labor, he argued in the Federalist, voters knew “that the
merchant is their natural patron and friend; and they are aware that however great the confidence
they may justly feel in their own good sense, their interests can be more effectually promoted by
the merchant than by themselves.” The merchant elite, educated in business, would be a fair
match with those “public councils unfriendly to the manufacturing and trading interests.”22 Yet,
class, in the post-Revolutionary era, required reconstruction.
Entering high society was not a simple task.23 Local New York residents—both in the
city and upstate—could claim access by hereditary means by nature of parentage. Women
coming from pre-Revolutionary established landed families often wove more or less seamlessly
into high society on coming of age. One only has to look at Governor Livingston’s daughters as
examples of such behavior, although others, like Mary Alsop and the Schuyler sisters, were also
given designations as eligible belles in the city’s highest social circle. These women fostered
intimate connections of friendship and family through childhood relationships.24 In some cases,
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childhood acquaintances could reinvigorate a lost connection later in adulthood; Sarah
Livingston Jay reached out through friend Margaretta Ackerly to inquire about a “frequent
mention in your letters, of a Miss Johnson,” a potential “old school mate.” “I suppose of that is
the case,” Ackerly wrote, “you have become intimates, on the score of old acquaintance.”25
For non-local elites, access was a more complicated navigation. It first required an
introduction, either in person or via correspondence. Though men also engaged in this practice,
women often served as self-conscious gatekeepers in the process of integrating new members
into the fold. The ritualized process of in-person introduction provided access to social events,
as Alida Livingston’s example demonstrates. Offering to introduce out-of-state friend Ann
Schaeffe to her social circle in the late 1780s, Livingston added, “at present I have only time to
introduce Mrs. Gerry & Miss Thompson to your acquaintance.”26 For others, like
correspondents Sarah Livingston Jay and Abigail Adams, this association grew out of the
political relationship of their husbands and blossomed into epistolary exchange after meeting in
person.27 Likewise, Elizabeth DeHart Bleecker made mention of attending a tea at Miss Fen’s
home, where she was formally introduced to a “Miss Geaty of Philadelphia.”28 Social
interactions like afternoon tea offered an intimate but accessible space for the presentation of
new socialites.
In other cases, particularly within the context of correspondence, introduction was far
more formal. Written correspondence in New York, like in person socialization, first required a
proper initiation of contact. Lady Juliana Penn’s letter of introduction and request to make a
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social call to Catherine Livingston Ridley was one such example.29 Still others sought out a
casual public acquaintance via letter, politely requesting their response in hopes of forming a
more permanent correspondence. Judith Bowers initiated written contact with soon-to-be close
friend Cornelia Walton, expressing that “It will give me great satisfaction to be favoured with a
few lines from you, as I adore you.”30 Careful not to overstep boundaries of polite behavior,
urban women often used letters to solidify social position and to strengthen fledgling intimate
friendships. Notably, one correspondent’s choice of words went so far as to denote that
epistolary exchange was the penultimate form of female friendship; writing, “Believe me ever
your affectionate Friend, I hope soon to say Correspondent,” Catherine Van Schaack positioned
one’s status as “friend” as distinct from that of “correspondent.”31
The physical exchange of correspondence also offered another means by which to enter
high society. Correspondents typically selected trusted friends or family members to carry letters
for them to distant recipients. The letter’s carrier, then, became a node in a network of material
trade that solidified social connections. Catherine Garritson, writing to Sarah Schuyler, hinted at
this process; “Make yourself agreeable to the young lady who will present you this,” Garritson
wrote. “She is lovely good and accomplished.”32 In the case of Margaretta Akerly, her 1796
letter to sister Catherine made explicit mention of the woman who would be delivering the
correspondence: Caroline Broome, who “has promised me to call upon you herself.”33
Ultimately, then, female networking was often facilitated through women’s use of written
correspondence as a method of social invitation; New York City women often used letters to
invite friends and other elite contacts into their homes, an action that enhanced not only their
29
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personal standing as a member of the privileged class, but solidified the status of the upper class
as a whole.34
Socializing revolved around the city’s seasonal calendar. In the summer, the city could
be a desolate place. Waves of extreme heat and the ravages of disease drove many elites from
the fashionable parts of Broadway in lower Manhattan and up into their rural estates. Letters
repeatedly emphasized the dangers of the city during the summer months. “Water, Front, Pearl
and William Sts. Are almost deserted,” wrote one male observer in September of 1798.
“Broadway is crowded with carriages full of Furniture hastening to the country.”35 Others
reassured friends and family members that they would stay away “from those parts of the City
deemed unhealthy & contagious,” as did Matthias Tallmadge to his wife Eliza.36 Those who
relocated upstate during the miserable months of summer heat remarked on their temporary
boredom; Alida Livingston lamented, “But here we live, we never go out, and very rarely have
company,” adding in a letter soon following that she found herself “Removed from what is
“fashionable—from the noise of Carriages—the rap of visitors, and sound of theatre.” Catherine
Beekman matter-of-factly stated that “Kinderhook is extremely dull.”37 Even those who asserted
they were not unhappy out of the city evidenced a certain measure of monotony in their letters,
epitomized by Emily Sophia Rogers’ statement that she passed her time “not altogether
unpleasantly.”38
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Unsurprisingly, New Yorkers celebrated when the outbreaks subsided and the heat broke.
Walter Rutherfurd made mention of his triumphant return to the city following a particularly bad
outbreak of Yellow Fever, writing that “I dined Friday with the Robertsons, present the
Turnbulls, Stirlings and Mrs. Bruce. They have all been shut up and perfectly miserable for
some months.”39 Others, like Robert Morris, emphasized the return to health many experienced
in the winter. Writing to Matthew Ridley, Morris mentioned seeing his wife Catherine in New
York in November and reported, “She is not only very well, but has regained her Spark &
Complexion, so that she looks again like the Charming Kitty Livingston.”40
In the winter, by contrast, the lively atmosphere drew in a cadre of cosmopolitan travelers
in addition to the city’s established inner circle. All shared in a reciprocal cycle of parlor visits
and social events. As Eliza Livingston noted of the city’s vibrancy, “New York may now boast a
diversity of amusements, Assembly’s, Concerts, Plays, Routs, Supper & Tea Parties, any one
disposed for dissipation, can beat no less.”41 Others, like Elizabeth DeHart Bleecker, tracked the
cycle of socializing in diaries; entries included meticulous listing of the opening and closing of
every season of New York’s Dancing Assembly, which, perhaps not coincidentally, occurred in
conjunction with the Congressional season in New York in the mid-to-late 1780s.42
Not all urban locations offered opportunities for the genders to mix, however. In some
instances, men fostered sociability in exclusively masculine spaces. Coffeehouses and taverns
held relevance beyond social engagement; they also became sites of political discussion.
Interactions at both the Merchant and Tontine coffeehouses—which, conveniently, sat directly
across from each other on Water and Wall streets—birthed several urban organizations,
39
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including the New York Chamber of Commerce.43 The New York Insurance Company,
Manufacturing Society, and Society of the Cincinatti held meetings with regularity in one of
these two locations.44 Some organizations, like the literary discussion group known as the
Friendly Club, did not allow women on the executive board but encouraged their attendance
nonetheless.45 Yet, ultimately, these spaces and organizations did not openly welcome elite
women.
Within this context, sites of co-ed entertainment took on a position of clear significance,
and through these locations, women engaged in the domestic legwork that strengthened dynastic
stability. Grand balls, trips to the theater, and discussions at the socio-political space of the tea
table all helped build urban sociability in gender-accessible spaces, and allowed for the public
performance of class and status.46 As Cynthia Kierner has argued, elite women engaged in what
she referred to as “domestic performances”: publicly displaying private virtues, often with
political implications.47 Expectations of good taste were developed and disseminated around the
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tea table; parlor sociability provided women with a stage on which to craft their political and
intellectual identities.
Fashion was a critical part of women’s investing in socializing. Purchase registers,
accounts, and correspondence all reveal the ways in which women carefully selected and
displayed clothing, accessories, and other articles of public identity. Men and women of the
leadership class put effort into their appearance, as Bleecker indicated in a diary entry in 1800.
“Mary, Alexander & I went to the Assembly,” she wrote. Yet, they “did not go till nine o’clock,
having been disappointed by the Hair Dresser.”48 A nineteenth-century popular historian of New
York City pointed out that women—and men—fixated on their hair in anticipation of attending a
dance: “In these days the ladies and their hair dressed with great care and sometimes it was the
case with gentlemen. Many of our old merchants have kept awake and not laid down their heads
for fear of disarranging their hair after it had been fixed (perhaps two days previous) for a great
ball.”49
One’s dress, then, signified belonging within high society, and women took care to
adhere to the current fashions.50 Catherine Alexander Rutherford’s account book, for instance,
included multiple line items for gowns that she purchased for social events.51 Others provided
detailed descriptions of the dresses they had purchased for approval from friends and family
members.52 In certain cases, discussion of fashion in correspondence came with an explicit
analysis of European versus American-made textiles, as was the case for a conversation sent by
48
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Mary White Morris to Catherine Livingston Ridley. Morris complimented Ridley on her locallymade riding dresses, noting that “Indeed they are chosen with so much Taste as convinces me
that they are much improved on England in this point.”53 Morris chose to emphasize Ridley’s
taste level, showing approval of her public display; simultaneously, though, she reinforced the
importance of products made on the soil of the fledgling American nation, reassuring her close
friend that their quality was on par with—and, perhaps, even surpassed—those of Europe. Those
that did not dress in a manner befitting the station of a New York elite were privately chastised,
as were Alice Delancey Izard’s daughters. Accused of being “like their Papa in person & in
manner & dress as awkward as you can conceive,” the “Miss Izards” did not live up to
expectations; instead, Morris wrote, “I am very much disappointed & so is all our Lady’s from
the ideas we had form’d of its Elegance.”54
Not all, of course, supported the extravagant display of fashion employed by high society.
One letter to the editor pointed out the ridiculous nature of a specific type of ladies’ headgear in
1786. It read,
A correspondent compliments the ladies for reducing the size of their head
gear, so that they can enter a coach, sedan chair, or the door of a modern
apartment, with a cap. Some time ago their heads were bigger than those of
the inhabitants of Patagonia, whilst their bodies resembled those of Lilliput,
but now their features is set off by a becoming head dress.55
In some instances, men specifically criticized the unsuitable nature of women’s dress. At a
Twelfth Night ball hosted by Angelica Schuyler Church in 1798, attendee Walter Rutherfurd
made note of a trend he deemed inappropriate: “A late abominable fashion prevails, from
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England, of Ladies like washer-women with their sleeves above their bare elbows, Mrs. Garnett,
Mrs. Church, and others.”56
Regardless of negative male observations, women served a critical role in fostering
dynamic, heterosocial interaction. One such space was the New York Dancing Assembly.
Socialite Elizabeth DeHart Bleecker, for instance, meticulously tracked the dances, noting the
number of attendees and specific details regarding the fashion worn.57 Others, like Maria Sears,
encouraged friends and family members to attend; “Tomorrow evening we are to have a ball,”
Sears wrote to Ann Schaeffe. “How happy I should be my Dear, if you could participate with me
in the Diversion, the Pleasure would be greatly augment’d by your company.”58 As a
gatekeeping member of the city’s cadre of female elites, Sears fostered the dynamic nature of the
city by seeking out and inviting others. Furthermore, such events promoted heterosocial
interactivity. Rebecca Vaughan regaled close friend Catherine Livingston with the tale of a
young Mr. Bernard she met and danced with at the Assembly. She wrote, “He was perfectly
recovered of the blues by the thought of once more seeing the gay city of N York, I never saw
him in such spirits as he was the night before he went.”59
However, such performative spaces also provided a venue for class solidification. The
invitation for Mr. Griffith’s “Grand Ball” held at the Dancing Assembly, for instance, was
circulated via newspaper on February 1, 1786. Admittance, the invitation announced, came at
the price of six shillings per attendee. An update printed two weeks later added the requirement
of social propriety to the financial obligation of attendance: “No person will be admitted whose
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appearance may give umbrage to the company.”60 To participate in events at the Dancing
Assembly, you had to behave—and dress—the part; this included the use of chaperones, to
prevent any untoward behavior between the sexes. Others emphasized the extravagant
expectations of such social events, including dances costing over three hundred pounds—in
which Mary Rutherfurd’s postilion was so drunk her neighbor had to escort her home—and
dinner parties with seventy or more guests.61 An additional hint at the expectations surrounding
Assembly attendance resides in a letter written by Sarah Ogden Fisher about young Robert
Ogden, a recent arrival to New York without the proper genteel training. Fisher, while
discussing “the amusements of N.York, particularly dancing,” wrote of Robert’s desire to dance
with as many women as possible at the New York Assembly that winter. Fisher chastised him,
pointing out that “he could not be admitted before he was in business for himself.” She recalled
his rather appalling response: “he turned with all haughtiness imaginable and replied that I did
not know what his situation would be next winter & perhaps would be surprized when I did.”62
Likewise, the theater offered space for heterosocial interaction and urban domestication.
New York socialites attended plays like Richard III and The Roman Father, advertised in
mercantile circulars and other newspapers to garner attention.63 During the height of the social
season, these plays typically ran three nights a week and were often put on by the Old American
Company at the John Street Theater. In fact, during the 1789 season, George and Martha
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Washington were given their own box at the theater and attended frequently.64 Not only did the
physical theater structure promote class-based, co-ed intermixing within its walls, but discussion
of the shows took place in homes and correspondence long after the fact. As Alida Livingston
wrote, “At the Theatre, and the different opinions respecting the performers is the principal topic
of polite conversation.”65
It was within this broad social context that women’s gatekeeping role took on central
importance. Constitutional ratification and the city’s short-lived tenure as federal capital both
helped create the conditions necessary for market capitalism to grow—and eventually flourish.
Amid contestations over authority, both partisan and class-based, the city’s cadre of female elites
fostered a social atmosphere that drew praise from both sexes. Catharine Schuyler pointed out
the social mixing that occurred, writing that, within the last week she had “been to a few parties
& had a constant supply of company—the Ladies and Gentlemen here are great pedestrians.”66
Edmund Morewood echoed the sentiment, noting the importance geographic location held in
fostering elite sociability. “It is a very respectable & sociable neighborhood,” Edmund wrote.
“There is said of this city what cannot be said of many others; the inhabitants I mean, they are a
very hospitable, sociable, free & easy people.”67 Others pointed out the ways in which social
interaction and trips to the theater created a foundation for polite discussion; “the conversation in
this Circle, is agreeable, and instructive. Our plays which are useful, all join in,” wrote
Margaretta Akerly.68 Heterosocial cultural activities helped foster the dynamic circulation of
people—and ideas—in early national New York. However, women also invested in stabilizing
the city’s leadership in other critical ways.
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Social Networks, Social Debt
In the 1780s, Mary Stevens Livingston exemplified the significance of investing in the
city’s vibrant social sphere. Born in 1752, Livingston married lawyer and politician Robert R.
Livingston in 1770, in the years leading up to the American Revolution. Her husband assumed
the position of Chancellor of New York in 1777, a title he would hold until 1801. Following
their marriage, the couple split their time between the city and their illustrious estate in
Clermont.69 While upstate, Livingston was known for hosting elaborate social events. Sally
Sears wrote of an “elegant ball” held at the Chancellor’s estate in the 1780s. The dancing was
held upstairs next to a room with “candy laid out”; Sears made note that all decorations for the
event were put together in a “very elegant manner.” “Mrs. Livingston has the appearance of a
genteel agreeable woman,” she added, and “every thing was carried out with ease of gentility.”70
Livingston is a clear example of the gatekeeper power possessed by elite women in New York.
Her parlor was a focal point of high society, maintained to the highest imaginable standards.
Others, like Sally Sears, ruminated on the outward appearance of not only her “elegant” home,
but also on her behavioral patterns. As an exemplification of gentility, Livingston ensured that
her domestic investment was performed with “ease” and grace.71 Clearly, Sears also looked up
to Livingston, a well-married woman now in her thirties, as a model on which to base her own
behavioral etiquette.
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As Mary Stevens Livingston’s case demonstrates, social obligations were a central part of
privileged women’s roles and served an important function in the solidification of a political
upper class. The previous chapter argues that marriages set the foundation for class
solidification by cementing links between families of different regional and socioeconomic
origins. As the city reassessed its position as a locus of political power, women began the work
of stabilizing marital networks through socialization. Married women constructed and
performed the etiquette of the leisure class as one way of preserving familial standing. In
heterosocial and homosocial public spaces and within private correspondence, they leveraged
cultural and economic capital to transcend anticipated divides, interpersonal and partisan alike.
In the process, women defined the inclusive and exclusive nature of the city’s leadership strata—
and shaped the means by which one gained entrance and maintained standing.
Following a woman’s successful marital match, the process of “going to housekeeping”
initiated them into a new social and physical space. As household managers, they now possessed
the rooms and tools for entertaining. Margaretta Akerly emphasized this important shift in status
when writing of a freshly married friend, Miss Baldwin. Following their marital match, Akerly
noted, Miss Baldwin “removed immediately to the house her Husband had taken and furnished,
and where she received her visitors.”72 Within this context, geographic location was key.
Visibility was of vital importance to those belonging to New York’s upper tier, who desired to
live among the nicest—and most expensive—homes on Broadway in the fashionable district, in
an area that gained much of its dynamism from the growth of the capital marketplace in the
1790s. Angelica Schuyler Church, for example, explicitly complimented her sister Elizabeth
Schuyler Hamilton’s home based on its geography, writing, “I hear that you have a pleasant
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home in the Broadway.”73 In fact, “the charming exercise” of walking up and down the street of
Broadway itself became a popular group excursion for young women like Elizabeth Tallmadge
and Elizabeth DeHart Bleecker.74
The women of this study thrived on making the most of their urban setting, often noting
with pleasure their ability to maintain a fulfilling social life. “Few will quit the busy for the quiet
life who have it in there [sic] power to choose,” wrote Joanna Livingston of the bustle of New
York City.75 Catherine Garritson boasted of the her home’s central location, writing, “Our
habitation is now in the Center of Business.” She added, “The four Banks make this place
exceedingly lively.”76 As married women, they sought explicitly to project the display of class
in public spaces and encourage others to actively join in. Margaretta Ackerly detailed just such
an experience with the married women of New York:
Among the Persons with whom I am acquainted here, both Married and Single, I
have selected my favorites among the married Ladies. Mrs. McLane, and Mrs.
Spencer, are the two whose agreeableness of manners and disposition most attract
my admiration; the former of these ladies has shown me much Civility. I had
seen her but once, and that was only on calling at her house one evening, as we
were returning from a visit; when as soon as her health permitted her to walk out,
she call’d on me very friendly, hop’d that I would not be ceremonious.77
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In this space, women developed intimate homosocial ties around their comparable socioeconomic backgrounds and the biological and reproductive realities of womanhood.78 These
commonalities were strengthened by face-to-face interactions in public and in private, and via
the social space of correspondence. 79 Emphasis on reciprocal visits and the exchange of letters
linked the female community within a web of constant, self-conscious trade. Now fully
interwoven into the fabric of New York, women participated in its cyclical social calendar of
parlor visits, dancing assemblies, theater entertainment, and walks around the Battery.
By contrast, those who were removed from the city’s vibrancy lamented their loss. Susan
Livingston Symmes, who moved temporarily to Cincinnati with husband John Cleeve Symmes,
mourned the distinct difference in social life she experienced at her arrival. “What a striking
contrast must there be my friend between your gay & lively City, and the spot which I inhabit,”
she wrote. “I can easily form an idea of the variety which exists in the former, & you can as
easily conceive the dull sameness there is in the latter.”80 Alida Livingston echoed the sentiment,
grieving her distance from what she termed “fashionable”: “From the noise of Carriages—the
rap of visitors, and sound of theatre—to the quiet mansion House, --the early morning ride—and
silent, solitary, evening walks.”81 Likewise, Catherine Garritson wrote to Sarah Schuyler of the
reticence she felt at being outside of the boundaries of the city. Noting that several family
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members had given up their homes in the city, Garritson added that she “was afraid to spend the
whole Season at Rhinebeck” but “should we offer taking a House in town it might be difficult.”82
Within the home, spaces like the parlor served as sites of social and political
networking.83 First, the parlor itself offered a stage on which to perform one’s gentility.84 The
expense of owning—or, as was sometimes the case in lower Manhattan, renting—a property
large enough to possess rooms dedicated to entertaining made having a parlor a marker of class.
Furnishing and maintaining the space was labor intensive and often, as demonstrated by receipts
and estate lists, prohibitively expensive.85 New York women worked to maintain the aesthetics
of parlor space, investing time and money into purchasing furniture, artwork, and engaging in
other domestic renovations.86 Decisions regarding paint color were often vetted through
correspondence by close friends, as Margaretta Akerly did with Catherine Mitchell. “Upon
examination, I find the appearance of our parlour is not so smart as I could wish it,” Akerly
wrote, pinpointing worn, dirty walls and a lack of woodwork as the justifications. “I shall want
some white paint and a small brush to paint the window washers, and the few shutters over the
piazza, which are extremely dirty; and some good color, such as you would choose, for the
chimney pieces,” she added. “Perhaps you may be able to judge what quality will be
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necessary.”87 In so doing, Akerly put her faith in the taste of Mitchell, while also revealing the
important role maintaining a well-kept parlor played in projecting class and status.
Both male and female observers noted the markers of gentility in the parlor; or, more
often, the genteel actions of those present at parlor events. Walter Rutherfurd emphasized a
“large and genteel company” he interacted with that included “Mrs. Izard, Mrs. Manigault, and
others.”88 In fact, circulars devoted space to the proper, genteel conduct of elites in the home.
One dated February 16, 1786, listed some of these expectations, including the proper time to visit
and what to drink while entertaining:
It is all the fashion among polite people to play cards on Sunday evening… To
visit at seven o’clock, is the fashion. Husbands should not be seen in the company
of their wives, it is very vulgar and unfashionable. It is the fashion for gentlemen
to patch and perfume themselves, before they are seen among ladies. It is the
fashion for young ladies to invite young gentlemen to visit them. It is the fashion
to leave the assemblies and Concerts at eleven o’clock. It is the fashion for ladies
to drink porter in the afternoon—tea is quite out of date among genteel people.89
Women valued their role in parlor sociability. Intimate visits were frequently lauded over other
forms of entertainment, as Sally Sears did in a letter to her friend. Describing New York society,
Sears pointed out that they often spent “their time at each others houses”; she added, “there must
certainly be more enjoyment, received in that matter” than there was in “publick amusement.”90
Intimate domestic sites like the parlor did not, however, offer the only location of
women’s networking. Much like social visits, correspondence constituted a central part of dayto-day activity. The city’s cyclical social calendar and geographic space had much to do with the
role of correspondence as a connective apparatus. Many, like Mary Alsop King, Sarah
Livingston Jay, Jane Keteltas Beekman, and Maria Livingston Duane, lived on Broadway during
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the winter season, but also held homes outside of the city.91 Others split time between Albany
and New York City, particularly after the capital moved in 1797. This constantly shifting
population was made further transient by the fact that many female elites were married to
statesmen, necessitating constant travel both within and outside of the United States. This, in
addition to the danger of remaining in the city during the summer months, meant correspondence,
rather than in-person visits, became the primary connective tissue for female elites.
Correspondence, just like parlor sociability, helped shape and define conceptualizations
of status in the early republic. Letter writing was a costly pursuit. Not only was paper itself
expensive, but also the cost to mail a letter through the post was several times greater by weight
than to mail a newspaper.92 Correspondence solidified understanding of a female elite social
class, therefore, by both its high material cost and emphasis on elite propriety. Letter writers in
the early republic linked communication with proper etiquette and style, a relationship supported
by epistolary manuals of the period.93 One such guide published in 1807, in fact, referred to the
“ridiculous trash which would disgrace the pen of a chambermaid” as the antithesis of reputable
writing.94
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Upper-class women in New York, though they did so in many instances unconsciously,
used letters to bridge the gap between the domestic world they daily inhabited and the broader
social framework of the city’s privileged elite.95 Through its very nature as a networking device,
the exchange of correspondence—and other material items as well—expanded women’s social
position. These letters were often in and of themselves social spaces. Correspondents frequently
indicated that a letter be read to multiple recipients. Some went so far as to designate certain
letters as “publick” for this very purpose; deeply private letters, by contrast, were often requested
to be burned after initial consumption.96
Letter writing linked its participants—both friends and family members of the urban
upper class—together in a web of reciprocal exchange. Correspondence also functioned as a
medium by which to articulate a gendered response to social instability in the early national era.
When Livingston reprimanded Schaeffe in 1783 because she “feared that you had forgot your
friend and that absence was as fatal to Friendship as it is said to be to love,” Livingston was
unknowingly sharing in a much larger communication network that shaped personal
understandings of female friendship, femininity, and proper elite conduct and, as a result, defined
and solidified the leadership class.97
The process of forging networks of class stability related, often directly, to the city’s
market economy. Women invested financial resources in materials necessary for the display of
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class, both within the home and through the circulation of correspondence. They also, in certain
instances, redefined social activities in economic terms. The concept of “social debt” structured
the way that female elites viewed calling and corresponding. Many kept meticulous track—in
some instances, in ledger format—of the visits they conducted and received. These lists were in
some cases maintained within diaries, as was the case for Elizabeth DeHart Bleecker. Others,
like Elizabeth Clinton Tallmadge, printed and dispersed calling cards as a material method of
tracking visits. Not only were calling cards aesthetically pleasing and carefully selected, but they
also left behind a physical reminder of those who visited.98
Letters detailing examples of social calls take on new importance within this context, as
they served as a material reminder of reciprocation. Sarah Schuyler, for instance, noted that she
“dined with Christina” and “drank tea with Mrs. Kane this afternoon.”99 Catherine Garritson
wrote that “Mrs Church has requested me to pass a week with her”; she added, “Considerable
company—I was much at Ease.”100 In the second case, Garritson emphasized an important
element of the concept of social debt: that fulfilling her role as a node in a larger network—in
this case, through receiving “considerable company”—left her feeling calm and satisfied. Sarah
Livingston Jay hit on the language that linked together socializing with the financial language of
reciprocity and debt. In a letter to her mother, Jay wrote, “Mr. Morris has paid Susan & me a
sociable visit since I began to write.”101 For Jay, the visit had been paid, as though checked off
of a balance sheet. This discourse was echoed by others, like Catherine Garritson, who
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mentioned “paying some visits” to the Beekman family, Catherine Duer, and Cornelia Clinton
Genêt.102
Women living in the absence of their husbands often found themselves the target of
particular attention. Rather than allow lonely solitude to set in, female elites targeted those who
married traveling politicians. Elizabeth Clinton Tallmadge referenced just one example of such
behavior in a letter to her husband Matthias, who was currently out of town in South Carolina.
She listed off those who had visited that week: Mr. Barnes and his new wife, Mr. Williams, Mr.
and Mrs. Pruybyn, General Bailey, and others. “William has been here to ask Clarissa and
myself to dine with them to day,” she added. “They are very kind to me, indeed all our friends
pay me particular attention.” She concluded her letter by mentioning the repeated visits of her
young female friends from the Osgood family, noting that they had “been to see me several times”
and that “Mrs. Osgood sent for me to spend the day and insists on my spending one day every
week with them.”103 Because so many elite women were wives of diplomats or politicians, such
networking opportunities helped build homosocial relationships among those of the leadership
class. When undertaken in conjunction with the exchange of material objects or other gifts, they
helped to financially stabilize those who might be in a difficult position in the absence of their
husbands.
In some instances, visits were requested through more formalized methods. This was the
case of a visit request sent to Mrs. Bayard in 1803, in which Mrs. Batard sent her “kind Compts
to Mr & Mrs Bayard and family, and hope they have recovered their fatigue of traveling, beg
leave to remind them of their Engagement for the 1st of June, and to request the pleasure of their
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young friends company.”104 Through use of the formal letter of introduction, elites like
Catherine Livingston Ridley invited and were invited to the homes of others; this was certainly
the case in a letter sent by Lady Juliana Penn and her daughter Sophia, paying compliments to
Ridley and requesting her presence in 1783.105
Prompt reciprocation was key within one’s social circle. When others did not return a
visit in a timely manner, they fell into debt. While chastisement for neglect was typically gentle
and carefully worded, it was nonetheless backed by a very real threat: social exclusion. In the
case of Mary White Morris, her letter to Catherine Livingston Ridley included a subtle jab at
Ridley’s sister Sarah Livingston Jay. She wrote, “Assure Mrs Jay my dear that my
Disappointment at not seeing Her was that of a friend, & admirer; but perhaps I am justly
Punished for being so selfish as to expect so soon that pleasure.” Morris added, however, “Tell
her the only amends I will accept is to make our House her Home when She does honor her
friends here with a visit; & you my dear girl must come too, I can’t tell you how much I wish to
see you, ask your own Heart, for I flatter myself the desire is mutuall.”106 Morris knew her
carefully worded message would be delivered between the sisters with its meaning intact, in
much the same manner that gossip circulated within correspondence more broadly. Similar
themes were at play in an interaction between a Mrs. McThesson and Elizabeth Clinton
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Tallmadge, who noted that she “wrote Mrs. B soon after my return to New York, She has not yet
gratified me with an answer.”107
Turning down a visit thus required careful mediation. When conducted through
correspondence, the process generally incorporated the need for a solid justification to decline.
For Catherine Garritson, this meant circulating a letter to Sarah Schuyler expressing that she was
“sorry to decline calling upon Mrs. Schuyler and Mrs V Rensselaer when in town. I was
confined at the time with a most severe Cold.”108 Others, like Lucia Cary Grattan, incorporated
formalized language into their rejections: “I assure you my dear Madam, I much regret, the
impossibility of my doing any thing at New York, your society and friendship is a loss not to be
replaced.”109
Those who transgressed beyond an acceptable threshold of debt faced chastisement by
others. This process was often conducted through gossip as a regulatory mechanism. This was
certainly the case for Margaretta Akerly in her impression of the so-termed “Charming Mrs
Higinson,” of whom she was “somewhat disappointed.” Akerly wrote,
I do not find in her that everything amiable, elegant, and bewitching I expected to;
her conversation which is very agreeable, is the most I admire in her; handsome I
do not think she is. I learn from Mrs. Spencer, who has long known her and her
family, that she is nothing uncommon. They tell me of one curious trait on her
character, and some others of the family, which is a want of punctuality, and
remembrance of their engagements. Miss Sproat tells me she puts little or no
dependence on what they say, for she has made appointments with them, call’d,
and they would start up and seem to have forgotten all about it.110
Akerly’s assessment of Higinson hinged on her lack of “punctuality” and “remembrance of their
engagements.” Higinson’s unreliability was thus a blight on her broader genteel character as a
member of the upper class.
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Like the exchange of social visits, patterns of correspondence also relied on the concept
of social debt. Letter writing, by its very nature, required shared participation in the process.
Effort on the part of both the letter’s sender and receiver resided at the core of this method of
social networking. Simultaneously, correspondence reinforced prompt response as an instructed
delineation of proper genteel behavior. Those who failed to live up to the ideological
underpinnings of the letter writing process were repeatedly chastised for their misconduct. Sarah
Livingston Jay’s response to her sister Kitty demonstrates the reprimand, albeit playful,
showered on those who, in the eyes of friends and family members, abused the system of
communication. “It’s paying you but an ill compliment my dear sister,” Jay wrote, “to tell you
that my intention is to scold you heartily for forgetting me.”111 Maria Sears, too, serves as an
excellent example. Referring to her letter’s recipient as “unkind, to devote so little of your time
to absent friends,” Maria sternly admonished her friend Ann in 1782 that “when writing to me
you are ever in haste. Will this never be corrected in you?”112 A letter written nearly a year later
follows a similar pattern, prompting Maria to refer to her friend’s inconsiderate behavior as an
“injustice you did to my friendship.”113 The correspondence network reinforced equal exertion
and thoughtfulness as qualities of upper class women.
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A quick reply, for many female letter writers, provided an indication that the
correspondent valued the friendship.114 It also undergirded notions of networking and propriety
as a central part of upper-class women’s identity. Some women went so far as to acknowledge
their late reply as a failure of friendship, exemplified by Catherine Van Schaack’s assertion that
she ought to be accused “of neglect, and want of friendship, in not performing my promise, that
of writing to you.”115 However, there is no denying that a swift and suitable response was tied
closely with one’s social function. Intimate female friendship required both parties to participate.
It also linked social involvement to the personal responsibilities of elite women; to withdraw
from corresponding was to renege on one’s expected social function.
Certainly, letter writing could be an unreliable means of maintaining contact. Women
often wrote reproductions of their letters in case one failed to find its way to an intended
recipient. In a letter to Susanna Reid Robertson from her cousin, the author—referred to only as
Mrs. Robertson—enclosed copies of “some of the letters which I have written to you and which I
am fearful have miscarried.”116 However, perceived unpredictable patterns of letter delivery
were not enough to dissuade writers from contacting their close female friends and family
members. Richard R. John posits that historical characterizations of poor postal service during
the early republic are inaccurate; rather, John argues that Americans had come to take a high
quality of post service for granted.117 Joanna Livingston’s assertion that “the Post is not a safe
conveyance or I should have heard from you before” takes on a different meaning within this
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context.118 Blaming the post office for a miscarried letter provided a polite means to demonstrate
frustration with an untimely reply.
Of course, this is not to say that women were unwilling to accept an occasional late reply
from friends and family. In the end, hearing from a friend proved far more important than
measuring the precise amount of time by which an expected reply was overdue.

The

opportunity to chastise those within one’s intimate homosocial network for a late or forgotten
response was rarely neglected, yet, in the end the pleasure of hearing from a close friend and
knowing of their health and safety took precedence over reminders of proper letter-writing
etiquette.119 Joanna Livingston’s decision to mail a lengthy letter to Ann Schaeffe despite noting
she had “nothing new to acquaint you with” becomes all the more clear within this context; to
expect a quick response—and to reconfigure a letter’s purpose from purely informational into a
form of entertainment—made such exchange an overwhelmingly urban, privileged activity.120
This emphasis on shared, prompt participation—present in both social visits and
correspondence—reinforced a unique upper-class female identity in the period of the early
republic. Female members of the upper class clearly linked correspondence and entertaining
with free time and amusement, and, as a result, provided a qualification by which to define
privilege as a category. Leisure time was a requirement for both in-person and written
interaction; the concept of social debt itself hinged on the expectation that women possessed
enough free time to reciprocate rapidly. So was access to the financial stability that enabled one
to purchase writing products, dress appropriately for visits, or possess the tools necessary for
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parlor socialization.121 Corresponding, much like parading down Broadway or engaging in
conversation at the tea table, broke up the monotony of the daily domestic routine; in fact, many
women set aside part of their evening expressly for letter writing.122 Through these networking
opportunities, women strengthened their friendships and familial relationships and encouraged
response at “every opportunity.”123 Yet, beyond strengthening the female-oriented bonds of the
leadership class, women’s investment in social interaction and navigation of the concept of social
debt had broader implications for New York’s political elite.

The Business of Family
With the foundation of heterosocial and homosocial networking laid, women played an
increasingly critical role in the 1790s. In order to maintain New York’s position as a thriving
cultural center, they recognized the need to foster the social connections that could promote the
city’s grandeur. By shaping the expectations of class display that undergirded the future
electorate, female elites stabilized familial relations.124 These women thus engaged in “the
business of family” by forging and maintaining the social connections that undergirded status.
Though not all were conscious of what they were doing, some openly used market-based
language to emphasize the importance of their activities. Joanna Livingston, wife of first New
York Lieutenant Governor Pierre Van Cortlandt, wrote to close friend Ann Schaeffe, “Publick
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affairs must not be neglected.”125 Livingston and Schaeffe, childhood friends in New York City,
maintained a continuous correspondence even after Schaeffe relocated to Boston with her
husband, John Erving III. Referring to Schaeffe as a “commencing woman of business” because
of her bustling social life, Livingston’s letter provides a valuable window into the weight given
to women’s socialization in early national New York.126
Changes in the city’s economy as New York continued its mercantile development fed
into women’s role as upper-class gatekeepers. Currency, real estate, and other forms of property
that circulated among elite families of mercantile and landholding backgrounds served as one
avenue of ensuring dynastic stability through diversification. As the previous chapter has argued,
the intermarriage between elite families—a process notably spearheaded by women—promoted
this exchange. Through marital dowries, new wives supplied much of the wealth that enabled
material stability and fostered socialization.
But labor was critical here as well. Slave property, brought in at marriage by women or
purchased after the union, served as the foundation on which New York City elites in the 1790s
built their legacies.127 As the 1790 census revealed, New York had a black population of over
3,000; of those, 1036 were free blacks.128 This meant that approximately ten percent of New
York City’s mid-1790s population were slaves.129 Though some prominent founders like John
Jay and Alexander Hamilton were members of the New York Manumission Society, founded in
1785, New Yorkers more broadly did not offer emancipation immediately following the
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American Revolution or grapple with the problematic underpinnings of holding—and benefitting
financially from—slave property.130 Slave labor helped to bolster the accumulation of wealth
and other forms of property; as Leslie Harris has argued, it also “remained a mark of upper-class
status in New York.”131 Beyond its role as a class signifier, however, it also enabled elite women
to spend more time engaging in leisure activities by removing them from household work.132
This fed into the business of family, because it was this process more broadly that allowed
women to do the social work undergirding men’s political careers.
Women, though not always conscious of it, nonetheless weighted their gatekeeping role
heavily. Many spoke proudly of the activities they funded or attended. Angelica Schuyler
Church wrote of her social satisfaction that she had recently entertained several couples in the
home, attended “dinner parties without number,” and had “been to four balls.”133 Mary
Rutherfurd wrote similarly of her busy social life in a letter to her father, emphasizing dinner
plans, going “to the play in the evening,” and attending a concert with the Kings, Burrs, and the
Atlers.134 In certain cases, young women made note of their high expectations—and nerves—
regarding social events. Alida Livingston wrote of “the first time of my own appearance in
public” at a ball, in which she “expected to have been much embarrassed.” To her “great joy,”
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however, she found that her nerves dissipated when she was seated, allowing her to enjoy the
event.135
Examples abound of those unwilling to shirk their public duty, even when in poor health.
Catherine Livingston Ridley mentioned such an instance regarding her sister, Sarah Livingston
Jay. After spending the day at the Jay residence on Broadway, Ridley noted that the couple had
attended the dancing assembly the previous evening. She wrote, “If Mrs. Jay was as prudent as I
wish her to be where her health is concerned, she would avoid all public places this winter”;
however, despite her somewhat fragile health, Jay refused to take a step back from her social
activity during the height of the city’s fashionable season.136
As social nodes, women were often approached to facilitate the presentation of outsiders.
This was the case for Angelica Schuyler Church and the French Minister Talleyrand, with whom
Church had developed a close relationship while abroad in France. Talleyrand sought an
introduction to New York society—and, by extension, Alexander Hamilton. Talleyrand
“professes to me his gratitude for an introduction to you and my amiable,” Church wrote to her
sister, Elizabeth Schuyler Hamilton. She added, “By my amiable you know that I mean your
Husband.”137 As Church recognized, the best way to incorporate Talleyrand seamlessly into the
social life of the city during his visit was through Eliza.
Angelica Schuyler Church was not alone in pinpointing a female elite as primary social
gatekeeper; similar patterns were at play in Matthew Ridley’s assessment that his wife Catherine
integrate the Colden family to Ridley’s social circle. He noted, “You will oblige me highly in
rendering her time as agreeable as your Situation will permit and by making her known in the
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Circle of your Friends.”138 In certain cases, women offered mercantile networking opportunities,
as was true for Sarah Ogden Fisher. After meeting Samuel Ferguson in Liverpool in 1801,
Fisher caught wind that he was planning to “settle in New York” as a friend’s business partner,
and suggested Jane Glover get in contact with him. “If Mr F. Proves a visitor,” Fisher wrote to
Glover, “also you will I'm sure find him an amiable & genteel young man.” Glover, who was at
the time courting Ferguson’s business partner John Day, thus had the opportunity to bolster the
business of her potential husband—though she would eventually marry a Mr. Adams instead.139
Though the circumstances differed widely, in each instance women were positioned as critical
figures in the integration of social and political elites from outside the city.
Thus, part of elite female status in New York was the ability to create and maintain one’s
social network. Because of the political and economic connections of many of the families that
comprised the upper crust of New York society, the line between social entertaining and class
identification was necessarily blurred.140 Judith “Kitty” Livingston Watkins, promoting the
concept of networking as a task of elite women, wrote to her sister Sarah Livingston Jay of her
“sweet remembrance” of both her “friends and Connections in New York.”141 Joanna Livingston,
when hailing Ann Schaeffe as a “commencing woman of business,” further denoted this link
between women’s social function and the public realm. For Livingston, there was no need for a
stark differentiation between a woman’s role as hostess and the term “business.”142 Forming
social alliances along lines of class proved to be a central—and widely encouraged—part of
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women’s elite identity in the early republic; it was not at all uncommon for women to mention
their public appearances in letters to female friends as a sign of successful social transaction.143
Sarah Livingston Jay, who spent much of her time as the wife of a statesman entertaining
the wives of political figures in her home, maintained a written correspondence with Braintree
resident Abigail Adams that provides a clear window into the extended networking of the female
urban elite. Adams, writing after her return home from New York City in 1789, offered an
explicit invitation for Jay to visit as soon as possible; “I would do all within my power,” she
wrote, “to render the fireside as social and as pleasing as I found Broadway.”144 For these elite
women, written networking blurred the lines between domestic and community and aided in the
strengthening of New York City’s upper class. In fact, Joanna Livingston clearly stated in a
letter to Ann Schaeffe that “Publick affairs must not be neglected,” denoting the central
importance they played in the lives of these socially-connected women.
Unsurprisingly, letters sent between elite women of New York City reflect a salient
awareness of social and political events as they offered clear opportunities for upper-class
networking. Maria Clinton referenced her personal knowledge that the Legislature was no
longer in session in 1792, though tying it to the fact that the letter’s recipient would be “deprived
of the happiness of seeing and conversing with a certain young Gentleman” as a result.145
Cornelia Clinton Tappen noted the busy nature of a politician’s life, writing of her father that
“the Council of Appointment is sitting—which keeps him busy frome morning till late
bedtime.”146 Other women within the exchange network alluded to meeting politicians and
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businessmen, attending public gatherings, and participating in social events surrounding New
York City statesmen.147 In exchanging information pertaining to such activities as they occurred
within the city, elite women facilitated widespread awareness of important social events. This
activity, in turn, reciprocally emphasized public involvement as a central contribution of upperclass women.
However, harnessing familiar networks to broaden social connections was not the only
way that women engaged in the business of family. Others worked to instill social subtexts in
the younger generation as a means by which to ensure dynastic stability. It was exceedingly
common, for instance, to exchange children among female elites. This practice knit together
families of the upper class: in some instances, distant relatives, and in others, friends. Stephen
Bayard, for example, spent the winter at the home of his great aunt Rebecca Bayard, in order to
fully participate in New York City’s social festivities.148 Joanna Livingston mentioned dropping
her young daughter Eliza off with another branch of the Livingston family while living in
Clermont.149 Others, like Sarah Livingston Jay, engaged in the activity while abroad for her
husband’s diplomatic appointments, offering the opportunity for their children to remain in the
city despite lengthy absences.150 Participating in this exchange offered one opportunity for elite
women to invest in the city’s stability, by investing—in some cases, quite literally—in the next
generation.
Women also invested in other ways. Many devoted the time and resources to providing
instruction to other female elites. The social space of correspondence was often used to instill
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values. Learned femininity, discussed in the first chapter, set the foundation for this process. As
young women, female elites were trained in both ornamental education and a more intellectually
oriented curriculum, thus providing them with the tools necessary to serve as proper
correspondents and parlor advocates. Social engagements and letters became inextricably linked
to prescribed behavior defining social obligations, friendship, and family, and thus served as
forums through which to shape women’s understandings of what it meant to be a female member
of the urban elite.
Those of the older generation—often born in the 1750s and 1760s—willingly offered
instruction to the younger, strengthening ties between female elites of varying ages. The
previous chapter assessed the role intimate advice played in marital choice; beyond this, women
also guided others in matters relating to social performance. Catherine Sands, for instance, was
taken under the wing of Catherine Livingston while in New York and, as a result, “greatly
exposed to the fashionable world.”151 Others, like Elizabeth Livingston, advised younger family
members on when to attend the dancing Assembly—or offered to atten- sd with them as a
“Guardian angel.”152 In some cases, this advice incorporated feedback on how to approach
others at social events, like Margaretta Akerly’s declaration to her sister Catherine Cocks that
“You must be very social with Caroline.”153 At the same time, not all young women were
receptive to such behavior, as some, like Sarah Vaughan, chose to decline the offer of
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accompaniment to social events because the offer came from someone who “does not appear to
understand many more words than ‘o heavens’ and such exclamations.”154
Included within methods of class construction was the use of gossip as a form of social
regulation. The women of this study were quick to comment to their friends on issues relating to
appropriate female conduct. In a letter to Mary White Morris, for instance, Sarah Livingston Jay
articulated her aversion toward behavior witnessed during a period of travel, writing, “there is
not a perfect cordiallity between the Ladies of Carolina & those of Philadelphia.” Her critique
that “a coolness does not at all accord with the character of the American Ladies” asserts an
understanding of upper-class femininity as simultaneously affable and genteel.155 Another
female writer complained to a close friend that, for women of New York, “hats are constantly
worn at home.”156 Others noted that an elite woman should possess a sort of “natural tenderness”
or be “very affectionate.”157
In many instances, gossip circulated around the opinion of a specific person. For some,
these assessments ended positively, typically centering on a woman’s physical appearance,
sensibility, agreeable nature, gentility, or parentage.158 Not all were upbeat, however. One
correspondent compared the daughters of Alice Delancey Izard with their mother, voicing her
disappointment with the fact that “The Miss Izards in appearance do not resemble their Mamma
in person, or manner.”159 Margaretta Akerly offered a long assessment of two young female
New Yorkers, whom she referred to only as “Miss E” and “Miss S” (although, we can certainly
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assume that her correspondent knew the subjects of the letter). In her estimation, “Miss E” was
“pretty and amiable,” but her “constitution is naturally weak” and she “is frequently complaining,
is one of your languishing, interesting beauty’s that people of sickly tastes so much admire.”
Akerly found “Miss S,” by contrast, “handsome; her person is rather short and thick, but her
countenance is agreeable and animated; she possesses a charming glow of health, with a great
share of sprightliness and good humor.”160
Those of the fair sex quickly acknowledged any contacts who successfully defined and
disseminated the etiquette of good conduct. Rebecca Bayard expressed pleasure at how well her
nephew, Stephen Bayard, had been raised, writing, “his Conduct & Manners were such as has
attached both my Sister Hoffman & myself to Him.” 161 Elizabeth Clinton Tallmadge was also
credited for her role in instilling proper polite behavior in Mary Clinton, as one observer pointed
out that she possessed “endearing amiableness which she caught & cultivated while with
you.”162 Ultimately, recognition was given for women’s role in indoctrinating others with the
behavioral subtexts that undergirded dynastic stability.
Female analysis of prescribed elite social roles, then, served as a method of constructing a
New York upper-class identity and stabilized social and familial networks. Women shaped
personal meanings of privilege through gossip, allowing them to openly participate in a public
discourse on gendered social conventions and expectations.163 Furthermore, gossip—in much
the same way as did seeking out a friend’s opinion on a romantic involvement—functioned as a
means by which to define one’s personal position within the whole of society for, in order to
160
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participate in the surveillance of female gender roles in the period, one necessarily was required
to belong to a group of close friends in which gossip circulated.164 This did not mean, however,
that all supported women’s role in regulating conduct. For Leonard Gansevoort, the so-termed
“Career of gadding” employed by his wife, Hester Gansevoort, had the potential to “greatly
disturb the Harmony and tranquility of a Family and set evil examples.” The threat of the
potentially disruptive consequences of his wife’s gossip prompted Gansevoort to request that she
be accompanied on all of her visits by his sister-in-law, Catherine Van Schaick Gansevoort.165

*

*

*

“No Money! Is the cry of every class of citizens,” am anonymous author wrote of New
York in 1786. His condemnation of consumption, hinging on concerns of European luxury and
frivolity, laid out the criticisms leveled toward the urban elite: “Inspect the dress of male and
female, observe their manner of living, view them rushing into every scene of amusement and
dissipation, and ask yourself the question, how this mode of living can be carried on without
money?” Furthermore, he added, “Frugality is fled from among us; some of our rulers set the
example of extravagance—and every class of citizens, rapidly follow.” His solution? To “Shake
off your infatuation ere it be too late; receive discarded economy and frugality with cheerfulness
and delight… that the gloomy state of bankruptcy may be a stranger, and contentment,
sufficiency, and happiness ensue.”166
Though unquestionably dramatic in tone, the piece raised some realistic concerns. As
New York rather erratically developed its position as a locus of market capitalism, residents
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grappled with issues surrounding class and material consumption. Projecting one’s status
through displays of fashion and other luxury items was expensive and had the potential to
increase debt. These debates over luxury would become increasingly infused with partisan
language in the 1790s. Yet, as women worked to leverage resources into social and familial
networks, and constructed and policed the behavioral boundaries of class, they helped to stabilize
the elite strata across fractures of partisanship and socioeconomic background, bringing together
Federalists and Republicans within the leadership class. And as New York debated its role in
national politics during the Constitutional Convention, the breakdown in bipartisan
heterosociability would necessitate additional investment from women.
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CHAPTER FOUR
GENDER AND PARTISANSHIP

“Your enemies I consider as mine,” wrote Cornelia Clinton to future husband, EdmondCharles Genêt, amid the partisan battles tearing New York City’s leadership class apart in
1794.167 Clinton was enamored with Citizen Genêt from their first meeting in 1793, engaging in
a flurry of correspondence with her suitor that made habitual reference to her Republican
political allegiance. Writing in December 1793 of Federalists John Jay and Rufus King, who
Clinton pointed out were “confounded,” she asserted, “Their ignorance is to be pitied.” She
added, “Did they know my heart would find that those Democratic principles serve but to endear
you to me, for notwithstanding your worth I do not think I could have been attached to you had
you been anything but a Republican.”168
Cornelia Clinton exemplified a particular moment of opportunity for women’s
politicization in early national New York City. Increasing partisanship wrought divisions within
the city’s leadership class—over Constitutional Ratification, the election controversy of
gubernatorial candidates John Jay and George Clinton, the Genêt Affair, and the Jay Treaty,
among others. These contestations were compounded by dispute over the manner of appropriate
politicking in a democratic republic, as men aspired to define and project status amid accusations
of elitism, aristocracy, or monarchy.169 Even the concept of leadership itself was challenged in
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the 1790s, something Joanne Freeman has addressed in her study of honor culture in the early
republic.170
Much work has been done on the growth of partisan politics—and, by extension, the
development of Federalist and Democratic-Republican political coalitions—in the early
republic.171 Women, however, are often not a substantive part of this literature. Running
parallel to this historiography is a rich body of scholarship delineating the political culture and
contours of women’s public activity in early America. Foundational work on the Republican
Court, now recently published in the Journal of the Early Republic, fed in to broadening
conceptualizations of women’s civic and economic role, through the theoretical frameworks of
the Habermasian public sphere and civil society utilized by historians like Susan Branson,
Catherine Allgor, Mary Kelley, and others.172 As Rosemarie Zagarri posits, women’s
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opportunity for political equality in the years following the American Revolution was foreclosed
in later decades, a declension narrative she argues occurred in conjunction with an increasingly
essentialist understanding of women’s capabilities and the expansion of the white male
franchise.173
Elite women harnessed this moment of fluidity, in some cases through deliberate
precision and, in others, far more inadvertently, to assert their own power as a visible part of
New York City’s political milieu. For Clinton, this desire to have her political voice heard
stretched back to her childhood.174 In June of 1788, Abigail Smith Adams wrote of Clinton’s
vocal opposition to ratification after meeting the Governor’s family, stating that “the second
daughter is about fourteen years old, and as smart and sensible a girl as I ever knew—a zealous
politician, and a high anti-Federalist.”175 Letters to Genêt indicate that Clinton was accused of
overreaching by some critics: “if I have ambition (which some say I have) it is for your
prosperity,” she wrote to her future husband in 1793.176 At the same time, though, Clinton’s
assertions of power and sway were not without foundation. Not only did her father support her
education, literacy, and civic identity, he also backed her with financial support. Several weeks
before her wedding to Citizen Genêt in November 1794, George Clinton provided Cornelia with
a rather large gift of 2,000 pounds for her sole use, to dispose of “as you may judge will lend
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most to promote your happiness.”177 An act like this was exceedingly rare among New York
City elites, for whom protections for liquid currency were few and far between, and women
could—and did—find themselves in precarious financial positions once they married.178
As Clinton’s example reveals, women were an active part of political debates in early
national New York City, and were intimately tied up with the increasing antagonism between the
city’s predominant Federalist contingent and its growing number of Republicans. Not all were
as overt as Clinton, who clearly exemplifies what Rosemarie Zagarri has analyzed as “female
politicians” in the early republic.179 In many ways, Clinton was an outspoken exception to the
types of women’s political leveraging common in the 1780s and 1790s. There were those,
instead, who engaged in a less overt form of persuasion. This project assesses women’s political
culture in New York City, as contextualized by both the raging partisan battles taking place
among urban elites and the economic destabilization wrought by the city’s shaky transition
toward market capitalism.180 As gatekeepers of the upper class, these women played a critical
role in crafting and disseminating elite behavioral subtexts, and mediating divisions between new
merchant capital and the landed wealth of longstanding elite families. Using a mix of maleHe added, “Accept of it then with a parents Blessing.” George Clinton to Cornelia Clinton, October 25, 1794,
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oriented political sources—newspapers, letters authored by founding fathers, and financial
documentation—and collections of family papers, it argues that these women leveraged
economic resources and social capital in order to facilitate political alliances, and ensure dynastic
stability. In short, elite New York City women helped finance the reconstitution of the city’s
leadership class amid partisan divides.

Ratification, Gender, and Class Construction
In the summer of 1787, New Yorkers contested the ratification of the new frame of
government. Under the guidance of Alexander Hamilton, Federalists drew the bulk of their state
support from New York City residents and upstate elites. Antifederalists, supporters of
Governor George Clinton in New York, were far more rural. The personal antagonism between
Hamilton and Clinton was particularly vitriolic. Accusing Clinton of being more concerned with
“his own power than with public good,” Hamilton asserted that opponents of the Constitution
were intentionally instilling fear in the public in order to prejudice them against ratification.181
Clinton and his associates Abraham Yates, Jr. and John Lansing, Jr. questioned the ability of the
federal government to adequately administer New York State, fearing instead that the
concentration of power under the Constitution would lead to corruption and violence.182
The debate, circulated through newspapers and pamphlets, lasted for nearly a year. In the
months leading up to the June 1788 ratification convention, New York Federalists asserted the
importance of the new Constitution. Disseminated in the Independent Journal and other
181
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circulars like the New York Daily Advertiser, and later published together in pamphlet form, The
Federalist contended that ratification was critical: not just in terms of ensuring the political
stability of the new American republic, but for establishing its economic vitality as well.183
Hamilton’s Federalist 11, published on November 24, 1787, delineated the commercial flaws
within the Articles of Confederation. Failing to ratify would limit the new nation’s ability to
compete with European trade and manufacturing. It would “confine us to a PASSIVE
COMMERCE,” argued Hamilton.
We should then be compelled to content ourselves with the first price of our commodities,
and to see the profits of our trade snatched from us to enrich our enemies and persecutors.
That unequaled spirit of enterprise, which signalizes the genius of the American
merchants and navigators, and which is in itself an inexhaustible mine of national wealth,
would be stifled and lost, and poverty and disgrace would overspread a country which,
with wisdom, might make herself the admiration and envy of the world.184
Beyond its national implications, Congress’ ability to broaden commerce vis-à-vis the
Constitution would also benefit New York City. As John Jay stressed, New York City’s political
position as seat of the Confederation Congress had financially benefitted both the city and state;
“All the Hard Money in the City of New York arises from the Sitting of Congress there,” he
asserted.185 Ultimately, there were concerns, as Jay rightfully pointed out, that failure to ratify—
particularly after nine other states already had—could mean exclusion from the union.186
Simultaneously, though, this raised questions about the structure of New York’s
leadership class. The fractures over ratification intensified class divisions. These political
coalitions around which the city was increasingly oriented in the 1780s and 1790s were, at their
183
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foundation, two competing visions for New York’s development. As Alfred Young pointed out,
Hamiltonian-Federalist economic policies were heavily contested by those of George Clinton:
using “land grants, state investments in canals and roads, and support for manufacturing and
banking to attract others and sustain his power.”187
Women, too, engaged in the debate over the nature of the new American frame of
government. Historians have pointed out that Mercy Otis Warren’s pamphlet Observations on
the New Constitution, and on the Federal and State Conventions, for instance, vocally raised
objections to ratification; however, authored under the pseudonym “A Columbian Patriot,” the
document did not reveal Warren’s identity or gender.
Others participated in the debate via personal correspondence networks. Sarah
Livingston Jay followed the progress of the New York State Convention explicitly, circulating
letters back and forth with her husband John while he attended in Poughkeepsie. On June 19,
she reassured him that his “An Address to the Inhabitants of New York”—a pamphlet published
anonymously to persuade state residents to ratify—had, in fact, been attributed to him. It had
“been received in this State with great approbation,” she wrote. “Nor has the tribute of applause
been with-held from the author, that usually accompanies his writings, for tho’ thru’ modesty his
name was conceal’d it seems the well-known style discovered him.”188 A letter sent a week later
congratulated John Jay on the fact that “New Hampshire has adopted the proposed Constitution.”
She added, “I wish it may prove a stimulous to your Convention & should rejoice still more were
they to anticipate Virginia.”189 Serving as a node of information, Jay also shared details
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regarding the debate to others, including Matthew Ridley, her sister’s husband. “Yesterday was
the day appointed for the meeting of the Convention of our State,” Jay wrote to Ridley. She
added,
I am not sanguine about what may be the result, as there are a great inequality in
the number go the two parties, there being not less than forty members against, &
only twenty for, the adoption of the new Constitution. Mr Jay and myself drawing
different ways (as will sometimes happen between Man & Wife) the same day he
set out for Poughkeepsie I came hither, & I shall console myself in his absence
with the Company of my Parentts, Children, & sister Watkins, who is with her
little son."190
For Jay, the Poughkeepsie Convention was a stressful moment; not only because she feared the
delegates would not adopt the Constitution, but also because she was separated from her husband,
a process that required consolation from her family.
Ratification buttressed women’s role in social networking and drew them further into the
city’s public sphere. Simultaneously, the legislative process itself took on characteristics of
Republican government.191 In Federal Hall, fashionable female New Yorkers populated the
galleries above Congress as a form of entertainment, often to the detriment of those attempting to
maintain order below. This heterosocial public space could be complimented by literary
discussion, as the New York Society Library was also located on site. 192
This social element of policymaking extended to the construction of behavioral patterns
surrounding deferential politics. Debates among men and women swirled around the proper way
to address and treat George Washington.193 These discussions were highly partisan in nature, as
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Federalists leaned heavily on monarchical tradition in order to craft a more hierarchical model of
political culture that, in turn, helped “to create a secular cult of Washington with rites and
symbols that would strengthen their party and its plans for a new nation.”194 These rituals of
monarchy fed into the development of the Republican Court, and, at the same time, buttressed
the United States as country equal, theoretically, to England.195
Expectations regarding access to the President, too, had to be constructed. The
President’s House was selected at the “corner of Cherry Street and Franklin Square,” in what
used to be the Osgood Mansion.196 This house, lived in by Maria Bowne Franklin and merchant
Walter Franklin, and then after his death, her new husband Samuel Osgood, had also previously
been home to the far shorter-term Confederation Congress presidents. Prior to Washington’s
arrival, Catherine Duer and Maria Osgood outfitted the mansion in a manner befitting the
President; “The best of furniture in every room,” remarked one observer. “The whole of the first
and second story is papered, and the floor covered with the richest kind of Turkey and Wilton
carpets.”197
Following Washington’s arrival, a weekly succession of social events took place
surrounding the president. These included levees on Tuesday and Friday afternoons and a
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rotating pattern of dinners for diplomats and members of Congress.198 These social calls soon
evolved into a barrage of weekly dinner parties at the homes of prominent women: Tuesday
hosted by Lady Elizabeth Temple, Lucy Knox hosting on Wednesday, and Sarah Livingston Jay
on Thursdays.199 Martha Washington, however, did not find herself seamlessly blending into
social fabric of New York during her short time in the city. Arriving a month after her husband,
she did not attend his inauguration or the ball. Washington was known for her ladies’ teas, but
she also rather gloomily presided over Friday evening receptions.200 The latter, often referred to
as “drawing rooms,” required no invitation, as long as guests wore “full dress.”201
The Friday gatherings in particular offer a telling glimpse at gender dynamics among
those of the leadership class. The president chose to dress and behave casually, foregoing his hat
and weaving among attendees at their level. Martha Washington, on the other hand, remained
formal; seated on a platform, she interacted only with those who approached her. It was her
labor as hostess that perpetuated the court etiquette legitimating the event. Yet, it also enabled
her husband to portray himself as an accessible, republican leader. In a period in which
partisanship was not fully accepted and many Americans contested the concept of elite rule, this
differentiation in behavior was critical in shaping local attitudes toward the President.202
Simultaneously, however, the pressure of Martha Washington’s service in 1789 weighed heavily
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on her—and was exacerbated by the fact that she was largely disliked by other New York female
elites.203 “I never goe to the publick place,” Washington lamented. “Indeed I think I am more
like a state prisoner than anything else, there is certain bounds set for me which I must not depart
from.”204
Just as men struggled to define the parameters of political service, women questioned
their own role in politics. In the absence of a clear delineation of expectations regarding
women’s civic activity, it is unsurprising that women would denigrate their own political
acumen—in some instances as a savvy political tool of adhering to behavioral propriety. “What
have I to do with politicks?” queried Sarah Livingston Jay in a letter to her two sisters. “Am I not
myself a woman, & writing to Ladies?” Yet, Jay’s correspondence with her sisters, husband, and
friends evidences an intimate awareness of New York City’s political development and belies
her refusal to engage in debates.205 Those of New York’s most fashionable circle deliberated
ratification, often with their husbands or close friends, both in heterosocial spaces and in private
correspondence. Young Cornelia Clinton’s assertions of Antifederalism in the company of
Abigail Smith Adams make perfect sense within this larger context.206 Walter Rutherfurd, for
example, wrote of an evening spent with his wife, Catherine Alexander Rutherfurd, at the
For instance, George Washington’s October 2, 1789 diary entry notes that “The visitors to Mrs. Washington this
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“Drawing-Room in Cherry St,” where “several of both sexes” “amply discussed both State and
general politics.”207
Simultaneously, women worked hard to leverage resources in order to ensure that New
York retained its vibrancy. Elite women only rarely participated in the often-raucous crowd
activity that surrounded ratification specifically, and, in later years, exemplified DemocraticRepublican politics-out-of-doors more broadly, although they did participate in celebratory
events surrounding Evacuation Day and George Washington’s birthday, among others.208
Accounts place them more commonly as observers; during George Washington’s arrival parade
in New York City, for instance, Elias Boudinot recollected that “The Houses were filled with
Gentlemen & Ladies the whole distance, being about half a Mile, and the Windows to the highest
stories, were illuminated by the sparking eyes of numerous Companies of Ladies who seemed to
vie with each other to show their Joy on this great Occasion.”209 In many instances, the presence
of elite women legitimized—and domesticated—political events. Young ladies would gather in
groups, as did Elizabeth DeHart Bleecker, to watch the military celebrations surrounding
Evacuation Day festivities.210
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Despite all this, there is no indication that men—or women—fought for female suffrage
in New York following the American Revolution.211 A piece in the New York Spectator went so
far as to point out that, though women had voted in New Jersey in the “late election in Elizabeth
Town,” women in New York were not extended the same right. Under the headline “Rights of
Women,” the author observed, “Though it is a general opinion that females ought not to
intermeddle in political affairs, yet the emperor of Java never employs any but women in his
embassies.”212 And in some barely perceptible ways, women’s partisan identification was all but
ignored. A letter sent by Walter Rutherfurd made explicit reference of friend John Robertson’s
political alliance, noting that “he falls in strong with the Democrats.” However, Rutherfurd made
no such mention of his wife, Susanna Reid Robertson’s, leanings, instead choosing to emphasize
her outward appearance: “Her taste in dress is elegant and much followed.”213 Ultimately, the
creation of new political expectations within the framework of republican government offered
opportunities for women; but these opportunities did not extend to the granting of women’s
suffrage or removal of the patriarchal confines of coverture in the 1790s.214

Domesticating the Capital City
More broadly, the city itself was a cacophonous mix of decadence and squalor.
Broadway, where the majority of urban elites resided during the social season, was the city at its
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cleanest and most aesthetically pleasing. As Noah Webster pointed out in 1786, Broadway was
“the most convenient and agreeable part of the city.” “Wall-street,” he added, “is generally wide
and elevated, and the buildings elegant.”215 Yet, occupants in the wards to the north frequently
pointed out the city’s pollution, “muddy streets,” and “garbage-eating hogs.”216 Bleecker’s diary
entry indicating that the Corporation of New York had to pass a law “obliging every Privy from
the east side of Pearl Street to the East River to be empty'd & clean'd by the first of March”
evidences that, particularly along the docks, lower Manhattan was far from a pristine oasis in the
late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries.217
Broadway’s insular community was recognized by elites and non-elites alike, and in
some instances even factored into the urban planning of the city as it expanded. As one
anonymous writer noted in his letter to the editor of the New-York Daily Advertiser, the lots to
the south of Trinity Church “are in the hands of the opulent Citizens”; in order to combat the
“putridity” and “noxious inhalations” of the city’s wharves, the author suggested, “Let them
extend their gardens across that street, or let them lay out the whole in one garden.”218 There
was a push to improve areas of lower Manhattan. This included widening Broadway; as one
observer wrote, “The widest and best situated street requires nothing but leveling and paving to
be the most elegant in America.” Others pushed to clean and expand Stone Street in order to
make it more aesthetically pleasing and healthier for the inhabitants: although, as one
anonymously-written letter to the editor asserted, “Some old women meet scold and exclaim
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against the profanity of exposing the dark recesses of Stone Street to public view, and suffering
the garish sun to look in upon the hallowed mysteries of Petticoat Lane.” 219
There was minor debate over the location of Congress itself. City Hall, at the corner of
Nassau and Wall Streets, had a long legacy of housing government: previously the seat of the
Continental Congress, Provincial Assembly, Supreme Court, and Mayor’s Court, the building
also housed the public library and, as a focal point for political society, “served the purposes of
the Athenian stoae, for gossips, newsmongers, and speculators.”220 Through donations totaling
$32,000, City Hall was renovated under the direction of architect Pierre L’Enfant. The newly
renamed Federal Hall, city elites hoped, would ensure its continuation as federal capital.
Despite these aesthetic improvements, the first Congressional season in 1788 had trouble
getting started. As one observer noted, “The Congress in New York had been barely kept alive
during the winter of 1788-89. Sometimes not half a dozen members remained in the city, and a
quorum was rarely assembled.”221 Concerned over the possibility of moving Congress from the
city, “New York ‘belles, beaux and clergymen’ went door to door among congressmen urging
them to oppose removal to Philadelphia.”222 Within this context, the city’s social vibrancy was
all the more important. New York required domestication as the new capital city, and, as
previous chapter has demonstrated, upper-class women constructed the etiquette and refined the
behavior that bolstered this process.
Those in Philadelphia, by contrast, mourned their loss. Local Philadelphia resident
Rebecca Vaughan expressed concerns around the capital’s removal. “Every body is bewailing
the loss of Congress,” she wrote. “The only cry you hear is what are we to do for Beaux[?]” For
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Vaughan, her concern centered on the lack of a dynamic social scene. “We shall be depriv’d of
the society of those who are obliged to be where Congress are,” she lamented.223 As Vaughan’s
case reveals, residing within the capital city offered clear opportunities to its female occupants
that women explicitly recognized.224 Simultaneously, though, some—like Sarah Livingston
Jay—were opposed to the constant shift of the nation’s capital city. Of the constant debate over
its location, Jay wrote to her husband, “I think it fortunate for the reputation of the Ladies that
there are none of our sex in Congress.”225
Within early national New York City, politics and socializing came together. Observers
positioned the winter of 1787 to 1788 as “having been more gay than any since New York was
first agitated with the discontents leading to the revolution.” The Constitutional Convention had
ended proceedings in Philadelphia in September, prompting most to return to the city “on
account of those social attractions which every country finds in its capital.”226 A variety of
celebratory events took place leading up to and following ratification. The city celebrated the
enactment of the Constitution on July 23, beginning with a procession “designed to outshine a
similar parade in Philadelphia on July 4, which itself was greater than the one held in Boston on
February 8 to celebrate Massachusetts’s ratification of the Constitution.”227 Comprised of
approximately 5,000 marchers, the parade route began at City Hall Park at 8:00 in the morning
and traveled down Broadway, through Hanover Square, and then back up to an area named
“Federal Green” near wealthy merchant Nicholas Bayard’s house. Participants for this “grand
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Procession” were drawn from a wide range of socioeconomic backgrounds, although gentlemen,
elected city officials, and other prominent elites marched at the rear.228 Festivities included a
thirteen-gun salute from the Hamilton, a ship built in early July, and concluded with a banquet
spatially coordinated by Pierre L’Enfant.229
This was not the end of inaugural celebration. A week later, on Thursday, May 14,
another ball was held at the house of the Count de Moustier on Broadway. This one had a far
more politicized subtext: Franco-US relations. The hostess, according to an attendee, “had
exhausted every resource to produce an entertainment worthy of France.” This included a
celebration of the alliance between the two nations as two sets of dancers, one dressed in the
French military uniform and the other in “American buff and blue,” danced the cotillion together.
Upon the arrival of the President, eight pairs performed “a most curious dance, called En Ballet.”
As Elias Boudinot observed, the men dressed in their respective military uniforms. The ladies
were also bedecked in fashion representative of the two nations, with four wearing“blue ribbons
round their heads and American flowers, and four with red roses and flowrs of France.”230
Walter Rutherfurd’s assertion that all attendees were “sociable and clever, which much gratifies
your mother for her trouble” evidences the lengths to which women went to ensure that social
events were both fun and intellectually stimulating.231
Unsurprisingly, both men and women increasingly linked such activity with its political
significance. New Jersey governor William Livingston wrote of his daughter Catherine
Livingston in 1787, “My principal secretary of state, who is one of my daughters, is gone to New
York to shake her heels at the balls and assemblies of a metropolis.” Though William
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Livingston clearly assigned a political role to the activity of his daughter, he was less than
accepting of New York City’s social scene more broadly; the city, he added, ought to be “more
studious of paying its taxes than of instituting expensive diversions.”232
In 1788, observer Jacques Pierre Brissot made note of the city’s problematic emphasis on
consumption in his Nouveau Voyage dans les États-Unis de l'Amérique Septentrionale:
The presence of Congress with the diplomatic body and the concourse of
strangers, contribute much to extend here the ravages of luxury. The inhabitants
are far from complaining of it. They prefer the splendor of wealth and the show
of enjoyment to the simplicity of manners and the pure pleasures resulting from
it. If there is a town on the American continent where the English luxury displays
its fallacies, it is New York. You will find here the English fashions. In the dress
of the women you will see the most brilliant silks, gauzes, hats, and borrowed
hair. Equipages are rare; but they are elegant. The men have more simplicity in
their dress, they disdain gewgaws, but they take their revenge in the luxury of the
table.233
For Brissot, these elaborate displays of luxury were directly connected to the city’s position as
seat of federal power in 1788, as urban elites struggled to define and project status and stability
on an international stage.
An anonymous contributor to the New-York Daily Advertiser echoed this sentiment.
Known only by the pseudonym of “A Husband,” the author emphasized his concern that the
increased emphasis on consumption surrounding what he termed “petticoat societies” was
prompting those who could not afford it to spend beyond their means. As such, he wrote, “the
costly apparatus of bracelets, cardinals, paste buckles, ball gowns of ancient brocade, lace
trimmings, and muslin chemises, well set up in a room, which is called a drawing-room,” were
nothing more than a “vain and superfluous expense.”234 Yet, at the same time, the author
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identified an important element of elite women’s participation in constructing the boundaries of
social propriety: that the performative nature of displaying status required an immense
investment of both leisure time and money, a fact often condemned as a trapping of luxury by
contemporary critics.235 Such activities were subject to push back, as one author lamented the
“idle, frivolous, and useful amusement” of dancing assemblies, decrying them as too expensive
and the attending women as “voluptuous” temptations.236
Others sought to harness this fact, as exemplified by an advertisement urging women to
dress in American, rather than European, fashions: “Would not a convention hat, a federal
bonnet, or a congress cap, sound as prettily, as the silly names produced by affected wit? And
would not a WASHINGTON BLUE as strong an idea of never-fading color, as a Prince of
Wales’s buff?”237 In fact, women clearly attached politicizied meaning to dress in the postRevolutonary era. A letter sent from Rebecca Vaughan to friend Catherine Livingston Ridley in
1784 evidences this. Describing a white satin gown she had recently purchased, Vaughan
queried, “But why should I give you these fashions when I make no doubt Mrs. Jay gave much
more elegant?” However, her reasoning did not center on Sarah Livingston Jay’s ability to spend
more extravagantly alone. Vaughan instead drew a direct connection to the relationship between
dress and patriotism: “Particularly to you who are such an enemy to the English.”238
Even if some failed to see the importance of the city’s social vibrancy, there was no
denying the important role women played in making the urban space hospitable. Jay noted in
1785, for instance, that New York’s heterosocial events seemed to be faltering. Writing of the
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New York Dancing Assembly, Jay hinted that local women pushed back against the maledominated organization:
There was one dancing assembly, I did not honor it with my presence & only five
Ladies did - how are the mighty fallen! I remember when seventy or eighty Ladies
were esteemed a moderate number. The gentlemen mean to resent this
indifference the Ladies have shown to their public amusements by only five
making their appearance at the net - but I have not the least doubt they will take
wit in their anger — & rather than envy the five consent to lesson their worth by
increasing the number.”239
The president of the Confederation Congress in 1785, Richard Henry Lee, contributed to
this division of gender. Living in the city without his wife, Ann Pinckard Lee, or
children, Lee fostered a space explicitly devoid of a female presence. Though he
entertained “three times a week,” Lee “never invited ladies, because there were none in
his own house.”240 Offering insight into women’s central role as hostesses, Lee’s
example gets at the ways in which space was available to—or, in some cases, restricted
for—women.
Women did, however, endeavor to set the boundaries of propriety and socialization that
undergirded the stability of urban leadership. As the previous chapter demonstrated, they
carefully maintained correspondence networks and invested heavily in the city’s public sphere.
Jay and Beekman were likewise involved in crafting and disseminating the patterns of political
socialization and networking that knit together the leadership class, including weekly dinners for
diplomats, tea parties with city officials, and formal visits and drawing-room conversation
between prominent New York families like the Livingstons, Duers, and Temples.241 Events like
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Martha Washington’s weekly levees, typically held on Friday evenings, adhered to a formal
protocol of etiquette that included the announcement and reception of “every Lady at the door,” a
“Respectfull courtsey” from the president’s wife, ice cream refreshment, and the social
engagement of female company dressed in the latest fashions.242 Not every levee went smoothly,
however, as a scheme between Jay and Rutherfurd to acquire additional conversational time with
Martha Washington went awry when Mrs. Van Rensselear “bounced in” and stole the empty seat
in an otherwise crowded room.243 In heterosocial spaces, women served as conduits for political
and hospitable persuasion, as Angelica Schuyler Church urged sister Elizabeth Schuyler
Hamilton to enact. Informing Hamilton of an anticipated visit from Talleyrand in early 1794,
Church implored her sister to “Make our Country agreeable to them as far as it is in your power
(and your influence is extensive).” She added, “Console them by your hospitality, and the image
of your domestic happiness and virtues, for all they have suffered in the cause of moderate
liberty.”244
At the same time that women encouraged hospitality and social networking, they also
supported their husbands in politics. Married female elites traversed a somewhat uncertain space
in seeking to maintain familial and social stability without disrupting their husbands’ public lives.
In many instances, this required a critical balancing act, especially for those women who married
men in positions of political power. Rosemarie Zagarri has shown the central role played by the
“family factor” in undergirding the astronomically high turnover in Congressional seats. Zagarri
writes, “Operating under the influence of a companionate vision of marriage, a sentimentalized
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notion of domesticity, and an ideal of masculinity that valorized the expression of feelings,
members of Congress did not automatically or necessarily choose politics over their family
life.”245
Tensions between governmental service and marital relationships were even more
pronounced for those women whose husbands traveled outside of New York City for work.
Following the removal of the capital to Philadelphia in 1790, those married to male politicians
found themselves in an even more difficult position. Sarah Livingston Jay wrote often of the
perils of marriage to a statesman, hinting at the struggle faced by those who had their lives
uprooted based on Congressional or political cycles.246 For Elizabeth Clinton Tallmadge, her
husband Matthias’ District Court appointment in 1805 was similarly difficult. Matthias
Tallmadge wrote lovingly to his “affectionate wife” during his time in Washington City, urging
her to reciprocate as often as possible. “Separated from the object of our affection,” he wrote,
“the next greatest pleasure we receive is the ideal intercourses & visits realized & enjoyed by the
interchange of letters.”247 Correspondence itself played a pivotal role in fostering relationships
during these difficult moments, and many—including Cornelia Clinton Genêt, Catherine
Alexander Duer, and Hannah Nicholson Gallatin—were forced to rely heavily on writing in
order to remain in touch with out-of-state husbands.
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Women within New York City’s leadership class sought to transcend this divide between
domestic and public life. As Angelica Schuyler Church noted regarding the rumored retirement
of her sister’s husband Alexander Hamilton from his position as Secretary of the Treasury, “The
Country will lose one of her best friends; and you my dear Eliza will be the only person to whom
this change can be either necessary or agreeable.” Elizabeth Schuyler Hamilton, Church
continued, was “so good a wife, so tender a mother,” but “so bad a patriot” in her navigation of
the matter, providing a home life too enticing in comparison to her husband’s political career. As
Church asserted to her sister, “I am inclined to believe that it is your influence induces him to
withdraw from public life.”248 Church’s letter offers insight into another layer of complication
for elite women. Hamilton was expected to balance the creation of a virtuous, desirable home—
one in which, as a political space, men and women could network, interact, and forge class
expectations—with support for her husband’s career. To make domestic life too desirable could
mean his withdrawal from politics.
This complicated equilibrium was not confined to just Elizabeth Schuyler Hamilton. In
the case of the relationship of Elizabeth Clinton Tallmadge and her husband Matthias, similar
patterns were at play. The home was “a paradise” in comparison to the difficulty of public
service, Matthias Tallmadge asserted. To this he added, “If all could join me in this boast how
many wretched husbands with their families, would be saved from the destruction of cards
taverns & vice.”249 Women, with the help of domestic servants and slaves, were required to run
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the household and ensure its pristine, virtuous state in a husband’s absence. It was this
household labor that undergirded men’s political—and economic—careers.250
Rufus King and Mary Alsop King faced a similar situation while repeatedly apart in the
early 1790s. Rufus King’s 1792 letter to close friend Robert Southgate laid bare the pain that
men also felt while separated from their wives and families:
But I find one Tie multiplying upon another to detain me at home; and it is not
without the most painful sacrifice that I continue in Congress—I had much
anxiety to see a Government established which would afford a prospect at
Stability & Peace—and I have not been without Zeal in the progress of this
important event-The government (such as it is) is settled—my family which is the
only scene in which I am Entirely happy, requires my attention; my pleasure in
being in public life decreases, and I hope soon to be the inseparable companion of
my peaceful family.251
This process wrought difficulty on elites, male and female alike. Simultaneously, though,
Rufus King tapped into an additional issue within New York’s leadership class. With the
Critical Period behind them and Constitutional ratification complete, what direction
would the federal—and local—governments take? Increasing partisanship in the 1790s
threatened this stability, of both government and class.

Partisanship and Class Divisions
Ratification and the city’s stature as national seat of power did not bring an end to the
political divides threatening to diminish the power of New York’s leadership. The removal of
the federal capital to Philadelphia in 1790 was one piece of the puzzle: although New York
visitor Abigail Adams was convinced that Philadelphia simply could not compare, writing that
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“when all is done, it will not be Broadway.”252 Additionally, contestation over the 1792
gubernatorial election between John Jay and George Clinton, the Jay Treaty in 1794 and 1795,
and discussion of relocating the state capital to Albany wrought increasing strain. These partisan
divisions were intensified by a wave of business failures, bankruptcy, and financial panic that
made class stability all the more necessary.253
The loss of a Federalist senate seat portended a future shift in New York’s political
majority. Philip Schuyler’s defeat to Aaron Burr in 1791 left both Schuyler and son-in-law
Alexander Hamilton “highly mortified.” As the news “lately agitated this town” in 1791 and
1792, heterosocial dinners began to break down along partisan lines.254 Walter and Catherine
Rutherfurd “engaged including today thirty-four persons at three dinners, today a sett of friends,
Tuesday Jayites and Friday Clintonians,” noting that conversation was cordial as long as “not
much was said about politics.”255 It became “fashionable” to speak out openly regarding the
controversial election and disqualification of votes in Otsego County that prompted John Jay’s
eventual loss; Mary Rutherford and Mary Clarkson mentioned dining with Rufus King, Aaron
Burr, and others, noting that the issue surrounding Jay’s candidacy “engages our
Conversation.”256
As parlor networking began to fracture, other sites of socialization faced a similar fate.
The city Dancing Assembly, too, underwent attacks as the organization was deemed too elitist.
The Assembly’s decision to cancel their George Washington birthday ball in 1793 was
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celebrated by “A Democrat,” who wrote in the Aurora that they “considered a celebration of this
sort as incompatible with their republican character.”257 It is perhaps no surprise that Rufus King
expressed his desire to leave politics in 1792 as these conflicts began to heat up in earnest.
The controversy over New York state governor was further complicated by the 1793
Genêt Affair and its threats against American neutrality. The Girondin ambassador sent to the
U.S., the so-termed Citizen Genêt was lauded by Republicans for his emphasis on the people as
the most legitimate voice of governmental authority. Beyond partisan passions, Genêt also
inflamed divisions of class. The “rabble” seized the opportunity to take over the Tontine Coffee
House, forcing out its occupants: a cadre of Federalist merchants.258 Those opposed to Genêt
spoke out openly against him, many claiming that his deportation was necessary to “National
honour.”259
Genêt’s subsequent marriage to ardent Democrat Cornelia Clinton added fuel to the fire.
Clinton, in a letter to Genêt, detailed a social event in January of 1794 at which she was forced to
be “in the company with some People who spoke very ill of you.” She ignored them initially.
However, she wrote,
“One of the Gentlemen who could not bear my apparent indifference to their
discourse, rose from his chair and with gray vehemence exclaimed that Genêt
has more impudence than any Man I ever met with - my patience was nearly at
an end but I stifled my feelings and with significant smile reply'd that I was
perfectly of the Gentleman's opinion for Citizen Genêt had even the impertinence
to call Mr’s Jay and King Lyars and afterwards to have it proved that they were
so.”260
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In the midst of the city’s uproar, she and her father, George Clinton, exchanged a flurry of letters.
George Clinton’s responses to his daughter make it clear that he both supported her and
encouraged her partisan identity. “You judge right when you suppose it would give one
satisfaction to hear of the Success of the Republicans of France,” he wrote in early 1794,
requesting that she him send all news she obtained regarding her paramour.261 The two carried a
comprehensive discussion of the political situation in France and its effects on St. Domingo,
making it clear that he considered her an intellectual equal. Beyond this, though, he also sought
to reassure Clinton that she had no reason to fret about her future husband. “He can I am
persuaded acquit himself honorably,” wrote George Clinton, and “should he decline Public Life
he will find a happy asylum in this Country.”262
The Jay Treaty furthered these divides.263 Its ratification, an observer noted, effectively
tore apart bi-partisan social events so that, at Federalist engagements, “A Democrat is scarce to
be seen and in fifteen large parties I have only seen three.”264 For Sarah Livingston Jay, the
vitriol directed at her husband was difficult to handle and she could, according to an observer,
“scarecely reconcile herself to the event.”265 Friend Walter Rutherfurd visited Jay in April of
1794, noting that she “told me with great and unaffected concern that Jay was going to England
to his own regret but that he could not avoid it.” He added, “The generality of people here are
much pleased with it, but I was lately in a large Company where great ridicule was thrown on the
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measure and the most hostile and violent projects proposed.”266 Such rifts were worsened by
heated crowd activity in opposition to the treaty in 1795, where a bystander famously hurled a
rock at Alexander Hamilton and left Federalists “humiliated and defeated.”267
Both men and women circulated information on the debate over the treaty as it occurred,
offering a clear space for women’s politicization in the mid-1790s. Concerned that war might
erupt with England, Angelica Schuyler Church requested letters from friends “for the highest
intelligence they give,” emphasizing that her “heart beets [sic] with anxiety.”268 A request in
1794 to her sister Elizabeth Schuyler Hamilton implored that she “pray write me news and tell
me if I may hope for peace.”269 Women like Sarah Livingston Jay served as informational nodes,
updating others on the progress of negotiation and, in Jay’s case, circulating public letters
regarding the debate.270
A flurry of balls took place in February of 1796, intended to celebrate George
Washington’s birthday—and, perhaps, likewise intended to mediate these fractures of class, as
“the project was sudden much pains are taken to make it superb.” Yet, observer Walter
Rutherfurd noted that female attendees were particularly disorderly at the event: “the Ladies
were riotous to get places in the first Room,” he noted, and one woman stole another’s chair and
then “cried out she never drank her relations” after a toast to the governor; “There was much
vulgar behavior.”271 Though evidence is scant, at least one female attendee seems to have
encouraged charged political discussion at the dance, based on a retort from the man attempting
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to court her: “How you could suppose me so soon tired on the subject of Parties being united
Astonishes me.”272 One unnamed Democratic-Republican in New York went so far as to declare
such birthday celebrations as “inconsonant with republicanism,” criticizing those “ladies and
beaux” who took “pleasure in keeping up this farce.”273 In many ways, attack on the antirepublican nature of Federalist social engagements served as a recurring partisan trope and a way
to circumscribe political behavior by deeming it dangerous or antithetical to the nation’s
ideological foundations.
The moving of the state capitol to Albany in 1797 contributed to tension among New
York elites. “Our Assembly has adjourned to meet at Albany and never more sit here,” Walter
Rutherfurd lamented. “Our town members are in a sad quandary.”274 The move of the capital
brought with it a seasonal shift in the social scene toward Albany, as Dancing Assemblies
flourished upstate and women emphasized the increased dynamism. As Ann Jay pointed out in
1799, her time spent in Albany had been exceedingly pleasurable. ““We have passed a very gay
winter I had almost said a dissipated one,” she wrote to aunt Susan Livingston Symmes, “for
what with Company at home & abroad & balls & assemblies we have been rarely alone.”275
Female elites traveled back and forth between the two cities, seeking to maintain connections. In
fact, many elite families, including the households of George Clinton and Chancellor Livingston,
lived in between and were able to travel to both cities with ease.276 At the same time, though, for
others, the separation strained familial and social relationships; Ann Van Vechten, for instance,
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implored friend Maria Van Schaick to make the journey: “Perhaps you have forgotten your old
Companions.”277
The death of George Washington on December 14, 1799 in some ways symbolized the
end of an era for New York City politics. The memorial was attended by droves of New Yorkers.
It included a Federalist funeral procession of pallbearers from the Society of the Cincinatti and a
funeral speech at St. Paul’s Church, of which one male observer remarked that “all complained
of its length.”278 Female attendees wore “a crape around the arm with black gloves and ribands,”
wrote Margaret Bayard Smith.279 Bleecker joined a group of women in publicly displaying their
mourning of Washington, writing that “Mary, Mrs Ellison, & I put on our black silk Gowns [in
honor of] our departed Washington -- the generality of Ladies wear only a Shawl on their
arm.”280 Yet even the funeral emphasized partisan divisions. Though Federalists hoped to
capitalize on it by taking charge of the formalities, it was quickly overtaken by raucous crowd
activity and toasting.281 Smith emphasized the gender dynamics at play, remarking that she
hoped to hear Gouveneur Morris’ eulogy, but that it was “almost an impossibility for ladies to be
present, as the crowd will be so large.’”282
Historians have demonstrated the important role the Jay Treaty played in shaping the
Democratic Republican coalition in New York.283 Aaron Burr’s clever political machinations,
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Chancellor Livingston’s change in allegiance from Federalist to Republican in 1791, and the
increasing popularity of the Tammany Society likewise contributed; the creation of the Bank of
the Manhattan Company and its extension of mortgages and loans to Republicans helped develop
a new sector of voters in favor of the Democratic-Republican party by the election of 1800.284
This political coalition in 1797 harnessed “democratic” methods of campaigning: “the ‘town
meetings,’ the patriotic parades and celebrations, the circulation of public petitions.”285 With this
increasing partisan divide, socialization in the city also began to break down. The Friendly Club,
an elite heterosocial literary club frequented by Charles Brockden Brown, fell apart in 1798
following the death of founder Elihu Hubbard Smith. Though a predominantly Federalist
institution, some members were “a little democratic”; the collapse of the institution, Bryan
Waterman argues, mapped directly onto these partisan battles.286
The methods harnessed by Republicans were far less hospitable to women’s political
involvement. Contrary to female hosting duties at levees and dinners and other forms of
engagement linked to Federalist deferential politics, participation in rowdy crowd activity was
often beyond the bounds of elite female propriety: even if their tangential presence, often
through symbolism and imagery, legitimated such events.287 At the same time, this does not
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mean that women rejected their partisan identification or removed themselves from political
debates. Madame Rey de Chaumont, for instance, openly announced at social events that “She
detests all Democrats.” Despite this, an observer pointed out that she was “still much
admired.”288 Elizabeth DeHart Bleecker used her personal diary to track the events of the 1800
Presidential and local elections, writing that “the Polls open'd yesterday and will close
tomorrow--both parties are very warmly engag'd, and are very sanguine in their expectations--it
is very doubtful which Ticket will be successful.”289 Demonstrating her Democratic-Republican
political leanings, Bleecker’s account of Thomas Jefferson’s inauguration was
uncharacteristically celebratory (albeit still rather subdued): “A very fine day- being the day in
which Mr. Jefferson our new President was inaugurated, it was celebrated by the Antifederalists
with great joy--some of the Artillery out.”290

*

*

*

In 1786, Catherine Livingston Ridley described the familial-based political divisions
afflicting New York City in the years leading up to the American Revolution. Ridley had not
been permitted to visit Mrs. Colden or her family as a child, as “the Livingston family were
opposed in politics to Lieut. Governor Colden and to the Delancey’s.” She recalled, “the spirit
of party influenced the females of each family,” adding that “past enmity to each other will I
hope pass into oblivion.”291 Unfortunately, Ridley’s optimistic view of the end to factional
politics in New York would prove elusive as the city’s leadership descended into a partisan
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morass in the 1790s; these divides would be deepened even further by the Bank Wars of the
early 1790s and contestations over the direction of the city’s capitalist marketplace. As New
York increasingly transitioned toward the consolidation of a Democratic-Republican regime after
the election of 1800 and the decline of deferential politics in the early nineteenth century, upper
class women would find themselves increasingly marginalized, both politically and economically.
Their roles would be further tested as the city experienced financial panics and political
upheavals in the 1790s, with serious implications for class stability.
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CHAPTER FIVE
WOMEN’S WEALTH

On Tuesday, October 8th, 1800, nineteen-year-old Elizabeth DeHart Bleecker mentioned
a sordid event in her personal journal. Bleecker, who married wealthy lawyer Alexander
McDonald six months prior, described in straightforward detail the account of Mr. Solomon Row,
New York City bank teller, who had just shot himself with a pistol. The suicide, Bleecker added,
was “said to be in consequence of Olcott’s failure,” the result of a business crash so profound
that it prompted Row—likely an investor—to kill himself rather than live with its effects.1
Certainly, it seems strange for something so grisly as this to be printed in a young elite woman’s
diary, neatly situated between lists of dinner guests, descriptions of trips to the theater, and short
recollections of Trinity Church sermons. On one hand, Bleecker’s account demonstrates the
unstable nature of business in early national New York City; failures were common enough that
Bleecker would incorporate them into her diary as if they were simply a mundane part of the
city’s social landscape—even if, in this instance, the outcome was rather macabre. Beyond this,
however, Bleecker’s case evidences how integrated upper-class women were into the city’s
economic fabric. Her inclusion of Row’s reaction to business failure demonstrates that elite
women in the city were aware of their economic surroundings and, clearly, were discussing and
circulating information regarding business as it pertained to themselves and their social circles.
Historians have long addressed the transition to capitalism in the early American republic,
and have debated the nature of, and economic impetus behind, the market revolution of the late
eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. Though the moment at which the supposed communal
republican ideology of the American Revolution gave way to liberal individualism is often
1
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contested, scholars do agree that changing patterns of consumption and labor undergirded the
increasingly commercialized economy of the new American nation.2 Of particular importance is
the work centering on the relationship between the “free” market system and its exclusion of
certain segments of the population based on race and sex.3
Women, however, have been long overlooked in the literature on the burgeoning
capitalist system in early national America, their marginalized place bolstered by their secondary
legal status and undefined political role. As Jeanne Boydston argued in her influential “The
Woman Who Wasn’t There: Women’s Market Labor and the Transition to Capitalism in the
United States,” both economic and labor historians have displayed “a marked indifference to
women, particularly to women’s market activities.”4 Feminist historians sought to correct this
imbalance, explaining the female side of the story by focusing on issues relating to household
production, the putting-out system, the family economy, and women’s trade networks in rural
areas.5 Ellen Hartigan-O’Connor’s recent study has shifted the terrain regarding the relationship
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between women and economic structures by assessing “how ideas about exchange, value, and
subjectivity shaped economic practices.” 6
Bolstered by growing access to credit and capital, the invigorated consumer economy of
the late 1780s and 1790s allowed a broader swath of New Yorkers to participate in the
purchasing of material goods and increasingly bridged the gap between urban and rural spaces.7
These issues raised questions for elite New Yorkers in regard to rank: how to distinguish oneself
as a female member of the social and political upper tier without being marginalized by the
increasing stigmatization of luxury taking place in the 1790s.8 As historian Serena Zabin has
noted of New York in the years leading up to the American Revolution, “the transience of the
city’s people, its goods, and its fortunes created a notably fluid social hierarchy, a structure that
did not do away with distinctions of status but made it difficult to establish one’s own status or
verify another’s.”9 This same social and economic fluidity also marked the period of the early
republic and brought concerns over class stability to the forefront.
The years after 1783 also saw a shifting relationship to land tenure and inheritance. The
abolition of primogeniture, the move toward the practice of partible inheritance, in which
younger sons and daughters possessed equal claim to a parent’s estate, and liquefication—the
sale of property for a cash payout—changed practices of land division in the early republic;
though, importantly, historians have noted such patterns were initiated prior to the American
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Revolution and, in many areas, were already customary.10 Yet, similarly, the period also saw
increasing restrictions placed on women’s land administration and widow’s dower rights. By
placing these two components—the growth of merchant capitalism and changes in property
rights in the 1780s and 1790s—into conversation with each other, it becomes clear that shifts in
the city’s economy affected women’s commercial role.
Yet, women also circumvented these restrictions in order to contribute to New York
City’s lively economy. Furthermore, their ability to participate in the marketplace was directly
linked to changing inheritance patterns. Although it was by no means universal, elite sons
tended to inherit real property while daughters were given annuities or bequeathed material items,
which were then passed down the female family line. Credit could provide a way to translate
men’s wealth into women’s: as a widow, credit in one’s own name, and as a feme-covert, often in
the name of one’s husband. Within this context, the quality of domestic objects purchased was
critical. Not only did these consumer choices set the parameters of fashion and taste. They also
safeguarded the enduring value of such items. Material objects became one female currency of
exchange within the broader business of elite families, and their circulation was a way to
distinguish class and provide others with protection in moments of financial instability. As
debates over luxury became increasingly antagonistic in the 1790s, women helped mediate the
risks of conspicuous consumption in the republican experiment. They continued to purchase and
display these markers of class, thus helping to drive the growth of the American merchant
economy. Informal networks of business and credit among elite women offered a way to sidestep
men’s control of women’s wealth and provided a parallel system of exchange and protection.
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However, women’s continued status as subjects within the new American nation, without
independent legal status or a stable means of protection for inherited wealth, necessitated that
they leverage their social capital as a female currency of protection to ensure the permanency of
New York’s leadership class.11

Risk and Insolvency
Catherine Alexander Duer corresponded at length with her husband while he was on
business in Philadelphia in 1791. Duer’s husband William had accumulated a great deal of
capital during the Revolution as an opportunistic military supplier and, in the years after 1783,
his ventures into the stock market and banking industry solidified his standing as a wealthy New
York City businessman. As a professional associate of merchant and financier Robert Morris,
William Duer chose to extend his time in Philadelphia for several months against his wife’s
wishes. Writing that she was “distresd to see” him gone so long, Duer added, “I hope you are
detained by some very profitable: or at least certain object of gain that may to you compensate
for so long an absence from your sweet little flock.” Additional letters emphasized Duer’s
dislike of her husband’s speculative business practices and requested that he end his contract
with Morris. Though Duer insisted that “far be it from me” to “hint a reproach,” she continued
to unsuccessfully urge him to “divest yourself of some affairs.” Yet, despite the fact that Duer
proved her financial competence by capably managing the family estate in her husband’s
absence—even making his bank deposits and coordinating with creditors—her wishes were
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ignored; her husband chose instead to carry out his business in Philadelphia as though nothing
had happened.12
Duer’s instincts were accurate when it came to her husband’s affairs. In March of 1792,
after a decline in stock values, William Duer defaulted on approximately $3,000,000 in debt.13
He chose incarceration in debtor’s prison to circumvent threats of violence from his now-ruined
investors, leaving his wife behind to pick up the pieces; he would later die in prison in 1798.
Once known for her ostentatious social gatherings at her Broadway mansion, Duer moved to a
home on the less fashionable Chambers Street and took in boarders to make ends meet.14
Catherine Duer’s ordeal reveals a great deal about New York City’s uneven transition to
market capitalism, and the position of upper-class women within the city’s economy in the early
republic.15 First, it demonstrates the fragile nature of business in the new American nation. In
the case of Duer’s husband, his speculation-fueled failure in 1793 set off a nation-wide financial
panic that virtually bankrupted investors—including prominent New Yorkers like Walter
Livingston and John Pintard.16 The stability of the city itself was at risk, and even the most
prominent occupants of New York could falter in the volatile economic climate of the late 1780s
and 1790s. This could have profound effects on the city’s female elites, who, particularly when
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married, had few legal protections to personally ensure their own financial security or their
families’.
Second, as Catherine Duer’s case displays, women’s property was often unprotected in
the face of such insolvency. In the years leading up to the American Revolution, the probate
category of “paraphernalia” safeguarded women’s personal effects. By stipulating certain
gendered objects as belonging solely to their female owner, “paraphernalia” shielded those items
from a creditor’s claim on the estate of one’s husband. This common law protection,
unfortunately, was removed at the end of the American Revolution.17 Thus, when a portion of
the Duer family estate was sold at auction to placate creditors in the early years of William
Duer’s imprisonment, the majority of the objects sold—a tea stand, bed curtains, brass
candlesticks, and a china set—were clearly the domestic property of Catherine Duer.18 These
pieces of Duer’s personal estate held additional significance as markers of gentility, emblematic
of the potentially downwardly mobile nature of those of the leadership class. Selling such items
might even strip those in debt of the luxury products that signified status in a period when access
to credit was mediated by physical appearance and dress.
But perhaps most significantly, Duer’s financial setbacks and her husband’s death did not
diminish her position within New York City’s upper crust. The daughter of General William
Alexander and cousin to the equally prominent Sarah Livingston Jay, Duer had been a visible
presence in the city following British evacuation in November 1783.19 Her attendance at George
Washington’s Inaugural Ball and social interactions with politically-connected families like the
Clintons, Duanes, Kings, Livingstons, and Schuylers, solidified her continued presence within
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New York’s distinguished circles, even if she now resided on the outskirts of town rather than in
the heart of the city’s most prestigious district on Broadway.20 Thus, although Duer herself was
unable to prevent her husband’s ruin, her social network ensured that she would remain a
protected member of the city’s elite, even after she elected to remarry a less prestigious merchant
named William Neilson in 1801. In Duer’s case, the safety net was far from material: it was
social, protecting her from the loss of cultural capital that defined status in the period of
deferential politics.
Catherine Duer’s example, though arguably the most visible one, was not entirely unique.
Elite women in New York City were affected by—and, just as importantly, were a part of—the
changing economic climate during and after the American Revolution. This becomes more clear
when one takes into consideration the ways in which the city itself was organized around market
capitalism. Broadway, “the street of fashion,” was the location of the many mansions of New
York’s merchants and capitalists.21 City inhabitants gleefully announced their integration into
the city’s financial district; as Catherine Garritson noted, “Our habitation is now in the Center of
Business, the four Banks make this place exceedingly lively.”22
Joining Catherine Duer on Broadway was Elizabeth Brasher Pintard, wife of William
Duer’s business partner John Pintard, whose house sat at the corner of Broadway and Cedar.23
Elizabeth DeHart Bleecker McDonald, a visible member of a New York commercial family, also
resided in the district.24 Jane Keteltas Beekman, married to affluent Dutch merchant James
Beekman, lived in lower Manhattan’s Hanover Square. Others, like Sarah Livingston Jay, wife
of statesman John Jay, spent time on Broadway in addition to dwelling seasonally in the
20
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country.25 Even those who resided on manor estates in upper Manhattan—or Jamaica, as was the
case for Mary Alsop King, wife of politician Rufus King—frequently made trips into the city for
social events. Thus, elite female New Yorkers experienced the world from a very similar
vantage point: one that was both socio-economic and spatial. This extravagant neighborhood, of
course, came at a cost; one upper-class New Yorker noted that “Living gets more enormous here,”
adding that “‘tis said no genteel family can spend less than 6,000 ds.”26
Reintegrating elite women into the economic narrative of New York City in the years
after 1783 reveals the ways in which elite female New Yorkers were active participants in the
city’s growth and stability. In fact, New York City serves as a useful case study for this subject;
previously a Dutch colonial holding, the city allowed women to retain property rights until the
latter portion of the seventeenth century. Historians have shown that women’s participation in
business and property holding was refracted through the principles of coverture after the
imposition of English common law. Yet, this does not mean that women played no role in the
development of the urban capitalist economy in the eighteenth century.27 Though, with the
exception of wealthy widows or those who elected not to marry, women did not often have legal
possession of their own property or finances, elite women in New York City did nonetheless
contribute to the burgeoning market economy in a myriad of ways.28
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The commercial marketplace of the city brought together a wide array of men and women
with distinct experiences, all of whom played crucial parts in the city’s economic vitality and
diversity. New York offered unique opportunities to its wealthy female inhabitants because of
its shifting class structure, political significance, and flourishing economic marketplace. As
patrons, consumers, informants, networkers, and intermediaries, those in this study played a
crucial role in the exchange of material goods and services undergirding New York’s economy,
using their existing social and familial networks to stabilize not only the market, but the upper
class more broadly. Yet, these behavioral patterns highlight the complex paradox of women’s
legal and civic status. Even as property owners, women did not have access to the political
rights so intimately liked to male property ownership in the early republic. Considering the word
“property” in its multiple meanings—one’s estate, real or personal, and the properties ascribed to
women’s identities or civic duty—illuminates the tensions between the constraints of coverture
and upper-class female constructions of power and civic obligation. Such contestation built on
learned femininity in order to highlight the enduring consequences of remaining passive subjects
and marginalized economic actors within the broader American nation.

Investing in Commercial Development
At the end of the American Revolution in 1783, New York was a city in transition. The
period of political and social instability immediately following the Revolution in New York was
accompanied by a markedly unpredictable economy. The effects of crop disruption, postoccupation infrastructural damage, and changing patterns of transnational trade and consumption
all prompted a focus on economic recovery that did not fully begin to blossom for another
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decade.29 The founding of the Bank of New York in 1784 provided a coalition of merchants and
elites with access to capital in the form of bank notes, which then circulated throughout the city
as currency; yet, even that institution, designed to bring together a variety of mercantile interests,
was divided over whether or not to privilege agrarianism or merchant activity.30
Ultimately, the economic instability of the early national period led to a proliferation of
business failures, something that historian Cathy Matson argues were “a regular feature of
commerce and internal business relations, rising to frightening proportions in the 1790s.”31 Debt
was an enormous risk, made all the more common by the lack of longstanding, stable economic
institutions in the new American nation. 32 As Catherine Garritson wrote in a letter to her sister
Sarah Schuyler, “There are many failures in town, and it is expected that there will be great
changes and business very soon.” She added, even among those possessing of the city’s large
fortunes, “People are shy and suspicious of each other in Business.”33
The transition toward an integrated market economy in early national New York
fundamentally altered personal and business relationships in the city, for both men and women.
The fledgling nation debated its system of finance in the 1780s and 1790s; the government and
its citizens increasingly grappled with the problems surrounding the country’s status as a land29
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rich, but specie-poor state.34 In the midst of these debates, types of currency became invested
with new and specific meaning.35 Angelica Schuyler Church hinted at the gendering of currency
in a letter to her sister Elizabeth Schuyler Hamilton in 1794. Though she considers their marital
home as “our landed estate,” Church also distinguishes her husband’s liquid wealth as his own:
“Mr. Church loses no opportunity to place his property in American funds.”36
As Michael Merrill has astutely pointed out, this emerging capitalist system was
bolstered by existing structures of power and politics, and was just as dependent on the fiscal
contributions of wealthy financiers as it was on the merchants, artisans, and other laborers that
mixed within the city’s expansive urban borders.37 It was within this fluid organization that elite
women found the space to operate as economic actors, often serving to—albeit not always
consciously—stabilize the standing of their friends, families, and the upper class more broadly
through their roles as consumers and informants.
In correspondence, at social events, and in their parlors at home, New York’s female
elites participated in a city-wide conversation about shifting nature of the urban economy and the
ways in which the transition to market capitalism affected them. One only needs to look as far as
Elizabeth DeHart Bleecker’s previous example to see the dark impact of the city’s changing and
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sometimes unstable economy on local elites: though, notably, not all instances of economic
intelligence in Bleecker’s diary were as gristly as suicide. Bleecker also readily emphasized
bank appointments and business openings and failures, all in meticulous detail. In some cases,
like Bleecker’s tracking of the comings and goings of merchant ships in New York’s harbor, her
diary highlights the social implications of merchant activity for elite female New Yorkers, who
would eagerly await the arrival of shipments in order to purchase luxury products from abroad.38
In addition to making note of the arrival of boats headed by Captains De Peyster, Waddell, and
Burr, Bleecker also extended invitations to them for dinner. For Bleecker, then, her social
calendar could be used to solidify her personal commercial network, building on existing
connections to gain access to other luxury products that served as markers of distinction. But, of
equal importance, the close mirroring of Bleecker’s diary entries to information printed in
mercantile periodicals like the New-York Daily Advertiser compellingly evidences that she was
reading—or in the very least, regularly discussing—the contents of the paper as it pertained to
business.39 At social events, access to such intelligence was its own valuable currency. Women
served as nodes of information, circulating financial details that benefitted both themselves and
their families.
Conversation about such topics, Bleecker McDonald’s diary highlights, then circulated
among elite women at the tea table and at private and public events. As early as 1790, elite
social gatherings quickly turned to public fiscal debate, in which both women and men were
active participants. In a letter, Walter Rutherfurd described one such event as it took place at
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Walter Franklin’s old mansion on Cherry Street. He and his wife Catherine Alexander
Rutherfurd attended a party along with Chancellor Robert Livingston and his family, Catherine
Alexander Duer and William Duer, Elias Boudinot, and others. Here, Rutherfurd noted, the
conversation extended “till past seven when several of both sexes moved to the Drawing-Room”
to discuss politics and finances, “which are the great topics now.”40
Elite women expressed their anxieties over the ways in which financial decisions wrought
divisions among the upper class. Catherine Crannell Livingston, for instance, conveyed her
concern to her daughter that “we are all here much alarmed at the apprehension of the passage of
the Merchants bank bill,” fearing that it would “blow the cool between the two great interests.”41
For Mary Rutherford, a letter sent to her father John described her “hope of the Bank Bill before
the House” in the midst of details regarding her social calendar: that she was “engaged to dine”
and going “to the play in the evening,” among other events.42 Above all, the prevalence of such
discussion in letters and in public settings evidences its commonplace nature.
Beyond providing a venue for economic conversation, the social and familial networks of
elite women served as a means by which to circulate information regarding prices, investment
knowledge, and product quality.43 After the New York legislature forbade the publication of
stock prices in the newspaper to reduce rampant speculation, specific knowledge could be even
more difficult to come by, as Sarah Livingston Jay noted in a letter to her husband in May of
40
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1792. “There is a total stagnation of news,” Livingston Jay wrote, but “I doubt the act being
necessary.”44 Angelica Schuyler Church mentioned to sister Elizabeth Schuyler Hamilton in
1794, for instance, her desire to compile “a list of prices of articles in daily use” as she received
“so many applications for information.”45 In a period in which business advertisements and
auction announcements proliferated in local newspapers, it could be difficult to navigate the
expected cost and quality of a product. Upper-class women like Church relied on each other in
order to ensure their awareness of knowledge as it pertained to New York’s consumer
marketplace. This information, in turn, provided protections for women by ensuring they would
not be swindled or bankrupted as a result of their dealings. In some instances, such superior
knowledge of products and quality prompted women to assist their husbands in selecting
materials for resale; this was the case for Elizabeth Brasher Pintard, wife of John Pintard, who
requested that her husband have a merchant ship stop at the Cape of Good Hope for a particular
type of white ostrich feather she knew was “to be obtained there.”46
Economic uncertainty was compounded by tensions between the face-to-face interaction
of local space and the increased risk of dealing with the impersonality of far-flung markets, and
one’s success necessarily hinged on reputation.47 For elite women, concerns over the price and
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quality of purchases could be resolved by personally frequenting trusted establishments.48 If one
was simply unable to visit a store for themselves, they were far more likely to employ a close
female friend or relative to procure a product rather than enlist a servant, as did Joanna
Livingston when she asked a close friend to buy her “three yards of black Calgat & the same of
fine silk of the same colors.”49 Such behaviors reinforced the social properties of female elites;
by allowing another woman to conduct business so personally important, they demonstrated the
trust they felt in the good taste of others within their social circle. Furthermore, a reciprocal
system of purchasing linked upper-class women together in a system of economic favors and
exchange that aided in class stabilization more broadly. They built on an intimate awareness of
value and the need for high quality items that retained their resale cost long after purchase; such
items not only served as markers of class distinction, but could also protect women in moments
of financial instability, should they need to trade with or sell products to others.
Elite women used their purchasing power as consumers to aid in stabilizing businesses in
early national New York, seeking to transcend the increasingly partisan debates over the peril of
luxury with the personal desire to distinguish themselves from consumers of the lower classes.
As gatekeepers of a newly reconstructed elite class, upper class women played a central role in
establishing and circumscribing the behavioral patterns of those residing in the city’s most
prestigious district. By frequenting certain establishments in a highly visible way, women could
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help mediate the market’s volatility and offer their seal of approval. It was not uncommon, in
correspondence, for a woman to vouch for the work of a trusted company or individual in order
to generate the interest of close friends and family members. Catherine Crannell Livingston, for
instance, offered a clear endorsement of one woman’s sewing business to other female elites,
noting in a letter to her daughter that she “shewed several friends her samples,” and that “they
admire her cleanliness as well as her work.”50 Bleecker herself mentioned the opening of a new
store at Greenwich in 1799, owned by proprietor Mr. Turnbull. Bleecker, along with several
female friends and her sister Mary, frequented Mr. Turnbull’s store at least four times within the
remainder of the year.51
Bolstering dependable businesses gave women power within the larger framework of the
shifting economic system by allowing them to select and visit enterprises that best satisfied their
needs. Women thus helped to stabilize selected businesses through female patronage. It is no
surprise that some in the late 1780s and 1790s began to cater directly to female clients. Many
appealed directly to elite desires to distinguish oneself from others through consumption,
offering “elegant” products that included “fans, ostrich feathers, fringes, tassels,” and more.
Verbiage in advertisements likewise addressed women as household consumers, offering
everything from “Muffs, for ladies” to “a variety of Ringlets, for Ladies Curls” and “Ladies’
Pocket-books.”52 Other firms geared advertisements to women aesthetically, as did Nathaniel
Smith. A perfumer from London, Smith placed a weekly ad in the New-York Daily Advertiser
that recommended “to ladies, his highly improved Milk of Roses, for beautifying the skin.” The
ad originally ran in the same format as all others in the mercantile paper, as an inset block of
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text. However, by September of 1787, Smith had incorporated a visual element to his design: a
carefully stenciled rose, clearly intended to attract female purchasers to his storefront at Number
187 on Queen Street.53 As stable and desirable purchasing clientele, New York City female
elites, then, were increasingly wooed by business owners in the early republic.
The public act of women’s shopping itself likewise provides insight into the constructions
of elite femininity in the early republic. First, it emphasized such behavior—the observable
spending of capital in the presence of one’s social circle—as a qualifying property of elite
womanhood. This practice established resale value and helped forge a consensus of expectations
regarding material—non-cash—currencies of wealth. As Bleecker’s diary indicates, going “a
Shopping” with friends was as much a social activity as it was an economic one.54 In tandem
with the market revolution of the early national period, the blossoming growth of consumption
allowed women to construct for themselves an etiquette of purchasing in New York City.
Shopping in all-female groups, as Bleecker and her associates so commonly did, allowed elite
women to carve new spaces for themselves in the city’s streets in a way that did not cross
boundaries of proper decorum or personal safety. Furthermore, it designated a public role for
women as purchasers and business patrons.
The same social and familial relationships that supported female participation in the
consumption of products in New York City also enabled women’s access to credit and other
forms of capital.55 One’s marital choice, of course, was particularly essential within this context
as marriage was an initiation into a broader social network with clear, class-based implications.
Marital connections offered one means by which to bridge the gap between longstanding, landed
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elites and new merchant wealth. This stabilization process was critical in maintaining the power
of New York City’s leadership class. Thus, women’s central role in the courtship process
enabled them to secure the most seemingly advantageous match, for themselves and for more
general class consolidation. This was further complicated by the understanding that a woman’s
legal identity became subsumed by her husband’s at marriage, making her status as an individual
economic actor far more complicated—though, certainly, not by any means impossible. In fact,
it would be a mistake to assume that a woman’s status as feme-covert negated her economic
activity. Zabin has shown of New York City in the years prior to the American Revolution,
“coverture also represented the incorporation of a woman into her husband’s financial and in
some cases commercial networks.”56 For elite women, marriage created possibilities in addition
to restricting them. This, in turn, would be particularly useful in an emerging urban market like
New York City, in which access to credit in particular was highly dependent on one’s reputation,
projected appearance, and network of trustworthy associates.57
Women’s personal and marital networks played an inescapable part in the way that
women interacted in the marketplace, driving the business relationships they pursued and the
ways those connections were treated. Account ledgers kept by elite women, for instance, reveal
an emphasis on supporting local businesses and propping up female family members in moments
of economic crisis; simultaneously, they served as devices to establish and document value.
Sarah Livingston Jay, for example, supported her sister Catherine Livingston Ridley by
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meticulously reimbursing her for domestic purchases that included blankets, sugar, and knives.58
Catherine Crannell Livingston, wife of Gilbert Livingston, maintained a record of purchases in
the late 1780s and 1790s that, in addition to listing the procurement of products for entertaining
and paying to travel between New York City and Albany contained several line items for
payment to her mother, a widow. In early 1790, for instance, Livingston made note of a payment
to her mother for twelve pounds; she also gave money to her mother in 1789 and on several
occasions in the early 1790s.59 Likewise, the account ledger of Catherine Alexander Rutherfurd,
wife of Walter Rutherfurd and aunt to Catherine Alexander Duer, reveals similar patterns.
Nestled within her itemized register for the years between 1789 and 1792, alongside cooking
supplies, local travel expenses, and the purchase of gowns for a variety of social engagements, is
a meticulous list of the women Rutherfurd repeatedly traded with. Though Rutherfurd
unquestionably frequented a variety of local establishments for her purchases, her exchanges
with other elite women constituted the bulk of her records, demonstrating again the emphasis
placed on the circulation of products and capital with female friends in New York City.60
Likewise, existing local networks and the social currency they built shaped the ways in
which upper class female New Yorkers pursued credit. Juliana Scott, for instance, wrote in a
letter to close friend Aquila Giles, “I think you have by this time a pretty large Acct. against
me—allow me to settle the pecuniary part of it as soon as possible, you will then increase the
obligation—for the rest, I am satisfied, and even pleased to remain your Debtor.”61 Scott,
already a long time correspondent with Aquila Giles and his wife, Elizabeth Shipton Giles, relied
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on an existing—and largely informal—relationship in order to procure the funding she needed.
Similar patterns were at play in the case of widow Mary Beekman, a member of a prominent
merchant family in New York City. Beekman wrote correspondent Henry Van Rensselaer that
she “would be glad you could pay off the balance of your Bond which was sign’d over by my
Mother to my deceased Husband, as I assure you I am exceedingly in want of money to
discharge the Debts that are daily expected to be paid by the Estate of my deceased Husband”;
yet, she underscored her close relationship with Van Rensselaer in her letter’s closing: “My
mother desires her love to your Wife and family and please to accept of my Compliments in
Conjunction.”62 Beekman, then, relied on her existing familiar network to administer her dead
husband’s estate.63 For Mrs. Gordon, it was close friend Catherine Alexander Duer she sought
out when desperate for money, something that Duer was more than happy to allow.64
Increasingly in the 1790s and beyond, the financialization of New York’s market
economy prompted women—particularly widows—to seek other investments. Some, like Susan
Livingston Symmes and Mary Rutherfurd, put their money into state lotteries designated for
internal improvements.65 Others chose to invest capital in bank securities. Catherine Livingston
Ridley bought shares in the Bank of Pennsylvania and held nearly five hundred pounds in the
National Bank in the mid-1790s; she would protect these investments following her remarriage
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to John Livingston in 1796 via a separate property agreement.66 Catherine Alexander Rutherfurd
invested in a “tontine scheme,” bank shares, and Jersey money in 1792.67

Inheritance and Female Currencies of Protection
Upper class women were clearly a central part of the economic vitality of New York City
in the years after 1783, even if not all participation took place through traditional channels. Yet,
the transition to market capitalism also had the ability to levy negative affects on women; one
only has to look as far as the example of Catherine Alexander Duer in order to see the ways in
which women’s legal dependency could make it difficult to ensure one’s own stability, even if
there was a network of female support to fall back on. There is no question that lack of
unfettered access to real property or liquidity played a role in this.
In the years leading up to 1800, certain legal changes directly affected women’s ability to
own and administer property. New York’s Inheritance Law of 1787, for instance, continued
national inheritance trends on the state level by mandating equal shares for all children intestate
while simultaneously affirming a “widow’s right to dower,” or a third of her husband’s estate.68
Yet, over time, women saw their access to financial or land-based inheritance restricted in trends
that coincided with the developing capitalist system.
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The first of these was the loss of the protection of “paraphernalia,” making women’s
estates materially liable for their husband’s debts.69 Another right of female landholders
restricted not long after the American Revolution was that of the husband as “tenant by
courtesy,” in which a husband could not gain control of his wife’s pre-marital property until after
a child was born to the couple. This protection, like “paraphernalia,” was removed in order to
allow husbands immediate access to land, a necessity in a city like New York in which liquidity
was a required component of financial success.70 In certain instances, even legally mandated
protections for women’s sole-owned property could be circumvented, as was a law requiring a
wife to sign the property deed before her husband could dispose of her land, and stipulating that
a judge hold a confidential meeting with the wife to verify her willing participation.71 However,
as historian Linda Kerber pointed out in her study of coverture, it was customary practice to
ignore the law and not give separate examination to women in New York.72 A rare example to
the contrary can be seen in Elizabeth Schuyler’s separate examination conducted on June 26,
1795, immediately prior to the transfer of a property deed.73
More broadly, women’s dower rights were in the process of being winnowed in the early
national period.74 Dower, the common-law right to a third of a widow’s deceased husband’s
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estate—importantly, before the administration of any other claims to the property—had been an
assumed protection of women’s inheritance. Yet, courts in the early republic began removing
dower protections in order to promote easy access to and transferability of estates, something
Linda Kerber has argued was “the most important legal development directly affecting women of
the early Republic.”75 New York courts, for instance, ruled against widows benefitting from
increased land value or land improvements, thus reducing the amount of dower to which a
widow would be entitled.76 This transformation is exemplified by the estate of Catherine
Bayard, who in 1810 contemplated selling her property in New York City after moving to
England. Her son William Bayard, who possessed power of attorney while his mother lived
abroad, noted that in estimating her estate’s value he would need to first appraise it, then deduct
“the value of whatever improvements may be found thereon.”77 Bayard, then, would not stand to
benefit financially from any developments made to the property during her lifetime.
It was through cultural practices, rather than legal changes, however, that constraints on
elite women’s inheritance in New York were most profound. Those of the upper class tended to
limit widows’ control of property in the late eighteenth century, restricting women’s inheritance
to “subsistence” in order to provide larger legacies to those of the younger generation.78 This, in
turn, did have implications within the context of class consolidation by ensuring familial or
dynastic stability via property for future members of New York’s leadership class.
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Unsurprisingly, the wills of upper class New Yorkers administrated in the years after
1783 reveal that husbands commonly bequeathed their wives less than the intestate third.79 The
1784 will of wealthy Dutch merchant Jacob Van Voorhis, for instance, stipulated that his wife
Sarah receive “one sixth of the residue of my whole estate… in satisfaction of her right of
dower.”80 Likewise, John Van Rensselaer gave his wife “250 pounds a year quarterly,” adding
that “this bequest to be in lieu of dower.”81 Women could contest the bequest if they felt the
amount was less than the third; however, this process was conducted through the Chancery Court
and was quite rare and often highly contested. One only has to look so far as the reaction of
Brockholst Livingston to Mary Livingston Linn’s attempt to recover more of her father’s
inheritance in 1795 to see the stigma attached to such activity. “I have just been reading the
rudest letters I ever saw from Mrs. Linn,” Brockholst Livingston wrote to sister Catherine
Livingston Ridley. Despite having paid “all that has been received on her account,” he added,
she reacted with venom: “My refusal to pay her any more of the principal has brought on me all
this abuse, which she has not confined to her letter but spread throughout the city.”82
It was equally common to place strict protections on the estate if the wife were to
remarry, including short-term tenancy. The will of Cornelius Van Schaack, proven in 1784, gave
his wife Lydia one hundred and fifty pounds per year, during only her widowhood; should she
remarry, she would no longer receive payments from the estate. John Livingston’s wife
Catherine was bequeathed “the income and rents of all my real estate” and its interest until her
remarriage, “this being in lieu of all demands whatsoever which my wife or her executors can or
79
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may claim out of my estate.” In both of these instances—and among the myriad of others—
perpetual widowhood was a requisite qualification for receiving the rights of dower, a means by
which to ensure the husband’s property remained in the family line rather than becoming the
property of a wife’s new husband.83 This complicated a woman’s decision regarding the benefits
and consequences of remarrying for ensured stability.84
These processes were compounded by broader inheritance trends. Historians have noted
that the 1780s and 1790s saw a growing emphasis in wills to sell property and thus devise estates
equally rather than to give parcels of land.85 This, in turn, mapped onto shifts in the capitalist
marketplace and were driven by several factors: the need for liquid currency to circulate in a cash
poor nation; fluctuating real estate values; rampant land speculation; and new investment
opportunities in American banking and proto-manufacturing in the 1790s.
This change is evidenced in the 1789 will of Gilbert Livingston, who gave his wife
Catherine a six hundred pound annuity “during her natural life,” administered quarterly by close
friend Aaron Burr; in order to fund the annuity, Livingston instructed his executors to sell a
series of “houses, farms, and lots.”86 For Sarah Elizabeth Williams, her husband Charles elected
to put his liquefied estate at interest, to be “paid to her annually during her natural life.”87
The transition toward liquefication could also have consequences for upper-class women
in New York. It is estimated that the use or tenancy of land for widows offered more value than
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even a full one-third of the interest of the proceeds of real estate sale. 88 Thus, the increasing
liquefaction of estates at death, though not fully intentional, also served to restrict women’s
dower in the years after the American Revolution. It comes as no surprise that women might try
to fight an estate’s liquidation, as did Maria Van Cortlandt, who reached out to her familial
network in order to receive the bequest willed to her by her aunt, Margaret Willing. As executor,
Van Cortland’s cousin John Pintard stepped in to ensure Van Cortlandt received the “Legacy at
interest secured as at present by mortgage on the Richland Farm.” As the “sole heiress” to
Margaret Willing’s estate, “both real and personal,” Van Cortlandt deserved access to the
inheritance prior to the estate’s liquidation.89
Notably, in virtually all instances, the shift in property law or inheritance can be linked
directly to changes in the city’s commercial marketplace. Access to property was a fundamental
part of capitalist development and, in turn, restricting women’s access to inherited property freed
up a larger percentage for those who might use it to turn a profit.90 Land speculation, too, was
inextricably tied up in New York City’s economy and offered enormous potential for economic
mobility—and risk. Ultimately, an integrated market system like New York’s required liquid
capital in order to properly function; this was a fact that could have profound effects for women,
whose inherited liquidity was automatically subsumed into the estate of their husband at or
during marriage.91 Beyond this, there were other gendered implications for such restrictions on
women’s property access. As Elizabeth Blackmar argues, there were clear republican
88
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foundations that prompted shifts in inheritance patterns; after the Revolution, she writes, “state
lawmakers declared the unencumbered circulation of land to be a fundamental precept of a
republican society and abolished primogeniture and entail alongside all manner of ‘feudal
tenures.’”92 Because landholding buttressed men’s political right to vote, it is not surprising that
women were increasingly marginalized as the franchise expanded in the early national period. 93
There were, of course, limited ways to ensure protection for women’s property, real or
personal. One method was the use of the equity trust, prenuptual, or antenuptual contract to set
aside a woman’s separate estate, distinct from that of her husband’s.94 Thomas Witter’s 1787
will to daughter Frances Nicholson, for instance, made just such a designation, giving her the
estate “for her sole and separate Use and Benefit and not to be subject to the control or Disposal
of her Husband.”95 James Van Cortlandt’s mention of his wife Elizabeth’s “own estate, real and
personal, to which I am not entitled” likewise evidences the existence of an agreement entitling
her to her separate inheritance.96 Widow Mary Vanderbilt protected her legacy by setting aside a
4,000 pound trust for granddaughter Elizabeth Jephson in which she explicitly stipulated that
Jephson’s husband William “shall have no benefit from my estate, and the receipts from his wife,
my granddaughter, are to be sufficient for my executors.”97 In each of these instances, women’s
property was protected (on the surface at least) from the intervention of a husband or a husband’s
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creditor, as long as they were executed correctly; though, importantly, such a settlement
necessarily required the husband’s approval.98
Oversight regarding the practice of devising inheritance was reinforced, for upper-class
New York families, by the near-universal practice of stipulating the wife as executrix over a
husband’s will, a practice on the decline more broadly in the early republic.99 Those who were
executrixes administered estates—albeit not without some difficulty. Margaret Livingston,
attempting to collect rents from tenants in arrears, was forced to accept wheat for rent on several
occasions in the mid-1780s.100
However, the success of an equity trust or antenuptual agreement was dependent on its
interpretation within the legal system.101 In New York City, the venue for devising inheritance
was the Chancery Court, a court of equity, overseen by Chancellor Robert Livingston in the
1780s and 1790s.102 The Chancery Court had an unfortunate reputation for corruption in
addition to its rather prohibitive court fees; and, beginning in the 1790s, Democratic-Republican
Chancellor Livingston reduced the number of sittings in New York City in order to hold court
sessions in his own mansion in Clermont, requiring the additional cost and time of travel.103 As
Joan Gundersen has pointed out, by the antebellum period, decisions made by the New York
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Chancery Court negated the enforceability of equity trusts and pre- and post-nuptual agreements,
“thus eliminating an important way to circumvent coverture.”104
A more accessible means of protection for upper-class New York women came from
their social and familial networks, which also functioned as a means by which to circulate
material objects in lieu of access to liquid wealth. Such forms of personal property were
exchanged between women, serving as gendered artifacts representative of one’s central position
within the city’s economic system and displaying meanings about class status and friendship. 105
Items exchanged—typically luxury items—included expensive silk fabrics, decorative ribbons,
headscarves, and jewelry.106 In some instances, they were purchased products or raw materials;
in others, as was the case for Angelica Schuyler Church and the petticoats she sent to her sister in
1795, they were homemade goods.107 This could offer one way to stabilize women’s finances.
If given an allowance from her husband to purchase certain goods that were gifted from friends
instead, a woman could potentially keep the money for her own future use.
Participating in material exchange provided a unique way for New York female elites to
distinguish class identity by trusting in each other’s level of sophistication and taste. Women
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performed these favors for each other in a clear reflection of the value of their relationship.
Catherine Van Schaack wrote in 1811, for instance, that the unexpected packet she received was
the “greatest proof you could have given me of your friendship.”108 Of equal importance,
however, was the implication ascribed to such favors: that elite women possessed complete trust
in the sophistication and taste of those around them, in addition to comprehensive knowledge of
quality and price as it pertained to the marketplace. Beyond serving as a system of class
formation, the exchange of goods also provided a way to circumvent the constraints of coverture
by investing money in products rather than in holding onto currency, whether it be bank notes or
otherwise. As Catherine Crannell Livingston so succinctly put it in a letter to her daughter,
“There is great value in the personal property here.”109
And, in some instances, such circulation did, in fact, extend to actual—often
clandestinely exchanged—money. Mrs. Robertson, in a letter to Susannah Reid Robertson,
alluded to “monies” appended to her letters in addition to her private advice. Likewise,
Catherine Crannell Livingston’s letter to her daughter Sarah Livingston Thompson included
twenty-two dollars for her sole and private use.110 Such intimate exchange was potentially a way
to protect close female friends and family members by keeping capital out of the hands of one’s
husband.
Patterns of inheritance as engaged in by upper-class women—typically widows—reveal a
similar emphasis on the material. Certainly, a large part of this correlates to the types of estates
women were most likely to possess: domestically oriented and often non-liquid. It was
exceedingly common to will wearing apparel, household furniture, and dishes, as did Cornelia
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Walton in her 1786 bequest to Catharine and Mary Beekman.111 The will of Dinah Rapalje,
proved in 1789, provides another example; though she willed her son Gerret Rapalje and son-inlaw Gerardus Duyckink half each of a lot at Brooklyn Ferry for their “natural li[ves],” her legacy
to her daughter Ann was entirely material and consisted of Rapalje’s personal estate, potentially
enacted as a protective measure.112 Significantly, beyond creating a legacy of treasured items
passed down a family’s female line, such material objects undergirded women’s continued
involvement in exchange. Perhaps, even, they offered an additional source of income if sold at a
later date.
Of equal interest is the fact that upper-class New York women, in probate, were far more
likely to will items to female relatives rather than males. In many cases, women’s wills
intentionally gave more to women than to men. Take, for example, the case of Leah Brevoort.
In her will proven in February of 1783, Brevoort allotted fifty pounds to Samuel and William
Reid, sons of her niece. Yet, to their sister Elizabeth, Brevoort gave one hundred pounds; and to
Phebe and Elizabeth Delaplaine, daughters of Brevoort’s cousin, she gave two hundred
pounds.113 Elizabeth Van Rensselaer Richard also offers an interesting—though surprisingly
representative—example. Her will gave daughters Annantia and Helena all personal estate in
equal shares, and all real property to Annantia. Conversely, Richard stiupated that her son Garret
should receive “ten shillings out of my personal estate wherewith I bar him from further claim as
being my eldest son and heir-at-law.”114
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Equally indicative of the meaning assigned to elite women’s property in the broader
circulating economy of New York City was the frequenting of estate auctions. Women like
Elizabeth DeHart Bleecker, a regular fixture of New York City’s high society, made repeated
note of such activity in her diary. On April 29, 1799, for instance, Bleecker mentioned
witnessing the estate sale of “some of Lady Temple’s furniture” and the “furniture of the late Mr.
John Rimson.” Her mother, she added, chose to buy some furniture at auction through seller
James Lewis.115 Again, such practices evidence the meaning assigned to women’s personal
property. The patronizing of auction houses in order to procure the material artifacts of other
elites contributed to the circulating economy of physical objects in New York City.
Additionally, the proceeds from auction sales could serve to bolster the financial stability of a
female seller in a time of economic crisis.
More broadly, the significance of this material exchange becomes all the more relevant
when one considers the effects of such activity. Exchange among women served several
important purposes in New York City. It fostered a network of trust, in which elite women could
rely on each other to supply objects they needed—or wanted—when their own access was
limited. As Michael Zakim has argued, the extension of credit in the early republic was, in
essence, a “currency of promises” meant to combat the increasing impersonality of market
capitalism; he adds, “not only was a currency of promises intrinsically separate from the things
being traded, but it was also increasingly separated out from any actual relationship between
persons.”116 Material objects, too, could be their own currency in an economy in which access to
credit for women was scarce, and the ownership of liquid capital (or the property to generate that
also held in trust for her daughters Ann and Susanna, with the final fourth going to son Anthony Barclay. Ibid., V.
11, 210-11. Likewise, Cornelia Blaau willed one-third of the estate to sister Sarah Waldron, “during her life,”
Cornelia Alboy, and Sarah Jarvis. Ibid., V. 13, 124-25.
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capital) was wrought with difficulty. Thus, the exchange of physical artifacts protected women
and offered a source of economic stability, something particularly relevant in the volatile climate
of the early 1790s.
The question becomes, then: how did these factors defining the properties of New York
City female elites—active participation in the city’s marketplace through typically nontraditional channels, changing patterns of inheritance and land administration, and reliance on
female networks of material circulation—interact in order to shape women’s experiences and
status? Unsurprisingly, social networks were of particular importance in the instance that a
husband’s business faltered or he was unable to pay his debts. As Bruce Mann has shown in
Republic of Debtors: Bankruptcy in the Age of American Independence, the emergence of the
marketplace in conjunction with land and securities speculation “transformed the
interdependency between creditor and debtor and had far-reaching social, economic, political,
and legal consequences.”117 Debt was an enormous risk, made all the more common by the lack
of longstanding, stable economic institutions in the new American nation. Following the
financial collapse of 1792, several members of New York City’s elite were themselves a part of
those unable to repay their massive debts.118
For the aforementioned Catherine Alexander Duer, William Duer’s trip to Philadelphia in
the period leading up to his incarceration necessitated that she maintain appearances at home and
“answer all the World who are daily putting the question to me.” This meant handling business
in her husband’s absence by collecting money and taking notes directly to the bank, as they were
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“safer in my hands than to trust them to the care of a third person.”119 As she wrote in a letter to
William Duer, “your credit shod not suffer” simply because he was unable to take care of
business directly.120 Yet, in the end, no amount of intervention could prevent Duer’s husband
from defaulting on his loans; his impoverishment and subsequent incarceration required the sale
of the family’s domestic estate in order to satisfy creditors.
Comparable patterns were at play for Elizabeth Brasher Pintard. Pintard, wife of
stockbroker and investor John Pintard, endured a fate similar to Catherine Duer’s. John Pintard
had long engaged in business with William Duer and Robert Morris, borrowing investment
money from others to fund Duer’s speculative schemes. When the bubble burst, Elizabeth
Brasher Pintard’s husband found himself facing insolvency. Fearing for his safety, he elected to
live in exile in Newark, New Jersey for the next five years before being taken into debtor’s
prison. While in Newark, Pintard served as emissary for her husband, traveling freely to New
York City in order to procure a letter of license and to “persuade creditors to withdraw their
federal lawsuits so that he could be released from prison if he received a state discharge.”121
Pintard’s activity reveals the complexities of coverture as the legal construction played
out for New York City female elites. In some cases, having one’s legal status subsumed by
another could provide real and tangible benefits. A married woman could not have her
husband’s debt collected from her in court; she, like Catherine Duer, was primely situated to
administer or negotiate her husband’s estate as she was protected from any financial

As Marylynn Salmon has astutely pointed out, the legal “doctrine of necessities” stipulated that a wife could
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ramifications for her activity.122 Simultaneously, though, her example highlights the futility elite
women often felt in the face of their husband’s poor financial decisions. Though John Pintard
initially sought to maintain stability in the moments leading up to exile by insisting his associates
use contacts from his wife’s familial network, it was not long before he found himself in an
unfortunate position. 123 He wrote in a letter to a business associate, “My fiscal dependence to
enable me to discharge the obligations of honor I am under, I’m nearly reduced to divesting
myself of my domestic effects”; this, of course, was an action that would have profound effects
for Elizabeth Brasher Pintard. In the end, she felt the social and financial consequences of her
husband’s expulsion, marginalized by the geographic space between Newark, New Jersey, and
New York City, and her husband’s fear of impending arrest.124 Yet, Brasher Pintard’s removal
from New York City society was far from permanent and structured more by distance than
intentional social ostracism.

*

*

*

In 1793, the recently widowed Elizabeth Clinton Tappen wrote to Cornelia Tappen
Clinton Genêt of her concern over the fact that she “must be prepared to do business with many”
following her husband’s death.125 Likewise, Catherine Crannell Livingston, who had recently
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lost her husband Gilbert Livingston, wrote at length to her daughter of undertaking the “settling
[of] their estate,” expressing anxiety over the process.126 Despite both women’s well-justified
apprehension, particularly considering the growing restrictions on women’s property
administration in the 1790s and early nineteenth century, as privileged and urban widows Tappen
and Livingston successfully administered their deceased husbands’ estates. In fact, in 1806,
Livingston and Tappen were able to engage in a joint real estate venture that had tangible returns.
As a result of the rents received from the property, Livingston announced to her daughter, she
planned to “raise enough to pay principles now called for and interest due next spring [and]
summer.”127 The examples of Tappen and Livingston again reinforce the important role access
to property played in supporting female financial stability; though, notably, their mutual foray
into business and property ownership was, of course, inscribed by their status as New York City
widows, and certainly not the normative experience of other married female elites.
Nonetheless, New York City’s shifting marketplace and social flux offered varied
opportunities for elite women to assert themselves economically. The city’s commercial
marketplace brought together a wide array of individuals with distinct experiences, both male
and female, all of whom played crucial parts in the city’s economic vitality and diversity.
Though, with the exception of wealthy widows or unmarried women, women did not typically
have legal possession of their own property or finances, elite women in New York City did
nonetheless contribute to the burgeoning market economy in a myriad of ways; using their
marital and homosocial networks, elite women patronized businesses, circulated pricing
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information, obtained access to credit, and engaged in a network of material trade, all means by
which they helped to alleviate the instabilities of the market and the urban upper class.
Thus, for women like Catherine Alexander Duer and Elizabeth Brasher Pintard,
interpersonal connections, rather than property ownership or liquid wealth, served to consolidate
status. As female elites engaged in activities undergirding the growth of the city’s capitalist
marketplace, they came face to face with the increasing restrictions placed on their ability to
own, devise, protect, and administer property. Within this context, Harriet Adams’ lament that,
when attempting to offer advice to a female friend embroiled in a protracted property dispute,
she sincerely wished “it were in my power to act, as well as Think” becomes all the more
clear.128 Though there were ways for elite female New Yorkers to circumvent the restrictions of
their secondary legal status—or, in some cases, use those restrictions to their advantage—their
ultimate powerlessness to take definitive action raised serious questions about their position in
the city’s social structure, and within the new nation more broadly.
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EPILOGUE

After the tragic death of her husband in 1804, Elizabeth Schuyler Hamilton struggled to
maintain control of her family home. Alexander Hamilton’s death in his duel with Aaron Burr set
into motion events that made Hamilton’s finances particularly precarious in the early nineteenth
century. Numerous debts against her dead husband’s estate necessitated that she sell the Grange
in Harlem Heights—although she was eventually able to repurchase the home after receiving her
father’s inheritance money.1 Nonetheless, the lack of protection for widow’s property nearly
bankrupted Hamilton; this was, as the last chapter demonstrated, by no means a unique scenario,
but rather part of a much larger pattern that played out repeatedly among New York City’s elite
widows.
Even though she lived in relative scarcity during her widowhood, Hamilton remained a
trusted and valuable member of New York City’s social scene. Fellow New York City elite
Elizabeth DeHart Bleecker made repeated mention of entertaining with Hamilton in her diary, in
some instances even going out of her way to welcome Hamilton in the months after Alexander
Hamilton’s untimely demise. Bleecker’s continued relationship with Hamilton is indicative of
the fact that her social standing did not suffer even in the face of potential insolvency.2
Furthermore, Hamilton’s social network banded together in January of 1805 to provide financial
support for her. Representatives of the Morris, King, Wolcott, Withe, and Benson families
joined as trustees to solicit subscriptions for a loan designed to cover Alexander Hamilton’s
A document crafted by the executors of Philip Schuyler’s estate noted that Elizabeth Schuyler Hamilton was to be
given “the residue of his real estate on the said Saratoga Tract.” January 28, 1805, Reel 30, Alexander Hamilton
Papers, LOC.
2
See entries on August 7, 1804, where Bleecker McDonald “din’d with Mrs. Hamilton”; August 12, 1804;
September 3, 1804; September 14, 1804; and December 31, 1804; among numerous others. Diary of Elizabeth
DeHart Bleecker, NYPL.
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immense debt—estimated by Egbert Benson at $54,722, in addition to a hefty mortgage and
interest—thus easing his widow’s burden. As Benson noted in a letter to John Jay, the venture
was conducted to be “honourable to the Memory of our Friend.” However, its outcome hinged
on the sale of the Grange, something that must have been deeply wounding to Hamilton.3
In the years after 1800, elite women faced increasing restrictions. As Hamilton’s case
makes clear, their financial stability was eroded, through cultural inheritance practices and the
Democratic-Republican legal regime. Women’s public activity, too, shifted in the early
nineteenth century, in a process that coincided with the transition from a Federalist to a
Republican political base in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. Beyond partisan
changes, other factors were also at play in this transitional period; the removal of the capital from
New York to its temporary location at Philadelphia and, finally, to Washington City. The
transfer foreclosed opportunities to actively participate in the vibrant public sphere associated
with the republican court. The loss of the seat of the state capitol to Albany also siphoned off
much of the political vibrancy, shifting it northward after 1798. Republicans, though generally
supportive of crowd activity and the use of feminized allegorical symbols as a legitimizing tool,
pushed heavily to purge the influence of aristocracy and the European court from governance.
Bringing these patterns of political change into conversation with inheritance reveals
much about the importance of dynastic stability and “the business of family” among upper class
female New Yorkers. Elite widows in early national New York City possessed authority via
cultural persuasion and, often, an abundance of social capital.4 However, their powers were
limited by their increasingly restricted ability to own and administer property after the death of
their husbands. This sheds light on the instability of the elite class as a whole in a period of
Egbert Benson to John Jay, January 4, 1805, “The Papers of John Jay,”
http://wwwapp.cc.columbia.edu/ldpd/jay/item?mode=item&key=columbia.jay.07508.
4
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economic, social and political fluidity. As gatekeepers, women often supported female friends
and family members, circulated wealth and material objects, and served as nodes within social
networks in order to play a critical role in the consolidation of the city’s leadership class; why,
then, did they so rarely insist on protections for personal and familial property?

Widowhood, Dependency, and Subjecthood
In 1804, William Bayard served as an administrator for the contested estate of the
recently deceased John Taylor. In a series of epistolary exchanges that lasted for years, siblings
William and George Taylor bickered over the division of their father’s property as Bayard
attempted to mediate the process. The delay in the settlement rested on the issue of liquefication:
whether or not the real and personal estate ought to be sold and the proceeds devised “among the
Heirs according to their Rights.” As William Taylor adamantly asserted, the executors—
William Bayard, Henry White, and James Roosevelt—should “decide all controversies.” Taylor
added, “If this Settlement is delayed or embarrassed, it is not owing to me.”5
The familial quarrel hinged on the sale of one property in particular; this was a piece of
real estate on Pine Street in lower Manhattan’s financial district that included a house, stable, and
business front.6 As George Taylor pointed out, the sale of this valuable property was critical to
securing the annuity—and, therefore, the financial stability—of their aging mother. The residue
of the estate, Taylor and his wife agreed, could then be divided evenly among the rest of the heirs.
Yet, despite the profound and detrimental consequences in regards to the economic security of
the widowed Mrs. Taylor from tying the estate up in a protracted legal dispute, George and
William Taylor were unable to come to a prompt agreement. Although Bayard strongly warned
5
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them against taking the matter to the Chancery Court in 1805, by 1806 he noted that his
impression “was and still is that they were resolved to do nothing, and that nothing was left for
you but to pursue a Course of Legal proceedings to bring them to a settlement.”7
In the case of Widow Taylor, the proceeds of the sale of the Pine Street property,
transacted at a loss, were not enough to secure the annuity.8 Instead, George Taylor mortgaged a
vacant lot on Depeyster Street for an amount “agreeable to the Covenant entered into by the
Heirs respectively,” by which the value of the lot at $28,075 raised enough interest to secure to
Mrs. Taylor “the sum of $1750 yearly”; the surplus would then be paid annually in equal
amounts to the remaining six heirs.9 Yet, even this solution faced contestation by George
Taylor’s contentious brother William, who accused Taylor and William Bayard of engaging in
“the impropriety of doing business in this careless way.”10
In the end, then, George and William Taylor’s mother was forced to rely on her familial
network in order to ensure her financial stability, dependent on the resources of those around her
for material protection. Women could—and often did—find themselves in precarious economic
positions following a husband’s death. For many widows, fears regarding this instability
blended with emotional distress at the loss of one’s husband. Widowhood was often wrought
with anxiety, which further complicated by its fluid nature. Widowhood and the feme-sole legal
status it bestowed could be overwhelming, unbound territory. As Maria Clinton wrote of her
close friend who was in the midst of the estate settlement process after the death of her “tender
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husband,” one “that she fondly loved,” it was the “severest misfortune that can be.” 11 Elizabeth
Tappen wrote of her own experience, “I don’t wish to forget him.”12 For recent widow Nancy
Burns, her grief overwhelmed her ability to not only handle estate administration, but even
parent her young children; as one observer noted, “I am convinced that she feels the same regret
for her loss, as if he had been the best & most faithful husband in the world, it is natural for her
to do so, but to carry her grief to such an excess is injurious to her own health & doing great
injustice to her infant children.”13
Bereavement profoundly complicated one’s financial stability in the wake of a husband’s
death. Sarah Ogden wrote that it “forbids the realizing of the plans & the happiness we have
anticipated,” lamenting the loss of her husband who had passed away two years previously.
Now considering a new marriage proposal from a Mr. Fisher, Ogden feared the potential return
to her previous state of depression. “God knows I have seen enough of that acute misery to deter
me from acting in a manner that would probably hasten a termination & involve me in the
distressing circumstances that I experienced in 98,” she wrote. “I never wanted a friend, a
soothing, feeling one more than at present, I have little or no guide but my own ideas, which
waver so often that I at times doubt the strength of my resolutions.”14 For Ogden—and for
numerous other female elites in New York—there was no clear behavioral precedent for how to
proceed, and if, or when, to remarry was a question fraught with complication.
Even for financially stable widows, it was a process marked by apprehension. The
previous examples of Elizabeth Tappen and Catherine Crannell Livingston evidenced their
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commonly felt anxiety over estate administration.15 However, when widows instead were
required to rely on the goodwill of others—be it family members or estate executors—the
process could become infinitely more problematic. Emotional anxiety surrounding the state of
widowhood was compounded, then, by the fact that such stability was difficult to attain, even for
New York City’s female elites. As widow Jane Byrne pleaded in a letter to the executor of her
husband’s estate,
The want of money and many demands for the same, oblige me to charge you
with being the Sole cause of my Distress and suffering, you well know Sir that I
have Nothing to subsist upon but a Scanty pittance of Seventy pounds pr Annum
left me by my Husband, to whom you are Executor and which you have withheld
from me for many years, and whose property to a Considerable amount you
Converted to your own life…. the Nominal Security you gave me of a Mortgage
on two Lotts of Land, were sold by your Self Several years ago, under these
Circumstances is it not astonishing that you with hold my only means of
Subsistance. Delicacy forbids me to mention other Particulars, relative to this
Business, as well as to my Husband’s Estate of which I have Indubitable proof,
Permitt me to intreat that you will order me payment made here, of the Balance of
the within Account Amount.16
For Byrne, her executor’s supposed intentional misappropriation of property had dire effects on
her fiscal well-being, forcing her into near destitution. Executors held a great deal of power over
the division of an estate and, for those New York women who had little liquid wealth by for
initiating a costly equity lawsuit, there were very few ways to ensure their deceased husbands’
wills were appropriately administered.17
Specifically, many of the changes to inheritance practices initiated in the postRevolutionary era—including liquefying property, bequeathing estates based predominantly in
15
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shares of personal property, and a focus on subsistence rather than widow’s thirds—meant that,
according to Joan Gundersen, “Women had less opportunity to inherit or control the inheritance
they received.”18 Within this context, it is no surprise that Byrne might lash out against her
executor’s insistence that she “subsist upon a scanty pittance,” threatening to “procure redress” if
he did not comply within a “reasonable time.”19 Unfortunately, it was not uncommon for
dishonorably enterprising individuals to take advantage of widows and their rather precarious
economic position. In some instances, this could present as family members spending a widow’s
limited income frivolously without concern for the consequences; in others, as was the case for
Sarah Ogden Fisher and her mother, it could come from a promise to provide a widow with
financial assistance that was later retracted. As Fisher noted, a distant family member had
provided her mother with “pecuniary favors” as “obligations not to be repaid” but, unfortunately,
withdrew the kindness not long after. As Fisher angrily expressed to a close friend, “It is too
much his natural disposition I know, but I never supposed he would shew any of it to my Mother,
I hate such overbearing, proud purse people, & think by such conduct he has cancelled all
obligation conferred on my Mother or any of us, his extravagance is unpardonable under
circumstances.”20
The example of Mary Beekman offers insight into the many potential pitfalls of abuse
regarding inheritance practices. Beekman, who after 1770 had lived with her two sisters
Magdalen and Catherine and her brother William, agreed to distribute family property at her
death equally among her surviving siblings, who would then ensure its equitable division among
nieces and nephews when they reached the age of majority. However, a revised will secretly
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created in 1790 instead designated Beekman’s supposed favorite nephew, Robert Rutgers, as sole
heir.21 It was not until Beekman’s death in 1793 that her three siblings discovered the existence
of this new will, raising questions regarding its validity and the potentially excessive influence
employed by Robert Rutgers on his aging aunt to garner such a profound shift in his personal
inheritance that would take years—and legal intervention—to settle.22
Concerns over those who might take advantage of widows were compounded by the
broader climate of economic uncertainty in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries.
When widows’ financial assets were tied up in mercantile investments, a company’s
indebtedness could undermine their subsistence. In the case of Alida Johnston, family estate
accounts invested in the firm Sargent, Chambers, & Company depreciated drastically following
the company’s bankruptcy in 1806. Though she was personally due to receive a payment of
£2436.70, an agent of the company revealed that, after insolvency, “There will be little or
nothing for the creditors.” Thus, “if on the contrary any arrangement can be made, it is expected
in the course of time they will be able to pay three or four, perhaps five shillings in the
Pounds.”23 In this instance, Johnston’s invested capital—and that of other women, including
Catherine Bayard and Catherine Roberts—was largely lost in the risky economic climate of the
early national period. As Johnston’s brother lamented in a letter to her sent that same year, “I
regret to find the Distressed state the bankruptcy of Sargent and Chambers has reduced you to.”24
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Even for those with real property, financial stability in widowhood was far from certain.
New York City’s uneven economy and women’s common lack of access to liquid capital could,
and sometimes did, lead to property foreclosure or insolvency. In the case of the recently
widowed Mrs. Nichols, for instance, the inability to make regular payments led to the foreclosure
of her home. William Beekman, who purchased Nichols’ property at estate auction, demanded
she pay rent in order to stay in her marital home, prompting Nichols to threaten—rather
irrationally—that she would then be forced to destroy the property.25 For Catherine Plymer,
whose husband died intestate in June of 1813, the Chancery Court failed to protect her inherited
estate on Madison Street. Forced into destitution, she found herself unable to pay the mortgage
and had her home foreclosed in June of 1815; when the mortgage was sold after the foreclosure,
she appealed to the Chancery Court to keep her home. The Chancery Court ruled, however, that
“the proceedings appear to be regular.”26 Similarly, for Catherine Bayard, the impending threat
regarding the sale of her house and accompanying lot of land at Greenwich finally prompted her
to cut her losses and move to live near her daughter in Southampton.27
In the end, support from one’s female social or familial network did not always go far
enough to ensure lasting financial stability. Although elite women could—and often did—rally
around those widows in need in periods of financial variability, as was the case for Catherine
Duer, this practice alone could not compel an executor to properly supply an annuity or settle a
disputed will or administrative legal battle. Take, for instance, the case of widow Cornelia
Beekman Walton, whose husband William Walton passed away in 1768. Despite the fact that
her husband’s will clearly provided an annuity for his widow, Walton found that directive to be
only dubiously followed by executors. Six years passed without receiving a payout; and,
25
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furthermore, she noted, her nephew owed her another six years of rent at 120 pounds per annum.
She was finally forced to reach out directly to the governor in hopes that he would use his
influence to get her executors to pay her. Unfortunately for Walton, her pleas were unsuccessful;
her financial state was further complicated by the fact that she received no inheritance from her
father, William Beekman, because she possessed a legacy from her deceased husband. Thus, in
October of 1783, Walton finally decided to rent out her home to George Clinton and moved to
Newark, New Jersey, for its affordability.28
Others widows, like Catherine Bayard, relied on their social and familial networks for
legal and financial support. Bayard, widow of loyalist William Bayard, found her financial
stability shattered when, in 1784, officials threatened to seize and sell her estate. Bayard was
forced to employ her son, William Bayard, Junior, a lawyer, to maintain control of her house and
land in Greenwich, New York. “I think it proper to inform you that my mother M. Catherine
Bayard claims title to the house and lot of land at Greenwich on which my father formerly lived
by virtue of deeds of lease and reliable bearing date 12 May of July 1773 which deeds were only
presented at that time on which they bare date,” wrote William Bayard to John Kelly in May,
enclosing a property deed and threatening redress if his mother’s home should be taken from her.
“Should you sell this Estate I think it but just that the purchaser should know of this
encumbrance before the Sale which if you suppose of it I shall looke on you as answerable for it,”
Bayard added, “which is the reason of my giving you this time by notice.”29 But in the end, for
Bayard, similarly to the case of Cornelia Walton, it was easier to relinquish power of attorney to
her son, giving him control over “demands of all or any the Tenants in possession of any lands or
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Tenements in which I am entitled to Dower.” Bayard ultimately moved to Southampton to spend
her final years with her daughter.30
However, as the example of Catherine Duer reveals, emphasizing only the negative
effects of widowhood obscures the broader picture of their role in consolidating the city’s
leadership in the post-revolutionary era. Patterns of inheritance and the protections that were
implemented by women served to solidify class: through the circulation of currency and property
between merchant and landed elites, through social and familial networks of stabilization, and
even via the types of spaces and objects women inherited.
The social networks of upper class New York women supported widows by providing
them with direct financial assistance. Account ledgers and receipts kept by elite women, for
instance, reveal an emphasis on propping up female family members in moments of economic
crisis. Catherine Crannell Livingston, wife of Gilbert Livingston, maintained a record of
purchases in the late 1780s and 1790s that, in addition to listing the procurement of products for
entertaining and paying to travel between New York City and Albany, contained several line
items for payment to her mother, a widow. In early 1790, for instance, Livingston made note of
a payment to her mother for twelve pounds; she also gave money to her mother in 1789 and on
several occasions in the early 1790s.31 In the case of Nancy Burns, the sorrow of widowhood
and previous patterns of overspending prompted those around her to step in, though not without
judgment. “To say I am sorry for Nancy Burns would be telling an untruth,” Sarah Ogden noted
of the situation. But, she added, “I am glad to contribute my Mite towards procuring her
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comfort, but am quite at a loss in what manner to recommend her to manage the money so
liberally subscribed for her support.”32
There was also a generational element to protection for widows. Those who were
previously widowed were often more likely to emphasize the importance of passing property
down the female line, as was the case for Catherine Livingston Ridley. Following the
unexpected death of her husband, merchant Matthew Ridley, in 1789, Ridley vigilantly protected
her wealth.33 Prior to her second marriage to John Livingston—brother of Maria Livingston
Duane—in 1796, Ridley initiated the creation of a trust for sole-owned property, power of
attorney for her daughters Susan and Matilda regarding land in Kentucky, and a separate
property agreement. Her separate estate, executed a few months after her death in February of
1814, included investments in stock. It was witnessed and executed by Ridley’s sister, Susan
Livingston Symmes, and her daughter Susan Sedgwick, further emphasizing the critical weight
Ridley placed on the family’s female line.34 Ridley’s sister, Susan Livingston Symmes, also
protected her own assets, a fact that might relate to the independent nature of their mother,
Susannah French Livingston.35 This generational emphasis on protection is also seen in the
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relationship between Susanna Reid Robertson and her aunt, Catherine Rutherfurd, who largely
raised Robertson in her youth.36
A reconsideration of the restrictions on dower rights for New York’s female elites also
had a spatial element. A widow’s right to property use, during her lifetime or prior to
remarriage, could ensure that she remained within the narrow confines of the fashionable district
as a visible member of the city’s elite class. Yet, simultaneously, it also safeguarded the most
valuable properties in Broadway from transferring out of the hands of a family’s holdings,
ensuring that the next generation of the city’s leadership, both male and female, would inherit the
property on the death of their parents. This emphasis on dynastic continuation required women
to reject their own self-interest to ensure their family members’ futures. These practices became
increasingly problematic over the course of the early nineteenth century, as the growth of market
capitalism—and the individualistic outlook it promoted—became difficult to reconcile with
republican ideology.
Women’s legal dependency in the early nineteenth century linked with broader changes
to New York City’s political regime. Following Thomas Jefferson’s presidential election in
1800 and the subsequent decline of deferential politics, female New Yorkers experienced
shrinking avenues of power.37 On a federal level, Jefferson’s explicit decision to move away
from markers of hierarchy contributed to a marked reduction in women’s influence. By not
hosting formal levees, for example, he foreclosed the central role of hostesses during his tenure
in office. His fear of heterosocial—or, as it was often referred as, “promiscuous”—social mixing
36
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prompted Jefferson to remove women from positions of political authority.38 In a letter to
George Washington in 1788, Jefferson made note of his concern that “the influence of women in
government” in Europe might provide them with the power to unfairly secure positions for
friends and family members.39 As such, his dinner parties were intentionally all-male events,
and did not mix men of political leanings.40 Jefferson’s actions prompted remarks from
observers such as John Cleve Symmes, who glowingly reported that “The President keeps no
levy - wears a small round hat like common man - he is sociable & easy in conversation.”41
In New York City, similar patterns were at play. As partisanship intensified in the 1790s,
bi-partisan socialization broke down, removing a key space for women’s authority in republican
government.42 These divisions played out in the early nineteenth century in institutions such as
the City Dancing Assembly, which broke apart in 1808 amid Democratic-Republican complaints
that the $2.50 yearly cost—which included coffee, tea, and dancing at the City Hotel—was a
symbol of highbrow excess.43 But other processes related to the politicized discussion of
republican consumption also contributed.
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Debates over luxury swirling in the 1790s and at turn of the nineteenth century were
infused with partisan language.44 Republicans, anxious to remove physical symbols of
conspicuous consumption, emphasized the dangers of imported European manufactures as
antithetical to republican government. These disputes also had a gendered component. The
issues attributed to women over luxury consumption—frivolotry, indulgence, and the lack of
critical reasoning—were contradictory to the sensibility so theoretically critical to a stable polity.
In eyes of Republicans, luxury was evidence of how women’s corruptive nature could tear apart
the new republic.45 This was compounded by the nature of the items that elite merchant
capitalists pushed to boycott: fashionable materials like ribbons, flowers, feathers, and silk,
typically owned and utilized decoratively by women.46
Ultimately, these contests reveal a paradox. Linzy A. Brekke points out that “though
imported goods were necessary to the growth of the economy, and previously mandatory through
the mercantile system, by the end of the eighteenth century the consumption of certain goods,
specifically apparel, came to be perceived as a sinister force threatening the economy and
endangering the nation.”47 At the same time, the consumption of foreign imports was critical to
the economy, and the fledgling American nation needed to project itself as dynamic and
cosmopolitan in order to assert authority as a respectable power.
The forces of capitalism were at odds with the broader critique over extravagant display
that previously served as markers of class identity. Some men, including Samuel Ferguson,
openly eschewed consumption; in a letter to his wife Elizabeth, Ferguson wrote that he gave “a
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decided preference to that kind of happiness the offspring of Domestic comfort, and would never
sigh after the extravagance or Luxury of the age.”48 These ideas were complicated by the
growing number of men from non-gentry backgrounds participating in formal politics in the
early nineteenth century.49 As men began to reject eye-catching clothing in order to bridge this
divide, dress developed increasingly feminized connotations.50
Women of New York’s leadership class continued to consume luxury goods, publicly
displaying the conspicuous symbols of status that undergirded dynastic stability. Rather than
engage as participants within local and national politics, these women were increasingly
designated as consumers, concerned with the business of family, but not explicitly with their own
secondary legal status. This is perhaps best evidenced by elite women’s reactions to the trade
embargo in 1807, which effectively ended American overseas trade with Britain and France—
and, coincidentally, took place in the same year that propertied white women in New Jersey were
fully disfranchised. Painted as a “frivolous commercial restriction,” the embargo was chastised
by women for limiting their access to European luxury goods rather than for its implications for
relationships with foreign powers.51 In the instances where the “Imbargo” made procurement of
certain materials difficult or expensive, women begged female friends and family members to
leverage resources to obtain them. Ann Sudam reached out to sister Elizabeth Clinton
Tallmadge in 1808, imploring that she send her luxury products—including “black Italian silk,”
“black cut velvet,” an “India Lute string,” and “a fashionable hat to travel in.” She ended the
request with a statement reifying her trust; “I wish you to use your own good judgment & taste,”
48
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Sudam wrote.52 Others complained about the high prices of materials and requested that elite
women use mercantile connections to “smuggle it for me.”53 These requests for materials from
one’s social network were certainly not new in the early nineteenth century. But, when coupled
with politicized statements about the embargo and smuggling, they look markedly different from
those of the 1790s.54
However, partisan marginalization, women’s growing legal dependency, and their
continuing subjecthood within a nation of male citizens did not remove them from municipal
power. Many found other avenues by which to participate in the dynamic growth of the city and
its marketplace. The 1807 trade embargo and, five years later, the War of 1812, wrought havoc
on the status of the urban poor in New York.55 As urbanites grappled with issues of poverty and
stability, some women joined together, in certain cases using previously developed homosocial
and familial networks, to foster benevolence.56 Elizabeth Schuyler Hamilton, along with Isabella
Graham and Johanna Bethune, founded the New York Orphan Asylum on March 15, 1806.57
The first location was a rented house in Greenwich Village, in a space large enough to hold
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sixteen children.58 The institution was incorporated in 1807 and purchased four additional lots of
land, invited “Christian Friends and Fellow-Citizens” to “rejoice in this opportunity of affording
your bountiful and efficient aid to this more than common charity.”59 Yet, when the Orphan
Asylum faced financial problems in 1810, they released a statement to New Yorkers using
gendered language to implore men and women to donate:
The contributions to this institution have been liberal, and do honor to the patrons
and conductors of so noble an establishment. But we are sorry to observe that the
institution is considerably in debt. The benevolent zeal of the disinterested
conductors, has outrun their means. However, this cannot long be the case—the
wealthy and liberal citizens of this prosperous city, will never suffer an institution
of such heavenly origin, to droop and die of the necessary pecuniary support.60
In the midst of such instability, women found alternate means to secure funding. The Orphan
Asylum would get a state subsidy in 1811 in “An Act for the Benefit of the Orphan Asylum
Society,” vesting the organization with “rights, privileges, and immunities”; this included “no
forfeiture of the estate, funds, or property of the said society.”61 From this, the Asylum received
$10,000 in building funds and an appropriation of $500 annually. As Anne Boylan points out,
organizers relied on elite social networks to stabilize the institution, tapping “the wealth and
connections at their disposal.” 62 In this case, they harnessed the financial climate of
corporatization to their advantage, using the leverage of state support to improve city life.
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Perhaps Hamilton’s own brush with destitution served as an impetus for her involvement in the
project.63
Elite women were a visible part of New York City and its social, economic, and political
fabric. Their presence stretched noticeably through all aspects of city life in the 1780s, 1790s,
and beyond. Many were a normalized part of the world of business in lower Manhattan, and
were adept at managing risk; through their role as class gatekeepers, they stabilized New York’s
leadership in the midst of the city’s republican experiment. Building on the foundation of
learned femininity, they mediated the potential pitfalls of the marriage market and stabilized
landed and mercantile elites through wealth circulation. They invested in the city’s vibrant
social sphere in the 1780s and 1790s, engaged in heterosocial debates over partisanship, and
buttressed the city’s growth as a mercantile port city by leveraging social and economic capital
in finance and property. Through their emphasis on the business of family, some were perhaps
even willing to absorb this risk for themselves in widowhood in order to ensure dynastic stability
for future generations.
Yet despite all this, they remained subjects, possessing few legal protections and
relegated to an increasingly precarious state. The changing stakes of the early nineteenth
century— the shift to a Democratic-Republican regime, the decline of deferential politics, and
the increasing financialization of New York in the early nineteenth century, among other
factors—forced many to adopt other methods of stabilization, rely ever more on each other for
survival, and, in some cases, even turn to associational activity or benevolence as another means
by which to influence the polity. Although protections for family wealth were often limited,
however, this in no way detracts from the important role these women played within the city’s
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social fabric. Ultimately, New York’s political context and mercantile economy created a
moment of opportunity for upper-class women to play more expansive roles in the city’s—and
the nation’s—development. During the early national period their efforts were key to remaking
and sustaining city’s leadership.
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Dissertation Subject Master List
1. Armstrong, Alida Livingston
2. Bayard, Mary Beekman
3. Beekman, Cornelia Van Cortlandt
4. Beekman, Jane Keteltas
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6. Clinton, Maria Franklin
7. Duane, Maria Livingston
8. Duer, Catherine Alexander
9. Erving, Ann Schaeff
10. Ferguson, Elizabeth Day
11. Few, Catherine Nicholson
12. Gallatin, Hannah Nicholson
13. Gansevoort, Catherine Van Schaick
14. Gansevoort, Maria Van Rensselaer
15. Genet, Cornelia Tappen Clinton
16. Hamilton, Elizabeth Schuyler
17. Jay, Sarah Livingston
18. King, Mary Alsop
19. Kirkpatrick, Jane Bayard
20. Livingston, Catherine Crannel
21. Livingston, Margaret Beekman
22. Livingston, Mary Stevens
23. MacDonald, Elizabeth DeHart Bleecker
24. Osgood, Maria Bowne Franklin
25. Osgood, Martha Brandon
26. Pintard, Elizabeth Brasher
27. Ridley, Catherine Livingston
28. Robertson, Susanna Reid
29. Rutherfurd, Catherine Alexander
30. Symmes, Susan Livingston
31. Tallmadge, Elizabeth Clinton
32. Van Cortlandt, Jane Beekman
33. Van Wyck, Catherine Van Cortland
34. Varick, Maria Roosevelt
35. Walton, Cornelia Beekman
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